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Florida Public Utilities Company (the Company), by and through its undersigned 

counsel, requests approval of its proposed unbundled transportation service, and in 

support states as follows. .~., 
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1. The name, address, and telephone number of the petitioner a r ~  q; ’.. 

Florida Public Utilities Company c-)~:-. 0 

(561) 838-1728 o w  6 
2. The name, address, and telephone and fax numbers of the person 

authorized to receive notices and communications with respect to this petition are: 

Wayne L. Schiefelbein 
Wiggins & Villacorta 
P.O. Drawer 1657 
Tallahassee, FL 32302 

(850) 385-6008 (fax) 
(850) 385-6007 

3. The Company is a natural gas distribution utility subject to the regulatory 

jurisdiction of this Commi.$on as prescribed in Chapter 366, Florida Statutes. Its 

substantial interests will be affected by the Commission’s disposition of this Petition in 

that such disposition will determine whether the Company will be authorized to provide 

unbundled gas transportation service to its non-residential customers under terms and 

conditions agreeable to it. 



4. The Commission recently adopted Rule 25-7.0335, Florida Administrative 

Code, effective April 23, 2000, which requires each local distribution company to offer 

the transportation of natural gas to all nonresidential customers. In order to meet that 

objective, each gas utility must file a transportation service tariff with the Commission by 

July 1, 2000. The Company’s proposed compliance with the new rule is presented 

through this petition, and by the accompanying proposed transportation service tariff. 

The proposed tariff is submitted herewith both in final (Exhibit A) and legislative 

(Exhibit B) format. 

5. The Company submits within its proposed tariff four rate schedules under 

which it would provide unbundled transportation service to its nonresidential customers 

(which currently total over 3,800) on an equal basis, regardless of size. Under these 

proposals, customers, excluding Rate Schedule LVITS customer and special contract 

customer(s), must select a Pool Manager that would be responsible for the purchasing and 

scheduling of natural gas for the customers’ accounts. Each proposed transportation rate 

schedule corresponds to an existing sales service rate schedule. 

6 .  The proposed General Service Transportation Service (GSTS) is an all 

new service. This service corresponds to the Company’s General Service (GS) rate 

schedule. Approximately 2,900 of the Company’s existing nonresidential customers 

receive sales service under the GS rate schedule. Eligibility for service under the GS and 

GSTS rate schedules would be available to any nonresidential customer for any purpose. 

No electronic measurement equipment would be required. 

7. The proposed Large Volume Transportation Service (LVTS) is a variation 

of the existing LVTS rate schedule. The existing LVTS usage requirement of 15,000 
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therms per month, under which nine customers are currently being served, would be 

eliminated under the Company’s proposal. LVTS service corresponds to the Company’s 

Large Volume Service (LVS) rate schedule. The eligibility threshold for LVS service 

would continue at 500 therms per month for firm service. Approximately 900 customers 

currently receive service under the LVS rate schedule. LVTS customers whose annual 

consumption is or will be greater than 50,000 therms would be required to have electronic 

measurement equipment provided and installed by the Company. Approximately seventy 

(70) of the Company’s existing customers, which represents forty (40) percent of the 

Company’s daily throughput, would be affected. 

8. The proposed Interruptible Transportation Service (ITS) is a variation of 

the existing ITS rate schedule. This service corresponds to the Company’s Interruptible 

Service (IS) rate schedule. As of June 30, 1998, these rate schedules were closed to all 

new customers, and no change is proposed in that regard. Eight (8) customers currently 

receive ITS service; another seven (7) existing customers receive IS service. The existing 

usage threshold of 120 therms per day (43,800 therms annually) is unchanged. Service 

under this rate schedule would continue to be fully interruptible upon two hours notice to 

the customer. The existing requirement for customers to have electronic measurement 

equipment provided and installed by the Company is also retained. 

9. Finally, the Company also proposes to continue its existing Large Volume 

Interruptible Transportation Service (LVITS). This service corresponds to the 

Company’s Large Volume Interruptible Service (LVIS). The LVITS and LVIS rate 

schedules were also closed effective June 30, 1998, and no change is proposed in that 

regard. One (1) customer qualifies for and receives these services, which have an 
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eligibility threshold of annual usage exceeding 12 million therms. This customer is not 

required to elect a Pool Manager, and would not receive pipeline capacity from the 

Company. Service under this rate schedule would remain fully interruptible upon two 

hours notice to the customer. The existing requirement for this customer to have 

electronic measurement equipment provided and installed by the Company is also 

retained. 

10. The requirement of Company-provided and installed electronic 

measurement equipment for customers with annual consumption in excess of 50,000 

therms is essential. Company provided and installed electronic measurement equipment 

is necessary in order to protect the Company’s investment in facilities and assure the 

proper operation of the Company’s metering equipment. In addition, the Company must 

have electronic measurement equipment that can properly interface with the Company’s 

electronic measurement software. Finally, the Company is requiring consistency in the 

type of electronic measurement equipment installed in order to minimize training and 

maintenance costs. 

11. The Company intends to launch its unbundled transportation services as 

follows. Prior to the actual implementation date, the Company would provide all 

nonresidential customers with a brochure outlining the new services being offered, 

explaining the respective roles and responsibilities of the Company, the customer, and the 

Pool Manager, and providing a return postcard to request an enrollment kit. The brochure 

would explain that electing unbundled transportation service is entirely voluntary; the 

customer may remain a sales service customer if so desired. Upon request by a customer, 

the Company would mail an enrollment kit, which would include a Standard Commercial 
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Natural Gas Service Agreement (“SCNGSA”); instructions on completing the SCNGSA; 

answers to Frequently Asked Questions and a glossary of terms; a twelve-month 

consumption history of that customer; and a list of Company-approved Pool Managers. 

The customer would be responsible for making certain elections on the SCNGSA. The 

customer would be required to select a Pool Manager to service the customer’s account 

and to elect a daily delivery quantity. The daily delivery quantity elected will constitute 

the customer’s natural gas delivery obligation to the Company. Upon receipt of a duly 

executed SCNGSA, the Company will review the agreement for compliance with the 

terms of the tariff. The Company will verify that the SCNGSA was received ten (10) 

working days prior to the requested effective date of the requested service. In addition, 

the Company will review the customer’s election of Daily Delivery Quantity and reserves 

the right to disapprove any election that cannot be substantiated by the customer’s 

historical consumption, additions of equipment or, in the case of a new customer, 

projected natural gas usage or historical consumption of a similarly situated customer. 

Finally, the Company will assure that the elected Pool Manager is listed on the 

Company’s List of Approved Pool Managers. If in compliance, the Company would 

execute the agreement. The customer would begin receiving unbundled transportation 

service on the date requested on the SCNGSA. 

12. Under the Company’s proposal, each customer would be responsible for 

monitoring its own consumption as reflected on its monthly billing statements, and 

making the necessary adjustments as may be required from time to time to remain 

consistent with its daily delivery obligation under the SCNGSA. Customers may submit 

a DDQ Change Request Form to effectuate a change in their Daily Delivery Quantity. A 
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duly executed DDQ Change Request Form must be received by the Company no less than 

ten (10) working days prior to the effective date of the requested change. Customers 

requesting a twelve-month consumption history to assist in making such changes would 

be charged a fifteen ($1 5) dollar fee. 

13. Under the Company’s proposal, customers may also elect a new Pool 

Manager by submitting a Pool Manager Change Request Form. A duly executed Pool 

Manager Request Form must be received by the Company no less than ten (IO) working 

days prior to the effective date of the requested change. Customers electing to change 

their Pool Manager during an annual period would be charged a fifty ($50) dollar fee. 

14. Under the Company’s proposed Pool Manager Service under Rate 

Schedule PM, any marketer, broker, or other third party supplier of natural gas who 

desires to sell natural gas on the Company’s distribution system may act as a Pool 

Manager upon meeting the Company’s creditworthiness requirement. The Company 

would thereunder require proposed Pool Managers to provide written documentation of 

their ability to acquire firm transportation capacity (FTS-1 and FTS-2) on Florida Gas 

Transmission Company’s pipeline system. Upon meeting this creditworthiness 

requirement, and upon execution of a Pool Manager Agreement, the marketer, broker, or 

other third party supplier of natural gas would be included on the Company’s list of 

approved Pool Managers. 

15. Pool Managers would be required to make deliveries to the Company 

equal to the sum of the Daily Delivery Quantity, plus applicable shrinkage, by citygate, 

for each customer being served by the Pool Manager, rounded to the next greatest 

dekatherm. This would serve as the Pool Manager’s Daily Delivery Requirement to the 
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Company. The Company would release pipeline capacity to the Pool Manager equal to 

the sum of the maximum Daily Delivery Quantity in each of Florida Gas Transmission 

Company’s capacity seasons, plus applicable shrinkage, for each Customer being served 

by Pool Manager, rounded to the next greatest dekatherm. The Company would release 

pipeline capacity based upon the Company’s pipeline capacity portfolio and the 

geographic location of the Pool Manager’s customers. If the Pool Manager should fail to 

make deliveries of natural gas equal to its Daily Delivery Requirement, the Company 

would assess a fifteen ($15) dollar per dekatherm charge against the Pool Manager. This 

charge would serve as the final resolution of the Pool Manager’s failure to deliver its 

Daily Delivery Requirement; that is to say, no other credit for overdeliveries or penalty 

for underdeliveries would apply. By 5:OO p.m. Eastern Clock Time each working day, the 

Company would inform the Pool Manager via e-mail of the Pool Manager’s Daily 

Delivery Requirement by citygate for at least the next two days. Each Pool Manager 

would be assessed a one hundred ($100) dollar per month charge. 

16. The Pool Manager would be responsible for resolving customer 

imbalances with the Company. The Company would aggregate the imbalances of the 

Pool Manager’s customers and cash-out the net imbalance with Pool Manager. The Pool 

Manager will also receive a credit for the difference between its Daily Delivery 

Requirement and the sum of the Daily Delivery Quantity, plus applicable shrinkage, for 

each customer being served by the Pool Manager. The Company would render invoices 

for the aforementioned charges on a monthly basis, with payment due within ten (10) 

working days of the date of mailing. This relatively accelerated payment requirement is 

consistent with industry standards for wholesale natural gas transactions. 
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17. A Pool Manager may terminate service to a customer upon providing the 

Company with a duly executed Pool Manager Termination of Service Notice Form thirty 

(30) working days prior to the required termination date. Customers who are terminated 

by their Pool Manager would have ten (1 0) working days prior to said termination date to 

provide the Company with a Pool Manager Change Request Form electing a new Pool 

Manager. If the customer fails to provide a Pool Manager Change Request Form in a 

timely manner, the customer would revert to the corresponding sales service for the 

balance of the term of his or her SCNGSA. A customer electing a new Pool Manager 

outside of the indicated period would effectively have the ability to game current market 

rates for natural gas against the Company’s Purchased Gas Adjustment (“PGA”). A 

customer’s ability to switch routinely between sales service and transportation service 

would serve to harm sales service customers by unfairly taking advantage of the 

overhder recovery mechanisms in the PGA. 

18. The Company proposes that all customers required to have electronic 

measurement equipment provided and installed by the Company would be assessed a 

monthly Transportation Administration Charge of fifty-four (54) dollars per month. This 

charge was approved in the Company’s last rate case, effective May 6, 1995. All other 

customers would be assessed a Non-monitored Transportation Administration Charge, 

billed on a per therm basis and applied to the customer’s actual consumption. The 

Company would appreciate assistance from Commission staff in developing the amount 

of this Non-monitored Transportation Administration Charge. 

19. The Company also proposes that it be authorized to accrue expenses, 

including implementation expenses, associated with its offering of unbundled 
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transportation service to nonresidential customers. These expenses include, but are not 

limited to, any hardware and software expenses for systems to implement and provide 

unbundled transportation service; Company employee expenses incurred to offer 

unbundled transportation service; all costs incurred in the rule development and 

rulemaking in Docket No. 960725-GU, including attorney’s fees; all costs incurred in the 

instant docket, including attorney’s fees; and any other expenses directly related to the 

offering of unbundled transportation service. Such expenses would be recovered by the 

Company through a Transportation Cost RecoveIy Clause (“TCR) applicable to all 

nonresidential customers except for Large Volume Interruptible Transportation Service 

customers and any other customers which receive service under special contract. 

20. The Company has approximately 3,800 commercial customers who would 

be eligible to elect unbundled transportation service. The Company expects to be able to 

accommodate the conversion of five hundred (500) customers per month. Customers 

would be converted on a first (valid) request received, first served basis. 

21. It is essential that the Commission allow the Company to defer the 

implementation date of its proposed unbundled transportation program to August 1,2001. 

The Company is in the process of installing a totally new Customer Information System 

called the Orcom System. This project is expected to be operational on October 2, 2000. 

The Orcom programmers and the Company’s own in-house team expect to need six 

months for initial debugging and modifications to the overall CIS system while the 

system is in operation. At that time, the programmers would be able to start the 

programming necessary to implement the proposed unbundled transportation service, 

followed by a short period of time for debugging that new program. Based on the 
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foregoing, the Company anticipates that it would be capable of properly beginning the 

conversion of sales customers to unbundled transportation service on August 1,2001. 

22. The Company has also included within the proposed tariff submitted 

herewith certain miscellaneous tariff revisions unrelated to unbundled transportation 

service. These miscellaneous tariff revisions are necessary in order to either correct 

definitions or to reflect more current usage within the industry, to update the 

identification of service territories, and to bring the tariff current on the Company’s 

standard forms. The Company also proposes a new provision designed to encourage 

alternative methods of dispute resolution, for unbundled transportation service, and 

generally. 

23. Given the complexity and, in some cases, the novelty of the Company’s 

proposals; and the Company’s expectation that Commission Staff and the Company will 

work together to attempt to achieve a mutually acceptable framework for the Company’s 

provision of unbundled transportation services, this petition, and the accompanying 

proposed tariff, are specifically not proposed pursuant to the Commission’s standard tariff 

approval procedures, and the Company hereby waives any entitlement that it may have to 

the time limitations for Commission action on its proposed transportation tariff. The 

Company instead respectfidly requests that its petition be processed using the 

Commission’s proposed agency action procedures. 

Wherefore, Florida Public Utilities Company requests that the Commission 

process this petition and the accompanying proposed tariff using the Commission’s 

proposed agency action procedures; issue an order approving this petition and its 

proposed unbundled transportation service tariff, with an implementation date no earlier 
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than August 1, 2001; approve the miscellaneous proposed tariff revisions unrelated to 

unbundled transportation service; and grant such other relief that may be appropriate. 

Dated: June 30,2000 

%lo;ida Bar No. 265047 
Wiggins & Villacorta, P.A. 
P.O. Drawer 1657 
Tallahassee, FL 32302 

(850) 385-6008 (facsimile) 

Attorneys for Florida Public 
Utilities Company 

(850) 385-6007 



Exhibit A 

Florida Public Utilities Company 

Proposed Tariff Revisions 

Final Format 



Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. I 

TERRITORY SERVED 

Second Revised Sheet No. 6 
Cancels First Revised Sheet No. 6 

As indicated on the System Maps, the Company operates three noncontiguous natural gas distribution 
systems. 

In Palm Beach County, the Company's natural gas operations are located in the eastern portion of the 
County. Franchised service areas include the municipalities of Lake Park, Riviera Beach, Palm Beach 
Shores, Mangonia Park, West Palm Beach, Palm Beach, South Palm Beach, Lake Worth, Lake Clarke 
Shores, Lantana, Greenacres City, Boynton Beach, Highland Beach, Delray Beach, Hypoluxo. North Palm 
Beach, Palm Springs, Atlantis, Manalapan, and Boca Raton. The Company also operates in area 
adjacent to these franchised incorporated areas. Gas service is supplied to all of the Palm Beach County 
Service area through an interconnected distribution system. 

The Company's Mid-Florida Division is comprised of the Sanford and DeLand Districts. The Sanford 
District serves the City of Sanford, Longwood, Winter Springs, Lake Mary and adjacent territory in 
Seminole County, Florida. The DeLand District serves the City of DeLand, Orange City, DeBary, Deltona 
and adjacent territory in Volusia County, Florida. 

Issued by: J. T. English, President 8 CEO Effective: 



Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. I 

Second Revised Sheet No. 8 
Cancels First Revised Sheet No. 8 

TECHNICAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

When used in the rules and regulations or the rate schedules contained in this volume, the following terms 
shall have the meanings defined below: 

A. Company - Florida Public Utilities Company acting through its duly authorized officers or 
employees within the scope of their respective duties. 

Applicant - any Person applying for gas service from the Company at one location. 

Customer - any Person receiving gas service at one location from the Company under Rules and 
Regulations of the Company. 

B. 

C. 

D. Service Classification - 

(3) 

Issued by: 

Residential Service - service to Customer supplied for (a) residential purposes in a single 
family dwelling or building, or in an individual flat or apartment in a multiple family dwelling 
or building or portion thereof occupied as the home, residence, or sleeping place of one 
(1) or more persons; (b) rooming houses of less than seven (7) rooms for rent; ( c ) for 
commercial and residential use on the same premises where the commercial use is less 
than twenty-five percent (25%) of total; (d) multiple billed master-metered multi-family 
dwellings. 

Residential service shall also include service in commonly owned facilities in residential 
condominium, cooperative apartment, and homeowner association buildings subject to 
the following criteria: 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

100% of the service is used exclusively for owner's or co-owner's benefit. 
None of the service is used in any endeavor which sells or rents a commodity or 
provides a service for a fee. 
Each point of delivery will be separately metered and billed. 
A responsible legal entity is established as the customer to whom the Company 
can render its bills and said services. 

Commercial Service - service to Customers engaged in selling, warehousing, or 
distributing a commodity, in some business activity or in a profession, or in some form of 
economic or social activity (offices, stores, clubs, hotels, etc.) and for purposes that do 
not come directly under another classification of service. 

Industrial Service -service to Customers engaged in a process which creates or changes 
raw or unfinished materials into another form or product. (Factories, mills, machine 
shops, mines, oil wells, refineries, pumping plants, creameries, canning and packing 
plants, shipyards, etc., Le., extractive, fabricating or processing activities.) 

(Continued to Sheet No. 9) 

J. T. English, President & CEO Effective: 



Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. I 

First Revised Sheet No. 9 
Cancels Original Sheet No. 9 

E. 

F. 

TECHNICAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 8) 

Service Line - all piping between the main tap up to and including the first valve or fitting of the 
meter or regulator setting. 

Meter andlor Requlator Setting - all piping and fittings between the Service Line and the outlet 
side of Company's meter. 

G, 

H. 

House Piping - all piping and fittings past or downstream of Company's meter. 

Standard Delivery Pressure -as measured at the outlet of meter on Customer's premises shall not 
be less than three inches (3") nor more than twelve inches (12) water column. 

I. 

J. 

Flowinq Temperature - the arithmetical average of the temperature of the gas flowing through the 
meters as recorded by a recording thermometer installed at the point of measurement. Where 
such installations is not provided, the flowing temperature of the gas shall be assumed to be sixty 
degrees Fahrenheit (60°) F. 

Atmospheric Pressure -fourteen and seventy-three hundredths (14.73) pounds to the square 
inch, irrespective of actual elevation or location of the point of measurement above sea level or 
variations in atmospheric pressure from time to time. 

K. Cubic Foot - for the purposes of measurement herein shall have the following meaning: 

(1) When gas is metered at the Standard Delivery Pressure, a cubic foot of gas shall be 
defined as the volume of gas which, at the temperature and pressure existing in the 
meter, occupies one (1) cubic foot. 

(2) When gas is metered at other than the Standard Delivery Pressure, a cubic foot shall be 
defined as the volume of gas which, at a flowing temperature of sixty degrees Fahrenheit 
(60° F.) and at an absolute pressure of fourteen and seventy-three hundredths (14.73) 
pounds per square inch, occupies one (1) cubic foot and meter readings will be adjusted 
to such temperature and pressure base. 

When measurement is by means of orifice meters, volumes shall be computed in 
accordance with the joint Bureau of Standards, A.G.A., A.S.M.E. specifications published 
April 1955 as Gas Measurement Committee Report No. 3 of the American Gas 
Association, and any modifications and amendments thereof. 

(3) 

(Continued to Sheet No. IO) 

Issued by: J. T. English, President & CEO Effective: 



Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. I 

Third Revised Sheet No. 10 
Cancels Second Sheet No. 10 

L. 

M. 

N. 

0. 

P. 

Q. 

R. 

S. 

TECHNICAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 9) 

- one hundred (100) cubic feet of gas. 

- one thousand (1,000) cubic feet of gas. 

BTU or British Thermal Unit - the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one (1) 
pound of water one degree Fahrenheit (lo F.) at sixty degrees Fahrenheit (SO0 F.). 

Therm - one hundred thousand (100,000) British Thermal Units. 

!& - a period of twenty-four (24) consecutive hours beginning and ending at 1O:OO A.M. Eastem 
Clock Time. 

Month - the period between and two (2) regular readings of Company's meters at approximately 
thirty (30) day intervals. 

Year - a period of three hundred sixty-five (365) consecutive days except that in a year having a 
date of February twenty-nine (29) such year shall consist of three hundred sixty-six (366) 
consecutive days. 

Total Heatinq Value - the number of British Thermal Units produced by combustion in a recording 
calorimeter at a constant pressure of the amount of gas which would occupy a volume of one (1) 
cubic foot at a temperature of sixty degrees Fahrenheit (60" F.) if saturated with water vapor, and 
under a pressure equal to that of thirty inches (30") of mercury at thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit 
(32' F.) and under standard gravitational force (acceleration 980.665 centimeters per second per 
second) with air of the same temperature and pressure as the gas, when the products of 
combustion are cooled to the initial temperature of the gas and air, and when the water formed by 
combustion is condensed to the liquid state. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 10.1) 

Issued by: J. T. English, President & CEO Effective: 
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Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. I 

First Revised Sheet No. 10.1 
Cancels Original Sheet No. 10.1 

T. 

U. 

V. 

W. 

X. 

Y. 

2. 

AA. 

TECHNICAL TERMS AND ABBRWIATIONS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 10) 

Company will determine a monthly average heating value of natural gas to be effective as of the 
first day of each month. Said monthly average heating value will be in effect on a calendar month 
basis. It will reflect the average monthly heating value of the natural gas delivered to Company by 
its pipeline supplier during the next immediately preceding calendar month. 

Pool Manaser - any Person who has been engaged by one or more Customer(s) to be 
responsible for the delivery of natural gas to the Company's Citygate@) for such Customer(s). 

PerSOn - any corporation, whether public or private; company; individual; firm; partnership; or 
association. 

Daily Deliverv Quantity -daily amount of natural gas, in Therms, elected by Customer to be 
delivered for their account. 

Billinq Period Deliverv Quantity -sum of Customer's Daily Delivery Quantities between meter 
reading dates, less Company Shrinkage. 

FGT - Florida Gas Transmission Company 

Citvsate - Physical connection of facilities between Company and Florida Gas Transmission 
Company. 

Working Day - the days Monday through Friday, exclusive of Company Holidays, unless notified 
otherwise. 

& - Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

Issued by: J. T. English, President & CEO Effective: 



Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. I 

Second Revised Sheet No. 11 
Cancels First Revised Sheet No. 11 

INDEX OF RULES AND REGULATIONS 
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Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. I 

First Revised Sheet No. 22.2 
Cancels Original Sheet No. 22.2 

RULES AND REGULATIONS (Continued) 

4. The individual metering requirement is waived for any time-sharing facility for 
which construction was commenced before January 1, 1987 in which separate 
occupancy units were not metered in accordance with subsection (2) (a). 

Where individual metering is not required under Subsection (2)(a)3 and master metering (3) 
is used in lieu thereof, sub-metering may be used by customer of recordlowner of such facility 
solely for the purpose of allocating the cost of the gas billed by Company. The term 'COSY' as 
used herein represents only those charges specifically authorized by Company's tariff including 
but not limited to the customer, energy, purchased gas adjustment, and conservation charges 
made by Company plus applicable taxes and fees to customer of record responsible for the 
master meter payments. The term cannot be construed to include late payment charges, returned 
check charges, the cost of the distribution system behind the master meter, the cost for billing, 
and other such costs. 

20. Settlement of Disputes 

A. The following applies to Customers executing the Standard Commercial Natural Gas 
Service Agreement (the "Agreement"): 

Except for any 1) dispute which is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Florida Public 
Service Commission, 2) action seeking a restraining order or an injunction related to the 
purposes of the Agreement, and 3) suit to compel compliance with this dispute resolution 
process, the patties agree to use the following dispute resolution procedure as their sole 
remedy with respect to any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to the 
Agreement or its breach. 

At the written request of a party, each party will appoint a knowledgeable, responsible 
representative to meet and negotiate in good faith to resolve any dispute arising under the 
Agreement. The parties intend that these negotiations be conducted by non-lawyer, 
business representatives. The location, format, frequency, duration, and conclusion of 
these discussions shall be left to the discretion of the representatives. Upon agreement, 
the representatives may utilize other alternative dispute resolution procedures such as 
mediation to assist in the negotiations. Discussions and correspondence among the 
representatives for purposes of these negotiations shall be treated as confidential 
information developed for the purposes of settlement, exempt from discovery and 
production, which shall not be admissible in the arbitration described below or in any 
lawsuit without the concurrence of all parties. Documents identified in or provided with 
such communications. which are not prepared for purposes of the negotiations, are not so 
exempted and may, if othetwise admissible, be admitted in evidence in the arbitration or 
lawsuit. 

Issued by: J. T. English, President & CEO Effective: 



Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. I Original Sheet No. 22.3 

RULES AND REGULATIONS (Continued) 

If the negotiations do not resolve the dispute within sixty (60) days of the initial written 
request, the dispute shall be submitted to binding arbitration by a single arbitrator 
pursuant to the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association. A 
party may demand such arbitration in accordance with the procedures set out in those 
rules. Discovery shall be controlled by the arbitrator and shall be permitted to the extend 
set out in this section. Each party may submit in writing to a party, and that party shall so 
respond to, a maximum of thirty-five (35) (none of which may have subparts) of the 
following: interrogatories, demands to produce documents, or requests for admission. 
Each party is also entitled to take the oral deposition of one individual of another party. 
Additional discovery may be permitted upon mutual agreement of the parties. The 
arbitration hearing shall be commenced within sixty (60) days of the demand for 
arbitration. The arbitration shall be held in West Palm Beach, Florida for West Palm 
Beach Division Customers and in Sanford, Florida for Mid-Florida Division Customers. 
The arbitrator shall control the scheduling so as to process the matter expeditiously. The 
parties may submit written briefs. The arbitrator shall rule on the dispute by issuing a 
written opinion within thirty (30) days after the close of hearings. The times specified in 
this section may be extended upon mutual agreement of the parties or by the arbitrator 
upon a showing of good cause. Judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may 
be entered in any court having jurisdiction. 

Each party shall bear its own costs of these procedures. A party seeking discovery shall 
reimburse the responding party the costs of production of documents (including search 
time and reproduction costs). The parties shall equally split the fees of the arbitration and 
the arbitrator. 

The foregoing provisions regarding alternative dispute resolution procedures may apply to 
all other customers, but only by mutual consent between the Customer and the Company. 

E. 
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RATE SCHEDULE PM 
POOL MANAGER SERVICE 

Applicability 

supplier (collectively "Pool Managet') of natural gas that wishes to act as agents for the purpose of 
purchasing and scheduling natural gas for Customers electing transportation services. Pool Managers 
desiring to provide service to Customers will be required to sign a Pool Manager Agreement in which they 
will agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff. 

The provisions of this Rate Schedule shall apply to each broker, marketer or other third party 

Term of Contract 
The t e n  of the Pool Manaaer Aareement shall be at least one (1) Year and from month to month . . .  

thereafter unless terminated upon (60) days written notice. 

Creditworthiness 
Pool Manager shall provide documentation of Pool Manager's ability to hold FTS-1 and FTS-2 

capacity on FGT. Documentation may include a letter from FGT stating Pool Manager's ability to hold 
FTS-1 and FTS-2 capacity on FGT or a copy of Pool Manager's FTS-1 Service Agreement and FTS-2 
Service Agreement with FGT. Upon meeting Company's standards for creditworthiness, Company will 
include Pool Manager on Company's List of Approved Pool Managers. Company shall not be required to 
permit any Pool Manager who fails to provide the above referenced documentation to sell natural gas on 
Company's distribution system. 

Capacitv Relinquishment 
Pool Manaaer will be required to accept a Capacity Relinquishment as defined in Capacity 

Relinquishment and Recall section of the transportation service rate schedules (Rate GSTS, LVTS, and 
ITS). Failure to accept Capacity Relinquishment by Pool Manager may result in curtailment of service to 
Customers being served by Pool Manager. 

Supplvina Gas for Delivey 
Pool Manager shall be responsible for purchasing the natural gas to be delivered for Customers 

served by the PoolManager and for causing the same tobe delivered to the Company's Citygate(s). Pool 
Manager shall diligently and in a timely manner take all actions required under the General Terms and 
Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff to effectuate such delivery of natural gas. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 33.1) 
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Force Maieure 

damage to the other for any act, omission or circumstances occasioned by or in consequence of any acts 
of God, strikes, lockouts, acts of the public enemy, wars, blockades, insurrections. riots, epidemics, 
landslides, lightning, earthquakes, fires, storms, floods, unforeseeable or unusual weather conditions, 
washouts, arrests and restraint of rulers and peoples, civil disturbances, explosions, breakage or accident 
to machinery or lines of pipe, line freezeups, temporary failure of gas supply, the binding order of any 
court or governmental authority which has been resisted in good faith by all reasonable legal means, and 
any other cause, whether of the kind herein enumerated, or otherwise, and whether caused or occasioned 
by or happening on account of the act or omission of Company or Customer or any other person or 
concern not reasonably within the control of the party claiming suspension and which by the exercise of 
due diligence such party is unable to prevent or overcome. A failure to settle or present any strike or other 
controversy with employees or with anyone purporting or seeking to represent employees shall not be 
considered to be a matter within the control of the party claiming suspension. 

Neither party will be entitled to the benefit of the force majeure provision hereof under either or 
both of the following circumstances: (A) to the extent that the failure was caused by the party claiming 
suspension having failed to remedy the condition by taking all reasonable acts, short of litigation, if such 
remedy requires litigation, and having failed to resume performance of such commitments or obligations 
with reasonable dispatch; or (B) if the failure was caused by lack of funds, or with respect to the payment 
of any amount or amounts then due hereunder. 

Daily Deliverv Reauirement 

Delivery Quantity, plus applicable Shrinkage, by Citygate for each Customer being served by Pool 
Manager and rounding the total to the next greatest dekatherm. By 5:OO p.m. Eastern Clock Time each 
Working Day, the Company will inform Pool Manager via e-mail of Pool Manager's Daily Delivery 
Requirement by Citygate for at least the next two Days. 

Except for making payments due, neither the Company nor the Pool Manager shall be liable in 

Company will calculate the Pool Manager's Daily Delivery Requirement by summing the Daily 

The Company shall assess the Pool Manager a $15.00 per MMBtu charge for each day when 
delivery to Company by Pool Manager differs from Pool Manager's Daily Delivery Requirement. This 
charge will serve as the final resolution between Company and Customer for such variances. 

Pool Manaaer Warranty 
Each Pool Manager warrants that it will have at the time it delivers or causes the delivery of 

natural gas into the Company's distribution system good title or good right to deliver the Gas. Each Pool 
Manager warrants that the natural gas it delivers or causes to be delivered shall be free and clear of all 
liens, encumbrances, and claims whatsoever; that it will indemnify the Company and hold it harmless from 
all suits, actions, debts, losses and expenses arising from any adverse claims of any person to the natural 
gas; and that it will indemnify the Company and hold it harmless from all taxes or assessments which may 
be levied and assessed upon such delivery and which are by law payable by the party making delivery. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 33.2) 
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RATE SCHEDULE PM 
POOL MANAGER SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 33.1) 

Responsibilitv for Natural Gas 

is in the Company's distribution system between Company's Citygate@) and the point of delivery to the 
Customer. The Pool Manager shall be solely liable for the natural gas until it is delivered to Company's 
Citygate(+ The party or parties thus responsible for the natural gas shall bear liability for all injury or 
damage caused thereby. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary stated herein, a Pool Manager shall 
indemnify the Company for all injury, damage, loss or liability of the Company caused by Pool Manager's 
delivery of natural gas not complying with the Natural Gas Quality section below. 

The Company and the Pool Manager shall be jointly and severely liable for the natural gas while it 

p 
All natural gas delivered, or caused to be delivered, into Company's distribution system by or on 

behalf of a Pool Manager will be merchantable and shall conform to the natural gas quality specifications 
set forth in FGT's FERC Gas Tariff. 

Monthlv Rate 

Customer Charge $100.00 per month per Pool Manager 

The Company shall render to a Pool Manager on or before the 20" Calendar Day of each Month a 
bill for Pool Manager's monthly Customer Charge and for all imbalance charges as defined in Billing 
Adjustments during the preceding Month. 

Payment 
Pool Manager shall pay the Company the amount due under any bill from the Company within ten 

(IO) Days after receipt by the Pool Manager of the bill from the Company. The Company may at its option 
require the Pool Manager to make payment of any bill by electronic transfer within such ten (IO) Day 
period. Any bill not paid within such ten (IO) Day period shall bear interest at the rate of one and one-half 
percent (1.5%) per Month. 

Billina Disputes 
Pool Manager may dispute the amount of any bill by notifying the Company within sixty (60) days 

of receipt by the Pool Manager of the bill from the Company. If a Pool Manager in good faith disputes the 
amount of any bill, the Pool Manger shall nevertheless pay to the Company the amount of such bill. 
Company shall have thirty (30) days to resolve such disputes with Pod Manager and will refund to Pool 
Manager any amount resolved in favor of Pool Manager within ten ( I O )  days of such resolution. 

Termination of Service 

Termination of Service Form (See Tariff Sheet No. 36.013) not less than thirty (30) Working Days prior to 
the Pool Manager's desired date for termination of service to Customer. Pool Manager will be required to 
obtain the signature of a duly authorized representative of Customer acknowledging Pool Manager's 
termination of service to Customer. 

Pool Manger will be responsible for providing Company with a duly executed Pool Manager 
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RATE SCHEDULE GSTS 
GENERAL SERVICE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

Availability 
Available within the area served with gas by the Company 

ADDlicability 

schedule GS. 
Applicable to any new or existing Customer that qualifies for service under the Company's rate 

Character of Service 
Transportation of Customer-purchased natural gas from Company's Citygat@) to Customer's 

service address. 

Gas SUDD~V Obliaation 

schedule. Company will purchase natural gas from or sell natural gas to Customer in quantities equal to 
the Customer's monthly imbalance pursuant to the Company's Imbalance Adjustments-Pool Manager 
section of this tariff. 

Company will be obligated to provide natural gas balancing services to Customers under this rate 

Election of Dailv Deliven, Quantity 
ComDanv will reauire Customer to elect a Dailv Deliverv Quantihr in therms Der dav rounded to the 

nearest one-hundredth (0.00) therm. Company will require Customer tomake the initial election on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement by and between Company and Customer. Company will review Customer's 
Election of Daily Delivery Quantity and reserves the right to disapprove any election that cannot be 
substantiated by Customer's historical consumption, additions of equipment or, in the case of a new 
Customer, projected natural gas usage or historical consumption of a similarly situated Customer. 
Customer must elect a Daily Delivery Quantity of sufficient quantity to satisfy the Customer's monthly 
natural gas requirements. Company will provide Customer a twelve-month consumption history to assist 
in making its initial election. Customer will be charged a $15.00 fee for any additional requests for 
historical consumption information. 

Customer shall have the right to change their elected Daily Delivery Quantity at any time. 
Company will require Customer to provide Company with a DDQ Change Request Form no less than ten 
(10) Working Days prior to the effective date of the requested change. 

Desianation of Pool Manaaer 

Managers posted by Company. Company will require Customer to make the initial designation on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement by and between Company and Customer. Customer will not be charged to 
designate its initial Pool Manager. Customer will be charged a $50.00 fee if a Pool Manager is changed 
during an annual period. Company will require Customer to provide Company with a Pool Manager 
Change Request Form no less than ten ( I O )  Working Days prior to the effective date of the requested 
change. Customer is required to obtain Pool Manager's signature on Pool Manager Change Request 
Form prior to transmission to Company. 

Company will require Customer to designate a Pool Manager from a List of Approved Pool 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.02) 
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RATE SCHEDULE GSTS 
GENERAL SERVICE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.01) 

Upon receipt of a Pool Manager Termination of Service Form, Customer shall have until ten ( I O )  
Working Days prior to the termination date listed on the form to submit a Pool Manager Change Request 
Form. If Customer fails to submit Pool Manager Change Request Form in a timely manner, Customer will 
revert to the corresponding sales service and will be required to remain on sales service for the term of the 
Agreement. 

Point of Receipt 

natural gas into Company's distribution system. 
Company will designate a Citygate as the Point of Receipt for each Customer to make delivery of 

Point of Deliverv 

make delivery of natural gas to Customer. 
Company will designate the Customers' service address as the Point of Delivery for Company to 

Monthlv Rate 
Customer Charge: 

Energy Charge: 
Non-Fuel 

Shrinkage: 

Equal to Rate GS Customer Charge - See 
Sheet No. 24 

Equal to Rate GS Energy Charge - See 
Sheet No. 24 

1 .O% of deliveries tendered at Company's 
Citygate. Company reserves the right to adjust 
the rate one time per year. 

Minimum Bill 
The minimum monthly bill shall consist of the above Customer Charge 

Terms of Payment 
Bills are rendered net and are due and payable within twenty (20) days from date of mailing or 

delivev by the Company. 

Billing Adjustments 
Purchased Gas Adjustment: 

All other Billing Adjustments: 

Not applicable to this rate schedule. 

See sheets beginning with Sheet No. 35 

Reauests for Service 
Company will require Customer to provide Company with a duly executed Standard Commercial 

Natural Gas Service Agreement no less than ten ( I O )  Working Days prior to the requested effective date 
of the service. 

Term of Service 
Contract for service hereunder shall be for a period of not less than one (1) year. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.03) 
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GENERAL SERVICE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.02) 

CaDacitv Relinauishment and Recall 

quantity equal to the maximum Daily Delivery Quantity elected by Customer in each of FGT's capacity 
seasons, plus applicable Shrinkage. Company will sum quantities, by each FGT season, for each 
Customer being serviced by a Pool Manager and relinquish firm capacity quantities in aggregate to Pool 
Manager rounded to the next greatest dekatherm. Company and Customer's Pool Manager will enter into 
a prearranged pipeline Capacity Relinquishment for a term corresponding to the term of the Agreement 
with Customer. Release of any capacity under this section may not exceed the FERC-approved 
maximum rate applicable to the released capacity. 

Company will require Customers to obtain seasonal firm capacity on FGT from the Company in a 

Company will assign capacity by FGT service type to Customers in proportion to Company's total 
capacity portfolio by FGT operating division. Upon assignment by FGT service type, Company will assign 
Primary Receipt Point Capacity in proportion to the Company's total capacity portfolio and Company will 
assign Primary Delivery Point Capacity based upon Customer's service address. The applicable FERC- 
approved maximum rate will be applied to each portion of the released capacity. 

Company shall provide notice of firm capacity relinquishment to FGT as required under the 
General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff. Company shall also diligently and in a timely 
manner take all other actions required under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff 
governing such capacity relinquishments. 

Customer's Pool Manager shall accept the firm capacity relinquishment from Company subject to 
the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff and subject to the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas 
Tariff. Customer's Pool Manager shall also diligently and in a timely manner take all other actions required 
under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff governing such capacity 
relinquishments. 

Company will relinquish firm capacity to Customer's Pool Manager subject to recall. Firm capacity 
would be subject to recall only under the following conditions: (1) to maintain the integrity of Company's 
distribution system, (2) in the event the Customer leaves Company's distribution system or returns to 
Company's sales service. or (3) in the event Customer changes Pool Managers. 

Terms and Conditions 

gas service. 
Service under this rate schedule is subject to the Company's Rules and Regulations applicable to 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVTS 
LARGE VOLUME TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

Availability 
Available within the area served with gas by the Company. 

Applicable to any new or existing Customer that qualifies for service under the Company's rate 
ADDlicability 

schedule LVS. 

Character of Service 

service address. 
Transportation of Customer-purchased natural gas from Company's Citygate($ to Customer's 

Gas SUDD~V Obliqation 

schedule. Company will purchase natural gas from or sell natural gas to Customer in quantities equal to 
the Customer's monthly imbalance pursuant to the Company's Imbalance Adjustments-Pool Manager 
section of this tariff. 

Company will be obligated to provide natural gas balancing services to Customers under this rate 

Election of Dailv Deliverv Quantity 

nearest one-hundredth (0.00) therm. Company will require Customer to make the initial election on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement by and between Company and Customer. Company will review Customer's 
Election of Daily Delivery Quantity and reserves the right to disapprove any election that cannot be 
substantiated by Customer's historical consumption, additions of equipment or, in the case of a new 
Customer, projected natural gas usage or historical consumption of a similarly situated Customer. 
Customer must elect a Daily Delivery Quantity of sufficient quantity to satisfy the Customer's monthly 
natural gas requirements. Company will provide Customer a twelve-month consumption history to assist 
in making its initial election. Customer will be charged a $15.00 fee for any additional requests for 
historical consumption information. 

Company will require Customer to elect a Daily Delivery Quantity in therms per day rounded to the 

Customer shall have the right to change their elected Daily Delivery Quantity at any time. 
Company will require Customer to provide Company with a DDQ Change Request Form no less than ten 
( I O )  Working Days prior to the effective date of the requested change. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.1 1) 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVTS 
LARGE VOLUME TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.10) 

Designation of Pool Manager 

Managers posted by Company. Company will require Customer to make the initial designation on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement by and between Company and Customer. Customer will not be charged to 
designate its initial Pool Manager. Customer will be charged a $50.00 fee if a Pool Manager is changed 
during an annual period. Company will require Customer to provide Company with a Pool Manager 
Change Request Form no less than ten (IO) Working Days prior to the date of the requested change. 
Customer is required to obtain Pool Manager‘s signature on Pool Manager Change Request Form prior to 
transmission to Company. 

Company will require Customer to designate a Pool Manager from a List of Approved Pool 

Upon receipt of a Pool Manager Termination of Service Form, Customer shall have until ten (IO) 
Working Days prior to the termination date listed on the form to submit a Pool Manager Change Request 
Form. If Customer fails to submit Pool Manager Change Request Form in a timely manner, Customer will 
revert to the corresponding sales service and will be required to remain on sales Service for the term of the 
Agreement. 

Limitations of Service 
Service must be of a non-seasonal nature. Use must exceed 500 therms in each and every 

month of the year 

Point of Receipt 

natural gas into Company’s distribution system. 
Company will designate a Citygate as the Point of Receipt for each Customer to make delivery of 

Point of Delivex 
ComDanv will desianate the Customers’ service address as the Point of Delivery for Company to 

make delivery ofnatural gas to Customer 

Electronic Measurement Eauipment 

required to have Company provided electronic measurement equipment installed by Company. Customer 
is responsible for all costs associated with the purchase, installation and maintenance of electronic 
measurement equipment. 

A Customer whose consumption is or will be greater than or equal to 50,000 therms per year is 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.12) 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVTS 
LARGE VOLUME TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.11) 

Monthly Rate 
Customer Charge: 

Energy Charge: 

Transportation 
Administration Charge: 

Non-Fuel 

Shrinkage: 

Equal to Rate LVS Customer Charge See Sheet No. 28 
plus $82.50 per meter per month for Customers required 
to have electronic measurement equipment. 

Equal to Rate LVS Energy Charge See Sheet No. 28 

$ 54.00 per meter per month for Customers required to 
have electronic measurement equipment. 

1 .O% of deliveries tendered at Company's Citygate. 
Company reserves the right to adjust 
the rate one time per year. 

Minimum Bill 
The minimum bill for each month shall be the Customer Charge and the Transportation 

Administration Charge plus the billing at the above Energy Charge for a quantity of gas equal to the 
Monthly Minimum Bill Quantity specified in the Agreement. In the event Company is unable to transport 
the quantity of gas designated as the Monthly Minimum Bill Quantity, Customer's minimum transportation 
obligation shall be prorated for such time service was unavailable. 

If, in any month, the quantity of gas transported hereunder by the Customer should be less than 
the applicable minimum transportation obligation specified in the contract and as a consequence the 
Customer is required to pay for transportation services not utilized, then and in that event the Customer 
shall be entitled to receive transportation service from the Company for like quantities without further 
transportation charges at any time within the remaining months of the contract year by transporting gas in 
such months in excess of the minimum transportation obligation; but there shall be no canyover from one 
contract year to another contract year. 

Terms of Payment 

delivery by the Company. 
Bills are rendered net and are due and payable within twenty (20) days from date of mailing or 

Billina Adiustment 
Purchased Gas Adjustment: 

All other billing Adjustments: 

Not applicable to this rate schedule. 

See sheets beginning with Sheet No. 35 

(Continued to Sheet No 34.13) 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVTS 
LARGE VOLUME TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.12) 

Reauests for Service 
Company will require Customer to provide Company with a duly executed Standard Commercial 

Natural Gas Service Agreement no less than ten ( I O )  Working Days prior to the requested effective date 
of the service. 

Term of Service 
Contract for service hereunder shall be for a period of not less than one (1) year. 

Company will require Customers to obtain seasonal firm capacity on FGT from the Company in a 
CaDacitv Relinquishment and Recall 

quantity equal to the maximum Daily Delivery Quantity elected by Customer in each of FGT's capacity 
seasons, plus applicable Shrinkage. Company will sum quantities, by each FGT season, for each 
Customer being serviced by a Pool Manager and relinquish firm capacity quantities in aggregate to Pool 
Manager rounded to the next greatest dekatherm. Company and Customer's Pool Manager will enter into 
a prearranged pipeline Capacity Relinquishment for a term corresponding to the term of the Agreement 
with Customer. Release of any capacity under this section may not exceed the FERC-approved 
maximum rate applicable to the released capacity. 

Company will assign capacity by FGT service type to Customers in proportion to Company's total 
capacity portfolio by FGT operating division. Upon assignment by FGT service type, Company will assign 
Primary Receipt Point Capacity in proportion to the Company's total capacity portfolio and Company will 
assign Primary Delivery Point Capacity based upon Customer's service address. The applicable FERC- 
approved maximum rate will be applied to each portion of the released capacity. 

Company shall provide notice of firm capacity relinquishment to FGT as required under the 
General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff. Company shall also diligently and in a timely 
manner take all other actions required under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff 
governing such capacity relinquishments. 

Customer's Pool Manager shall accept the firm capacity relinquishment from Company subject to 
the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff and subject to the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas 
Tariff. Customer's Pool Manager shall also diligently and in a timely manner take all other actions required 
under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff governing such capacity 
relinquishments. 

Company will relinquish firm capacity to Customer's Pool Manager subject to recall. Firm capacity 
would be subject to recall only under the following conditions: (1) to maintain the integrity of Company's 
distribution system, (2) in the event the Customer leaves Company's distribution system or returns to 
Company's sales service, or (3) in the event Customer changes Pool Managers. 

Terms and Conditions 

gas service. 
Service under this rate schedule is subject to the Company's Rules and Regulations applicable to 
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RATE SCHEDULE ITS 
INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

Availabilily 
Available within the area served with gas by the Company 

Applicability 
Applicable to any existing Customer that qualifies for service under the Company's rate schedule 

IS. As of June 30, 1998, this rate schedule is applicable only to customers sewed under this rate 
schedule and those served under Rate Schedule IS. This rate schedule is closed to all other existing and 
new customers after June 30, 1998. 

Character of Service 

service address. 

Gas SUDD~V Obliqation 

schedule. Company will purchase natural gas from or sell natural gas to Customer in quantities equal to 
the Customer's monthly imbalance pursuant to the Company's Imbalance Adjustments-Pool Manager 
section of this tariff. 

Transportation of Customer purchased natural gas from Company's Citygate(s) to Customer's 

Company will be obligated to provide natural gas balancing services to Customers under this rate 

Election of Dailv Deliverv Quantily 
ComDanv will reauire Customer to elect a Dailv Deliverv Quantitv in therms Der dav rounded to the 

nearest one-hundredth (0.00) them. Company will require Customer tomake the initial elktion on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement by and between Company and Customer. Company will review Customer's 
Election of Daily Delivery Quantity and reserves the right to disapprove any election that cannot be 
substantiated by Customer's historical consumption, additions of equipment or, in the case of a new 
Customer, projected natural gas usage or historical consumption of a similarly situated Customer. 
Customer must elect a Daily Delivery Quantity of sufficient quantity to satisfy the Customer's monthly 
natural gas requirements. Company will provide Customer a twelvemonth consumption history to assist 
in making its initial election. Customer will be charged a $15.00 fee for any additional requests for 
historical consumption information. 

Customer shall have the right to change their elected Daily Delivery Quantity at any time. 
Company will require Customer to provide Company with a DDQ Change Request Form no less than ten 
( I O )  Working Days prior to the effective date of the requested change 

Desiqnation of Pool Manaser 
Comvanv will reouire Customer to desianate a Pool Manager from a List of Approved Pool 

Managers pdstei by Company. Company will require Customer timake the initial designation on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement by and between Company and Customer. Customer will not be charged to 
designate its initial Pool Manager. Customer will be charged a $50.00 fee if a Pool Manager is changed 
during an annual period. Company will require Customer to provide Company with a Pool Manager 
Change Request Form no less than ten ( I O )  Working Days prior to the date of the requested change. 
Customer is required to obtain Pool Manager's signature on Pool Manager Change Request Form prior to 
transmission to Company. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.21) 
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RATE SCHEDULE ITS 
INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.20) 

Upon receipt of a Pool Manager Termination of Service Form, Customer shall have until ten (IO) 
Working Days prior to the termination date listed on the form to submit a Pool Manager Change Request 
Form. If Customer fails to submit Pool Manager Change Request Form in a timely manner, Customer will 
revert to the corresponding sales service and will be required to remain on sales service for the term of the 
Agreement. 

Limitations of Service 

than 120 therms of gas per day. 
Customer must contract for service under this schedule for minimum requirements of not less 

Interruption of Service 
All gas transported shall be subject to interruption in whole or in part at the sole discretion of the 

Company upon two hours' notice by telephone or otherwise except in force majeure conditions, in which 
case, less notice may be given. 

The Company, at its sole discretion, may use the Customer's gas supply during a period of 
transportation interruption. The Company will replace such natural gas quantities used by the Company 
with equal quantities of natural gas as soon as its is operationally practicable after the interruption ceases. 

Point of ReceiDt 
Company will designate a Citygate as the Point of Receipt for each Customer to make delivery of 

natural gas into Company's distribution system. 

Point of Delivery 

make delivery of natural gas to Customer. 
Company will designate the Customers' service address as the Point of Delivery for Company to 

Electronic Measurement EauiDment 

Company. Customer is responsible for all costs associated with the purchase, installation and 
maintenance of electronic measurement equipment. 

Customer is required to have Company provided electronic measurement equipment installed by 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.22) 
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RATE SCHEDULE ITS 
INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.21) 

Monthly Rate 
Customer Charge: 

Energy Charge: 
No n - F u e I 

Transportation 
Administration Charge: 

Shrinkage: 

Equal to Rate IS Customer Charge 
See Sheet No. 29 

Equal to Rate IS Energy Charge 
See Sheet No. 29 

$ 54.00 per meter per month 

1 .O% of deliveries tendered at Company's Citygate. 
Company reserves the right to adjust 
the rate one time per year. 

Minimum Bill 
The minimum bill for each month shall be the Customer Charge and the Transportation 

Administration Charge plus the billing at the above Energy Charge for a quantity of gas equal to the 
Monthly Minimum Bill Quantity specified in the Agreement. In the event Company is unable to transport 
the quantity of gas designated as the Monthly Minimum Bill Quantity, Customer's minimum transportation 
obligation shall be prorated for such time service was unavailable. 

If, in any month, the quantity of gas transported hereunder by the Customer should be less than 
the applicable minimum transportation obligation specified in the contract and as a consequence the 
Customer is required to pay for transportation services not utilized, then and in that event the Customer 
shall be entitled to receive transportation service from the Company for like quantities without further 
transportation charges at any time within the remaining months of the contract year by transporting gas in 
such months in excess of the minimum transportation obligation; but there shall be no carryover from one 
contract year to another contract year. 

Terms of Payment 

delivery by the Company. 
Bills are rendered net and are due and payable within twenty (20) days from date of mailing or 

Billing Adiustment 
Purchased Gas Adjustment: Not applicable to this rate schedule 

All other billing Adjustments: See sheets beginning with Sheet No. 35 
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RATE SCHEDULE ITS 
INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.22) 

Requests for Service 
Company will require Customer to provide Company with a duly executed Standard Commercial 

Natural Gas Service Agreement no less than ten (10) Working Days prior to the requested effective date 
of the service. 

Term of Service 
Contract for service hereunder shall be for a period of not less than one (1) year. 

Capacitv Relinquishment and Recall 

quantity equal to the maximum Daily Delivery Quantity elected by Customer in each of FGT's capacity 
seasons, plus applicable Shrinkage. Company will sum quantities, by each FGT season, for each 
Customer being serviced by a Pool Manager and relinquish firm capacity quantities in aggregate to Pool 
Manager rounded to the next greatest dekatherm. Company and Customer's Pool Manager will enter into 
a prearranged pipeline Capacity Relinquishment for a term corresponding to the term of the Agreement 
with Customer. Release of any capacity under this section may not exceed the FERC-approved 
maximum rate applicable to the released capacity. 

Company will require Customers to obtain seasonal firm capacity on FGT from the Company in a 

Company will assign capacity by FGT service type to Customers in proportion to Company's total 
capacity portfolio by FGT operating division. Upon assignment by FGT service type, Company will assign 
Primary Receipt Point Capacity in proportion to the Company's total capacity portfolio and Company will 
assign Primary Delivery Point Capacity based upon Customer's service address. The applicable FERC- 
approved maximum rate will be applied to each portiin of the released capacity. 

Company shall provide notice of firm capacity relinquishment to FGT as required under the 
General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff. Company shall also diligently and in a timely 
manner take all other actions required under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff 
governing such capacity relinquishments. 

Customer's Pool Manager shall accept the firm capacity relinquishment from Company subject to 
the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff and subject to the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas 
Tariff. Customer's Pool Manager shall also diligently and in a timely manner take all other actions required 
under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff governing such capacity 
relinquishments. 

Company will relinquish firm capacity to Customer's Pool Manager subject to recall. Firm capacity 
would be subject to recall only under the following conditions: (1) to maintain the integrity of Company's 
distribution system, (2) in the event the Customer leaves Company's distribution system or returns to 
Company's sales service. or (3) in the event Customer changes Pool Managers. 

Terms and Conditions 
Service under this rate schedule is subject to the Company's Rules and Regulations applicable to 

gas service. 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVITS 
LARGE VOLUME INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

Availabilily 
Available within the area served with gas by the Company. 

Applicabilily 

LVIS. As of June 30, 1998, this rate schedule is applicable only to customers served under this rate 
schedule and those served under Rate Schedule LVIS. This rate schedule is closed to all other existing 
and new customers afler June 30,1998. 

Applicable to any existing Customer that qualifies for service under the Company's rate schedule 

Character of Service 

service address. Customer's gas supplier is not required to provide service to Customer under Rate 
Schedule PM. 

Transportation of Customer purchased natural gas from Company's Cilygate(s) to Customer's 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.31) 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVITS 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 34.30) 

Interruption of Service 
All gas transported shall be subject to interruption in whole or in part at the sole discretion of the 

Company upon two hours' notice by telephone or othewise except in force majeure conditions. 

The Company. at its sole discretion, may use the Customer's gas supply during a period of 
transportation interruption. The Company will replace such natural gas quantities used by the Company 
with equal quantities of natural gas as soon as its is operationally practicable afler the interruption ceases. 

Nominations 
The Customer is required to furnish to the Company prior to commencement of, or changes to, 

deliveries to the Company's gale stations. a nomination detailing natural gas volumes to be transported 
through the Company's facilities. The Company will determine the amount of lead time it requires for such 
nominations. 

Point of Receipt 
Company will designate a Citvgate as the Point of Receipt for each Customer to make delivery of 

natural gas into Company'; distributionsystem, 

Point of Delivery 
Company will designate the Customers' service address as the Point of Delivery for Company to 

make delivery of natural gas to Customer. 

Electronic Measurement Equipment 
Customer is rewired to have Company provided electronic measurement equipment installed by 

Company. Customer is'responsible for all &&associated with the purchase, installation and 
maintenance of electronic measurement equipment required by the Company necessary to monitor the 
daily quantity of gas transported by the Company to that Customer. The Customer must grant access to a 
voice grade telephone line to the Company 24 hours per day as well as 110 volt A.C. power. The costs 
associated with maintenance of the telephone equipment between network interface and Company's 
electronic measurement equipment if distance is greater than fifty (50) feet and electrical power will be the 
sole responsibility of the Customer. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.32) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 34.31) 

Monthly Rate 
Customer Charge: 

Energy Charge: 
No n - F u e I 

Transportatin 
Administration Charge: 

Shrinkage: 

Equal to Rate LVlS Customer Charge 
See Sheet No. 31 

Equal to Rate LVlS Energy Charge 
See Sheet No. 31 

$ 54.00 per meter per month 

1.0% of deliveries tendered at Company's Citygate. 
Company reserves the right to adjust 
the rate one time per year. 

Minimum Bill 
The minimum bill for each month shall be the Customer Charge and the Transportation 

Administration Charge plus the billing at the above Energy Charge and for a quantity of gas transported 
equal to the product of the minimum daily transportation quantity specified in the contract for such month 
multiplied by the number of days in such month that this transportation service was available from the 
Company. In the event Company is unable on any day or days to transport the quantity of gas designated 
as the Minimum Daily Transportation Quantity, Customer's minimum transportation obligation with respect 
to such day or days shall be the actual quantity of gas transported by the Company on such day or days. 

If, in any month, the quantity of gas transported hereunder by the Customer should be less than 
the applicable minimum transportation obligation specified in the contract and as a consequence the 
Customer is required to pay for transportation services not utilized, then and in that event the Customer 
shall be entitled to receive transportation service from the Company for like quantities without further 
transportation charges at any time within the remaining months of the contract year by transporting gas in 
such months in excess of the minimum transportation obligation; but there shall be no carryover from one 
contract year to another contract year. 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 34.32) 

Terms of Payment 

delivery by the Company. 
Bills are rendered net and are due and payable within twenty (20) days from date of mailing or 

Billina Adiustment 
Purchased Gas Adjustment: 

Not applicable to this rate except for quantities of LVlS 
gas supplied by the Company to the Customer (see 
Sheet No. 35). 

All other billing Adjustments: See sheets beginning with Sheet No. 35 

Term of Service 
Contract for service hereunder shall be for a period of not less than one (1) year. 

Terms and Conditions 

gas service. 
Service under this rate schedule is subject to the Company's Rules and Regulations applicable to 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 

Applicability 

accordance with the provisions of the "Billing Adjustments" Rider. 

Purchased Gas Cost Recovery Factor - Traditional Customers Only 
The energy charge of the Monthly Rate for gas supplied in any billing period shall be adjusted by 

the Company's expected weighted average costs of gas (WACOGs). The WACOGs may not exceed the 
Commission approved purchased gas cost recovery factor based on estimated gas purchases for the 12- 
month periods of January through December, in accordance with the methodology adopted by the 
Commission on May 19,1991, in Order No. PSC-98-069l-FOF-PU, or as such methodology may be 
amended from time to time by further order of the Commission. The factors determined as set forth above 
were grossed up by 1.00503 for regulatory fees (1.00000 for customers using the gas supply solely for the 
generation of electricity), and rounded to the nearest $.OOOOl per therm, to be applied to the total number 
of therms consumed by the customer during the billing period. 

January 2000 through December 2000 is 50.050 cents per therm. 

Gas service under all rate schedules which specify that the rates are subject to adjustment in 

The purchased gas cost recovery factor approved by the Commission for the billing months of 

The purchased gas cost recovery factor shall serve as a cap or maximum recovery factor. If re- 
projected expenses for the remaining period exceed projected recoveries by at least 10% for the twelve- 
month period, a mid-course correction may formally be requested by the Company. For changes in 
market conditions and costs, the Company, upon one day's notice to the Commission, shall have the 
option of flexing downward (reducing the WACOGs) or upward (increasing the WACOGs) to the extent 
that the increase does not exceed the authorized cap. The current month's WACOGs may be adjusted for 
prior months' differences between projected and actual costs of gas purchased, but may not exceed the 
approved cap for the period. 

Any over recovery or under recovery of purchased gas costs by the Company shall be "trued-up" 
(refunded to Customer or collected by Company), with interest, during the next twelve month period, in 
accordance with the methodology adopted by the Florida Public Service Commission on May 19, 1998 in 
Order No. PSC-98-069l-FOF-PU, or as such methodology may be amended from time to time by further 
order to the Florida Public Service Commission. 

Taxes and Other Adiustments 
There will be added to all bills rendered, all aDDlicable local utility and franchise taxes and state 

sales taxes presently assessed by any duly authorized governmental authorities, as well as any future 
changes or new assessments by and duly authorized governmental authorities subsequent to the effective 
date of any rate schedule. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.1) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35) 

Imbalance Adiustments - Pool Manaqer 
The following billing adjustments apply only to Rate Schedule PM. 

Pool Manaqer Imbalances 

Manager for Customer, less shrinkage, shall equal to the actual monthly delivery by Company to 
It is the intent of the Company that the monthly delivery of natural gas to Company by Pool 

Customer. This monthly delivery of natural gas to Company by Pool Manager for Customer, less 
shrinkage, shall be referred to as Billing Period Delivery Quantity. I f  the Billing Period Delivery Quantity 
does not equal the actual monthly delivery by Company to Customer, a long or short imbalance is created. 

Whenever the Billing Period Delivery Quantity is greater than the actual monthly delivery by 
Company to Customer a long imbalance is created. Conversely, whenever the Billing Period Delivery 
Quantity is less than the actual monthly delivery by Company to Customer a short imbalance in created. 

Company will aggregate the short imbalances and long imbalances of Customers by Pool 
Manager. This net quantity shall be referred to as the Pool Manager Imbalance. 

Whenever the Pool Manager Imbalance is a short position a Pool Manager Short Imbalance is 
created. Conversely, whenever the Pool Manager Imbalance is a long position a Pool Manager Long 
Imbalance is created. 

A. Pool Manaaer Short Imbalance 
Company shall sell to Pool Manager the necessary gas supplies to meet the Pool 
Manager Short Imbalance in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments 
- Pool Manager section of this tariff. 

B. Pool Manaqer Lona Imbalance 
Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from a Pool Manager Long 
Imbalance and credit Pool Manager in accordance with the Imbalance Billing 
Adjustments - Pool Manager section of this tariff. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.2) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.1) 

In addition, Company will credit Pool Manager for the variance between Pool Manager's Daily 
Delivery Requirement and the sum of the Daily Delivery Quantity for each Customer being sewed by Pool 
Manager. This variance will be referred to as Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance. Company shall 
retain all gas supplies resulting from a Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance and credit Pool Manager 
in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments - Pool Manager section of this tariff. 

Imbalance Adiustments - Rate Schedule LVITS 
The following billing adjustments apply only to Rate Schedule LVITS. 

Daily Imbalances 
It is the intent of the Company that the actual daily receipts of natural gas by Company for 

Customers, less Company shrinkage, shall be equal to the actual daily delivery by Company to Customer. 
If Customer causes the actual receipts, less Company Shrinkage, to not equal the actual daily delivery by 
Company to Customer a long or short imbalance will be created. 

Whenever the actual daily receipts, less Company shrinkage, is greater than the actual daily 
delivery by Company to Customer a long imbalance is created. Conversely, whenever the actual daily 
receipts, less Company shrinkage, is less than the actual daily delivery by Company to Customer a short 
imbalance is created. 

Company, from time to time, at is sole option may permit each Customer to net its daily short 
and/or long imbalances. Each day's quantity available for netting will not exceed 25% of the actual daily 
receipts, less Company shrinkage. These quantities shall be referred to as Allowed Netted Imbalances. 

Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance is created. Conversely, whenever the monthly sum of all Allowed 
Netted Imbalances is a long position a Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Long Imbalance is created. 

Company may request Customer(s) to adjust their actual daily receipts, less Company shrinkage, 
andlor actual daily delivery to assist in balancing the Company's total daily gas supply portfolio. Company 
shall permit Customer(s) to net up to 100% of such long and/or short imbalance caused by the Company's 
requirement over a period not to exceed thirty (30) days or any other period of time mutually agreed to by 
and between Company and Customer(s) at no additional charge@) to Customer(s). 

Whenever the monthly sum of all Allowed Netted Imbalances is a short position a Monthly Allowed 

A. Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance 
Company shall sell to Customer the necessary gas supplies to meet Customer's Monthly 
Allowed Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance in accordance with the Imbalance Billing 
Adjustments - Rate Schedule LVITS section of this tariff. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.3) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.2) 

Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Long Imbalance 
Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from a Monthly Allowed netted Imbalance 
- Long Imbalance and credit Customer in accordance with the Imbalance Billing 
Adjustments - Rate Schedule LVITS section of this tariff. 

B. 

C. Daily Authorized Short Imbalance 
A daily authorized short imbalance will occur whenever Customer causes a short 
imbalance, in excess of the quantities available for netting, to be created and the 
Company has not notified Customer of a restriction on gas consumption. 

Company shall sell to Customer the necessary gas supplies to meet Customers daily 
authorized short imbalance in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments - Rate 
Schedule LVITS section of this tariff. 

D. Daily Authorized Lono Imbalance 
An daily authorized long imbalance will occur whenever Customer causes a long 
imbalance, in excess of the quantities available for netting, to be created and the 
Company has not notified Customer of a restriction on gas consumption. 

Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from a authorized long imbalance and 
credit Customer in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments - Rate Schedule 
LVITS section of this tariff. 

E. Daily Unauthorized Short Imbalances 
An unauthorized short imbalance will occur whenever Customer causes a short 
imbalance to be created and the Company has notified Customer of a restriction on gas 
consumption. Unauthorized Short Imbalance charge shall apply whenever Customer 
receives notification of a restriction on gas consumption and Customer's actual daily 
deliveries exceed their actual daily receipts, less Company shrinkage, by 2%. 

Company shall sell to Customer the necessary gas supply to meet Customer's 
unauthorized short imbalance in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments - 
Rate Schedule LVITS section of this tariff. 

F. Dailv Unauthorized Lonq Imbalances 
An unauthorized lona imbalance will occur whenever Customer causes a long imbalance 
to be created and the Company has notified Customer of a restriction on gas- 
consumption. Unauthorized Long Imbalance credits shall apply whenever Customer 
receives notification of a restriction on gas consumption and Customer's actual daily 
deliveries is less than their actual daily receipts, less Company shrinkage, by 2%. 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.3) 

Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from Customefs unauthorized long 
imbalance and credit Customer in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments - 
Rate Schedule LVITS section of this tariff. 

Imbalance Billinq Adiustments - Rate Schedule LVITS 

transportation imbalances. All prices will be adjusted to reflect dollars per therm and will be rounded to 
five decimal places ($0.00000). 

The following language details the methodology of calculating billing adjustments for daily 

A. Monthlv Allowed Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance and Monthlv Allowed 
Netted Imbalance - Lonq Imbalance 
Invoices to Customers for Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalances will 
be computed using the following methodology. Invoices will be based on either the 
Company's purchased gas cost recovery factor ('PGCRF") in effect during the month the 
imbalance was created or the Posted Prices, as determined by Florida Gas Transmission 
Company, for the month multiplied by the applicable factor as follows: 

0.80 

I Totallmbalance I Short Imbalance 1 Long Imbalance I 

The Total Imbalance Level shall be calculated by dividing the absolute value of the sum of 
all short and/or long imbalances by the monthly actual receipts, less Company shrinkage. 

The price for a Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance shall equal the greater 
of the Company's PGCRF or the highest of the monthly average spot prices for gas delivered 
to Florida Gas Transmission at Mustang Island (Tivoli), Vermilion Parish, or St. Helena 
Parish, as reported in Natural Gas Week plus the sum of the maximum reservation rate, 
including all applicable surcharges, and the maximum usage rate, including all applicable 
surcharges, of Florida Gas Transmissions Company's Rate Schedule FTS-1. In the event 
that the monthly average spot prices are no longer available or the basis upon which 
the prices are reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will file to change 
its tariff and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the interim period, 
subject to PSC approval. 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.4) 

The price for a Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Long Imbalance shall equal the 
lesser of the Company's PGCRF or the lowest of the monthly average spot prices 
for gas delivered to Florida Gas Transmission at Mustang Island (Tivoli), Vermilion 
Parish, or St. Helena Parish, as reported in Natural Gas Week. In the event that the 
monthly average spot prices are no longer available or the basis upon which the prices 
are reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will file to change its tariff 
and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the interim period, subject to 
PSC approval. 

Since these Posted Prices will not be available until after the month imbalances were 
created, Company will invoice Customer using a Posted Price estimated by Company. 
Upon receiving notification of the actual Posted Prices, Company will adjust, on 
Customer's next scheduled invoice, the original Posted Price estimated by Company to 
reflect the results of using the actual posted price reported by Florida Gas Transmission 
Company. 

B. Dailv Authorized Short Imbalance and Daily Authorized Lonq Imbalance 
Invoices to Customers for Daily Authorized Imbalances will be computed using the 
following methodology. Invoices will be based on either Company's purchased gas cost 
recovery factor ("PGCRF' in effect during the month the imbalance was created or the 
Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT -Absolute for the date of 
occurrence. 

The price for a Daily Authorized Short Imbalance shall equal the greater of the Company's 
PGCRF or the highest of Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT 
-Absolute -Zone 1.2, or 3 High Side multiplied by a short imbalance factor of 1.1 plus the 
sum of the maximum reservation rate, including all applicable surcharges, and the 
maximum usage rate, including all applicable surcharges, of Florida Gas Transmission 
Company's Rate Schedule FTS-I. In the event this price is no longer available or the 
basis upon which price is reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will file 
to change its tariff and may. at its discretion, select a representative price in the interim 
period, subject to PSC approval. 

The price for a Daily Authorized Long Imbalance shall equal the lesser of the Company's 
PGCRF or the lowest of Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT 
- Absolute - Zone 1, 2, or 3 Low Side multiplied by a long imbalance factor of 0.9. In the 
event this price is no longer available or the basis upon which price is reported or 
calculated changes substantially, Company will file to change its tariff and may, at its 
discretion, select a representative price in the interim period, subject to PSC approval. 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.5) 

Inauthorized Short Imbalance and Dailv Unauthoked Lona Imbalance 
!s to Customers for Daily Unauthorized Imbalances will be computed using the 

following methodology. Invoices will be based on the Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - 
Louisiana Onshore South - FGT -Absolute for the date of occurrence. 

The price for a Daily Unauthorized Short Imbalance shall be the greater of $1.50 per 
therm or the highest of Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT - 
Absolute - Zone 1, 2, or 3 High Side multiplied by a short imbalance factor of 1.25 plus the 
sum of the maximum reservation rate, including all applicable surcharges, and the 
maximum usage rate, including all applicable surcharges, of Florida Gas Transmission 
Company's Rate Schedule FTS-1. In the event this price is no longer available or the 
basis upon which price is reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will tile 
to change its tariff and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the interim 
period, subject to PSC approval. 

The price for a Daily Unauthorized Long Imbalance shall equal the lowest of Gas Daily - 
Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT - Absolute - Zone I. 2, or 3 Low Side 
multiplied by a long imbalance factor of 0.8. In the event this price is no longer available or 
the basis upon which price is reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will 
file to change its tariff and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the 
interim period, subject to PSC approval. 

Imbalance Billina Adiustments - Rate Schedule PM 

Manager Imbalances. All prices will be adjusted to reflect dollars per therm and will be rounded to five 
decimal places ($0.00000). 

The following language details the methodology of calculating billing adjustments for Pool 

A. Pool Manaaer Short Imbalance and Pool Manaqer Lonq Imbalance 
Invoices to Pool Manaaer for Pool Manaaer Short Imbalances and Pool Manaser Long 
Imbalances will be computed using the following methodology. Invoices will b; basedon 
the Company's Purchased Gas Cost Recovery Factor ("PGCRF") in effect during the 
month the imbalance was created multiplied by the applicable factor as follows: 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.7) 
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The Pool Manager Imbalance Level shall be calculated by dividing the absolute value of 
the Pool Manager Imbalance by the aggregate Billing Period Delivery Quantity for all 
Customers being served by Pool Manager. 

6. Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance 
Invoices to Pool Manager for Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance will be computed 
using the following methodology. Invoices will be based on the Company’s PGCRF in 
effect during the month the delivery variance was created. 

Transportation Cost Recoven, Clause 

of transportation services to all non-residential customers. Such expenses shall be recovered by 
Company through a Transportation Cost Recovery Clause (“TCR) applicable to all non-residential 
customers excluding Large Volume Interruptible Transportation Service customers and any other 
customer(s) under special contracts. 

Non-monitored Transmrtation Administration Charae 

customers not subject to a Transportation Administration Charge (“TAC). Such customers will not be 
required by the Company to have electronic measurement equipment for the monitoring of their gas 
usage. The NTAC shall be billed on a per therm basis applied to the customer‘s natural gas consumption. 
The NTAC rate shall be filed with staff on an annual basis, The NTAC is instituted to compensate the 
Company for its incremental expense, beyond those expenses covered through the TCR, associated with 
making transportation service available to all non-residential customers. 

Company shall accrue expenses, including implementation expenses, associated with the offering 

A Non-monitored Transportation Administration Charge (“NTAC“) shall apply to all non-residential 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
APPLICATION FOR SERVICE 

NATURAL GAS 

1, (Applicant) as of property located at 
Name Ownermenant 

Original Sheet No. 36.001 

Street Address City County 
Florida hereby request Florida Public Utilities Company (Company) to install a gas service line and facilities to provide natural gas 
service at the aforementioned address. 

Applicant agrees to accept and be bound by all rules and regulations of Company in connection with the provision and use of the 
Service hereby requested which are now filed with, or may hereaffer be filed with. issued or promulgated by the Florida Public 
Service Commission or other governmental bodies having jurisdiction thereof. 

Applicant and owner agree to permit the Company to install its facilities on the property and to provide Company with egress and 
ingress to install. maintain or remove its gas line and equipment and to periodically read I s  meter; and further agree that all 
facilities installed by the Company, up to and including the outlet of the gas meter, shall forever remain the property of the 
Company. 

Company and applicant agree to respectively assume full responsibility and liability for the installation, maintenance end operation 
of the facilities owned and operated by each; each shall indemnify and save harmless the other from any or all loss or damage 
sustained and from any or all loss or damage. including Injury to persons or property incurred, arising frOm any act or accident in 
connection with the installation, presences, maintenances and operation of facilities operated by the indemnifying party unless the 
same shall be due to the sole negligence of the other party, its agents. employees. contractors, guests or invitees. 

Applicant, if other than Owner of property on which installation is to be made. shall provide Company wRh either written 
documentation of properly owneh consent for the installation of a natural gas service on the properly or have properly owner 
complete ownets consent portion of this agreement. 

All correspondence and notices required under this application are to be addressed as follows: 

As to Applicant: 

As to Prooertv Owner 
street Ciy  and State 

If other than Applicant 
street City and State 

As to Company: 
Street Cty and State 

Application Submitted By: 
Applicant's Signature 

Print or Type Name 

(Continued to Sheet No. 36.002) 
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Application Accepted For Company By: 
Signature 

Print or Type Name 

PROPERTY OWNERS CONSENT 

as the owner@) of the property located at 
Ownermenant 

Street Address City or Town State . hereby grant to Florida Public Utilities Company the rQht to 
County 

install on said property the natural gas facilities required to provide gas servica to the property and the right of ingress and egress 
to maintain, repair and operate said installed gas facilities provided, however, that Florida Public Utilities Company shall, upon 
c m p b t i n  of comtruction, be rasponsibie for restoring that portion of the property used to facilitate the installation to a safe and 
usable condition similar or equal to that which existed prior to construction. Further, I h  agree that the installed gas service 
facilities shall remain forever the property and responsibility of Florida Public Utilities, its successors or aSSignWS. 

Consent Granted: 
Owner 

Name and Title 

Print orType 

20 
Date 

Attested by: 

Issued by: J. T. English, President 8 CEO 
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Original Sheet No. 36.003 

Excess Flow Valve Notice 

As required by the Code ofFedemiReguiations, 77th 49, Part 192, Florida Public Utilities Company (FPUC) hereby provides 
notification that you have the option to have FPUC install an Excess Flow Valve ( E m  in your new or replaced pas sewice line. if 
your line is installed or replaced aRer February 3. 1999. 

The EFV is a safety device designed to shut-off the flow of natural gas in the event the flow of gas exceeds the manufacturer 
design capacity which may occur when a line is accidentally ruptured. This device will be activated when the design flow is 
exceeded. The EFV will m o t  all requirements of Part 192.381 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The EFV will be installed 
underground at the connection with the gas main. 

The installation cost of this device is $-.-. If a request is made prior to sewice line installation or replacement. Additional 
charges may apply if customer requests the EFV aRer the sewice line installation or replacement. 

The above charge wvers only the installation 
the EFV. 

of the EFV. Addiiional charges may be incurred for main t e n a n ce and replacement of 

Installation of the EFV will be done only at your request and upon acceptance of the charges herein stated. 

FPUC does not warrant the device other than the EFV manufaclurer warranty. 

If you have any questions regarding this NOTICE or this Rule, please call your local Florida Public Utilities Company office. 

I have received, reviewed and understood the option of installing an Excess Flow Device on my gas service. 
e........ t... 

- 
- 

I hereby accept the installation of an EFV. 

I hereby decline the installation of an EFV. 

Signature 

Name (please print) 

Address 

City 

Date 
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STANDARD FORMS 
STANDARD COMMERCIAL NATURAL GAS SERVICE AGREEMENT 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
STANDARD COMMERCIAL NATURAL GAS SERVICE AGREEMENT 

This Agreement entered into this - day of 
Florida Corporation, hereinafler referred to as "Company" and 

,20-. by and between Florida Public Utilities Company. a 

Company Name: 
Contact Person a Title: 
Service Address: 

Mailing Address: 

Telephone Number: 
Facsimile Number: 
E-mail Address: 

Herein referred to as "Customer." 

WITNESSETH: 
Subject to the terms and conditions contained herein, Company agrees to sell or deliver and Customer agrees to purchase or pay 
for services required by Customer under Company's Rate Schedule selected below: 

Rate Schedules 

- General Service - General Service Transportation Service 

- Large Volume Service _. Large Volume Transportation Service 

__ Interruptible Service - Interruptible Transportation Service 

Term of Aareement 
Service under this Agreement shall commence on the - day of , 20-. or on the first day following the 
date the Company completes the installation of necessary mains, meters, and other essential equipment to service the Customer, 
whichever is later. This Agreement will remain in effect for an initial term of __ yeaNs) beginning with the commencement of 
service by the Company, and thereafter from year to year. At any time after the initial term, either party may terminate this contract 
by giving written notice of termination (specifying a termination date at the end of such contract year or any contract yearly Period 
thereafter) upon at least sixty (60) days prior notice. 

Dulv Constituted Authorities 
The rates, terms. and conditions of this Agreement are subject to change as may be lawfully required or permitted by the Florida 
Public Service Commission ('F.P.S.C.'). 

Tariff for Gas Service 
All terms and conditions set forth in Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff are incorporated herein by reference. All services are subject 
to the Rules and Regulations of Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff and more specifically by the conditions contained in the Rate 
Schedule elected herein. Copies of Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff are available for Dublic reference durincl normal business hours 
at each of the Company's natural gas division omces. 

Tvw of Service 
The service contemplated hereunder is of an industrial or commercial character and Company does not guarantee it to be free from 
interruption or that the chemical composition or specific gravity of the gas delivered may not vary from time to time. The Customer 
agrees to provide and maintain suitable safety and control equipment on Customeh facilities and equipment and to use only 
equipment of a character to ensure safe utilization of gas sold or delivered hereunder. In case the supply of gas is interrupted by 
any cause, Company shall not be held liable for damages on account of such interruption or any consequences resulting therefrom 
or fmm the restoration of service thereafter, 

(Continued to Sheet No. 36.006) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 36.005) 

ResDonsibilitv and Liability 
The Company and Customer do respectively assume full liability for the maintenance and operation of facilities operated by each 
party. Each party shall indemnify and save harmless the other from any and all loss or damage sustained, and from any and all 
liabilii including injury io persons and property insured, arising from any act M accident in connection wRh the installation. 
presence. maintenance and operation of facilities operated by the indemnifying party unless the same shall be due to the sole 
negligence of the other party, its agents, employees, contractors, guests or invites. 

Notices 
All correspondence and notices required under this Agreement. except notice of gas supply interruption or restoration of service are 
to be addressed at the above listed address, fax machine or e-mail address and to Company at Florida Public Utiliies Company, 
Gas Supply Department. Post office Box 3395, West Palm Beach. Florida 33402-3395 or to Company's fax machine at (561) 838- 
1713. Utilization of fax machines, in lieu of or in addition to utilizing postal services, for notices shall be instituted only with the 
express written permission of the Company. Notices with respect to interruption or restoration of deliveries of gas shall be sufficient 
if given by Company, at the Company's option. in writing or by telephonic facsimile or orally in person or by telephone to the person 
or one of the persons designated from time to time by Customer as authorized to receive such notice. If Customer shall not have 
made such designation or, if made, Company is unsuocaosful in ita effort promptly to establish communication with the parson or 
one of the persons so designated then in any such event. said notice shall be sufficient if given by Company to any person or 
~ersons who are on said premises or who answer Customer's telephone 

Customer Desianation of Pool Manager (Rate Schedules GSTS, LVTS 8 ITS oniv) 
Rate Schedule GSTS. LVTS, and ITS customers shall designate a Pool Manager from Company' List of Approved Pool Managers 
in Exhibit A. Customer shall cause Pool Manager to affix a duly authorized signature acknowledging such election. 

Point of Receipt and Point of Dehenr (Rate Schedules GSTS. LVTS 8 ITS only) 
Rate Schedule GSTS. LVTS, and ITS customers will cause Customer's natural gas to be delivered to Company's Point of Receipt 
as specified in Exhibit A. Customer has requested and Company agrees to receive and transport Customer's natural gas from the 

Rate Schedule GSTS. 
in Exhibit A. Custome 

Rate Schedule GSTS, 
as specified in Exhibit 

Customer Desianation of Pool Manager (Rate Schedules GSTS, LVTS 8 ITS oniv) 
LVTS, and ITS customers shall designate a Pool Manager from Company' List of Approved Pool Managers 

,r shall cause Pool Manager to affix a duly authorized signature acknowledging such election. 

LVTS, and ITS customers will cause Customer's natural gas to be delivered to Company's Point of Receipt 
A. Customer has requested and Company agrees to receive and transport Customer's natural gas from the 

Point of Receipt and Point of Dehenr (Rate Schedules GSTS. LVTS 8 ITS only) 

ComDanv's Point of Receipt to the Customer's Point of D e l i ~ e ~  as specified in Exhibit A. 
Election of Service Level (Rate Schedules GSTS, LVTS & ITS Onlv) 

Rate Schedule GSTS. LVTS and ITS customers will elect a Daily Delivery Quantity ('DDQ) by month VI exhtb* A CusiomefS 
Pool Manager will be required to accept a capacity relinquishment in a quantity equal to the maximum Daily Delivery Quantity 
elected by Customer in each of Florida Gas Transmission Company's capacity seasons. 

Monthlv Minimum Bill Quant i  (Rate Schedules LVTS. IS 8 ITS Only) 
Rate Schedule LVTS, IS and ITS customers agree to purchase or receive from Company and Company agrees to sell or deliver to 
Customer the monthly minimum bill quantity of natural gas at the Point of Delivery as listed in Exhibit A. 

Miscellaneous Provisions 
(A) No agent or employee of Company has any power to amend or waive any of the provisions of this Agreement or to make any 
promise or representation contrary to, or inconsistent with, the provisions hereof. (E) This Agreement with portions included by 
reference constitutes the entire wntract between the parties. (C) This Agreement shall not be binding upon Company until 
approved and accepted on i(0 behaif by one of ita execut~e officers in the space provided below. and thereafter shall bind and 
benefit the Darties hereto. their SUCCBSSO~~ and assigns - 

Delivenr Pressure 
The Company shall endeavor to deliver gas to Customer at the Point of Delivery at a pressure of not less than - PSIG. 

Bills for Service 
Bills and payments shall be rendered in acwrdance with the Rules and Regulations section of the Company's currently effective 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff, 

Customer shall not assign this Agreement or any portion hereof. or any of its rights and obligations under this Agreement without 
the express written permission of the other party. 

Headinw and CaDtions 
The headings and captions in this Agreement are for convenience and shall not constitute a part of the Agreement or be considered 
interpretive of the Agreement. 

AsDisnment 
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STANDARD FORMS 
STANDARD COMMERCIAL NATURAL GAS SERVICE AGREEMENT 

(Continued from Sheet No. 36.006) 

Performance 
The failure of enher Party to insist upon strict performance of any provision of this Agreement shall not constiute a waiver of or 
estoppel against asserting the right to require such pefiormance in the future, nor shall a waiver or estoppel in any one instance 
constitute a waiver or estoppel with respect to a later breach of a similar nature or otherwise. 

Governmental Aaencies 
Governmental agencies that are Customers under this Agreement may attach a Rider detailing matters that are required to be 
included by such agencies pursuant to Florida Law. The Rider is to be prepared at Customeh expense and submitted in duplicate 
as an attachment to this Agreement. 

lntemretation 
This Agreement shall be interpreted. construed and governed by the laws of the State of Florida, without regard to principles of 
conflict of law. 

Settlement of DisDutes 
The parties desire to resolve disoutes arising out of this Aaraement without litiaation. Accordinalv. exceDt for anv 1) disDute which 
is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of theFlorida PublicService Commission. 2) action seekhg a restraining drder oian 
injunction related to the purposes of the Agreement. and 3) suit to compel complianm with this dispute resolution process, the 
parties agree to use the following dispute resolution procedure as their sole remedy with respect to any controversy or claim arising 
out of or relating to this Agreement or Its breach. 

At the written request of a party. each party will appoint a knowledgeable. responsible representative to meet and negotiate in good 
faith to resolve any dispute arising under this Agreement. The parties inlend that these negotiations be conducted by non-lawyer. 
business representatwes. The location. format, frequency. duration, and conclusion of these discussions shall be lefl to the 
discretion of the representatives Upon agreement. the representatives may utilize other alternative dispute resolution procedures 
such as mediation to assist in the negotiations. Oiscussions and correspondence among the representatives for purposes of these 
negotiations shall be treated as confidential information developed for the purposes of seitlement. exempt from discovery and 
production. which shall not be admissible in the arblration desaiked below or in any lawsufi without the concurrence of a11 parties. 
Documents identified in or provided with such communications. which are not prepared for purposes of the negotiations. ore not so 
exempted and may , if otherwise admissible. be admlted in evidence in the arbdration or lawsuit 

If the negotiations do not resolve the dispute within sixty (60) days of the initial written request, the dispute shall be submitted to 
binding arbfiration by a single arbitrator pursuant to the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the Amencan Arbitration Association. A 
party may demand such arblration in accordance with the procedures set out in those rules. Discovery shall be controlled by the 
arbitrator and shall be permitted to the extend set out in this section. Each party may subml in writing to a party. and that party 
shall so respond to, a maximum of thirty-hve (35) (none of which may have subparts) of the following: interrogatories. demands to 
produce documents. or requests for admission. Each party is also entitled to take the oral deposition of one individual of another 
party Additional discovery may be permitted upon mutual agreement of the parties. The arbitration hearing shall be commenced 
within suty (60) days of the demand for arbitration The arbitration shall be held in West Palm Beach. Florida for West Palm Beach 
Division Customers and in Sanford, Florida for Mid-Florlda Division Customers. The ahiiatar shall control the scheduliw so as to 
process the matter expeddiously. m e  parties may submit written briefs. The arblrator shall NIO on the dispute by issuing a written 
opinion within thirty (30) days after the close of heanngs. The times rpecifed in this section may be extended upon mutual 
agreement of the parties or by the arbitrator upon a showing of good cause. Judgment upon the award rendered by the arblrator 
may be entered in any court having jurisdiction. 

Each party shall bear its own costs of these procedures. A party seeking discovery shall reimburse the responding party the costs 
of production of documents (indudmg search time and reprodudan costs). The pafiies shall .quaUy spll the fees of the arbitraton 
and the arbtrator. 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 36.007) 

V B  
The venue for any action. at law or in equity, wmmencad by either party against the other and arising out of or in wnnection with 
this Agreement, shall be in Palm Beach County, Florida. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed the day and year first written above. 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 

Attest: By: 

Title: 

Attest: 

CUSTOMER NAME 

By: 
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EXHlBlTA 
TO THE STANDARD COMMERCIAL NATLIRAL GAS SERVICE AGREEMENT 

BY AND BETWEEN 
FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 

AND 

DAILY DELIVERY QUANTITY (DDQ) ELECTION 

DAILY DELIVERY QUANTITY (DDQ) - THERMS PER DAY 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

------------ 
COMPANY'S POINT OF RECEIPT DESIGNATION 
Customer shall deliver natural gas lo Company at: 

DRN Number 

Point Name 
COMPANY'S POINT OF DELIVERY DESIGNATION 
Company shall deliver natural gas to Customer at Company owned meter located at: 

Customets Service Address 

city, State, Zip Code 

MONTHLY MINIMUM BILL QUANTITY (Thems) 

NOTICE OF CUSTOMER DESIGNATION OF POOL MANAGER 

WHEREAS. Customer desires lo designate a third-party Pool Manager lo coordinate the purchasing and scheduling of the supply 
of natural gas for transportation on Company's natural gas transportatlon system with Company, 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregolng. the parties agree as follows 
Customer aesignates 

Pool Manager Name: 
as Customefs Pool Manaaer to coordinate with Comoanv the schedulina of the SUDD~V of natural aaa for transooltation on "~~ ~ ~~ -r-  ~~~ - ~~ . .  , 
Company's natural gas traisportation system pursuant 10 Customer's c tkn t iy  effective contract(s) wilh Company for natural gas 
transportation service. Customer is required lo oblain Pool Managets signature on this Notice prior to transmission lo Company. 
Customer can provide this Notice via facsimile at (561) 838-1713. or other number as designated by Company, provided Company 
receives the original. hardcopy wahin seven (7) business days of receipt of the facsimile copy. 

This designation of Pool Manager. upon approval by Company, shall operate to cancel all previously designated Pool Managers for 
Customer. 

Check appropriate provision: 
0 

0 

Upon the effective date of this Notice, Customer authorizes Company to release all necessary information 
pertaining to Customets historical consumption to its designated Pool Manager. 
Upon the effective date of this Notice. Customer authorizes Company to release all necessary information 
Pertaining to Customeh historical consumption lo Its designated Pool Manager except: 

(Continued to Sheet No. 36.010) 
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Customer agrees that Pool Manager 1s acting on fis behalf and that no provision of this Notice is intended to relieve nor shall be 
interpreted as ralieVin9 Customer of any obligation to Company, including but not limited to Customefs obligations to pay Company 
for the transportalion service provlded by Company 

The terms of service and the accompanying obligations of the parties will continue to be governed by the Rules and Regulalions of 
the Flonda Publc Service Commission. the Company's F P S C Gas Tanff. Service Agreement(8) and contracttsl between 
Company and Customer 

A COPY OF THIS FORM WlLL BE FORWARDED TO CUSTOMER AND POOL MANAGER UPON APPROVAL BY COMPANY 

This Notice shall be interpreted. construed and governed by the laws of the State of Flonda, wthout regard to principles of conflict 
of law 

EACH PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS BELOW, represents and warranh that he or she has authonty to bind the party 
on whose behalf he or she has exewted this dowment 

REQUESTED BY ACKNOWLEDGED BY APPROVEDBY 

Customer Signature Pool Manager Signature Company Signature 

Title Title Title 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY ('Company') 
COMMERClAL CUSTOMER CHOICE PROGRAM 

DDQ CHANGE REQUEST FORM 

Customer Name: Telephone Number: 

Account Number Facsimile Number: 

Date of Requested Change: 

CUSTOMER HEREBY REQUESTS TO CHANGE THE DAILY DELIVERY QUANTITY FOR THE ACCOUNT LISTED ABOVE 

DAILY DELIVERY QUANTITY (DDQ) -THERMS PER DAY 

JAN FEE MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Customer must submit this form ten (10) working days prior to the date of requested change. Customer may submit this form via 
facsimile at (561) 838-1713 or other number as designated by Company, provided Company receives the original, hardzopy within 
seven (7) business days of receipt of the facsimile copy. Failure to subml this form is a timely manner may lead to a delay in 
implementing the requested change. Customer is responsible for obtaining the signature of their Pool Manager acknowledging the 
requested change in Daily Delivery Quantity. Company will review Customeh requested change in Daily Delivery Quantity and 
reserves the right to disapprove any change request that cannot be substantiated by Customeh historical consumption, additions 
of equipment or in the case of a new Customer projected attached load or historical consumption of a similarly situated Customer. 
A COPY OF THIS FORM WILL BE FORWARDED TO CUSTOMER AND POOL MANAGER UPON APPROVAL BY COMPANY. 

EACH PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS BELOW, represents and warrants that he or she has authority to bind the party 
on whose behalf he or she has executed this document. 

REQUESTED BY: ACKNOWLEDGED BY: APPROVED BY: 

Customer Signature Pool Manager Signature Company Signature 

Title Title Title 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY ("Company') 
COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER CHOICE PROGRAM 

POOL MANAGER CHANGE REQUEST FORM 

Customer Name: Telephone Number: 
Amount Number: Facsimile Number: 
Date: 

NOTICE OF CUSTOMER DESIGNATION OF POOL MANAGER 

WHEREAS, Customer desires to designate a third-party Pool Manager to coordinate the purchasing and scheduling of the supply 
of natural gas for transportation on Company's natural gas transportation system with Company, 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing. the parties agree as follows: 
Customer designates: 

P w l  Manager Name: 
as Customets Pool Manager to coordinate with Company the scheduling of the supply of natural gas for transportation on 
Company's natural gas transportation system pursuant to Customer's currently effective contract(s) with Company for natural gas 
transportation service. The designation of C u s t m r  Pool Manager will be effective on 
predate the date of this Notice. Customer is required to obtain Pool Managets Signature prior to transmitting this Notice to 
Company. Customer can provide this Notice via facsimile at (561) 838-1713. or other number as designated by Company, 
provided Company receives the original, hardzopy within seven (7) business days of receipt of the facsimile copy. 

This designation of Pool Manager. upon approval by Company, shall operate to cancel all previously designated Pool Managers for 
Customer. 

Check appropriate provision: 

,which does not 

0 Upon the effective date of this Notice. Customer authorizes Company to release all necessary information 
pertaining to Customets historical consumption to its designated Pool Manager. 

Upon the e f f ~ t i ~ e  date of this Notice, Customer authorizes Company to release 811 necessary information 
pertaining to Customets historical consumption to its designated Pool Manager except: 

0 

Customer agrees that Pool Manager is acting on its behalf and that no provision of this Notice is intended to relieve nor shall be 
interpreted as relieving Customer of any obligation to Company, including but not limited to Customets obligations to pay Company 
for the transportation service provided by Company. 

Customer agrees that a service charge may apply to this designation as defined in Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff. 

The terms of service and the acmmpanying obligations of the parties will continue to be governed by the Rules and Regulations of 
the Florida Public Service Commission, the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff, Service Agreement(s) and contraci(s) beiween 
Company and Customer. 

A COPY OF THIS FORM WILL BE FORWARDED TO CUSTOMER AND POOL MANAGER UPON APPROVAL BY COMPANY. 

This N o t i i  shall be interpreted. construed and governed by the laws of the State of Florida, without w a r d  to principles of conflict 
of law. 

EACH PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS BELOW. represents and warrants that he or she has authority to bind the party 
on whose behalf he or she has executed this document. 

REQUESTED B Y  ACKNOWLEDGED BY: APPROVED BY: 

Customer Signature Pool Manager Signature Company Signature 

Title Title Title 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY (‘Company”) 
COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER CHOiCE PROGRAM 

POOL MANAGER TERMlNATiON OF SERVICE NOTICE 

Date: 

Pool Manager Name: 

NOTICE TO: 

Customer Name: Telephone Number: 
Account Number: Facsimile Number. 

This will sewice as notice to the above listed Customer that the above Pool Manager will terminate sewice effective on 

signature on this Notice prior to transmission to Company. Pool Manager can provide this Notim via facsimile at (561) 838-1713. 
or other number as designated by Company, provided Company receives the original, hard-wpy within Seven (7) business days of 
receipt of the facsimile copy. 

A COPY OF THIS NOTICE WILL BE FORWARDED TO CUSTOMER AND POOL MANAGER UPON APPROVAL BY COMPANY. 

EACH PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS BELOW, represents and warrants that he or she has authority to bind the party 
on whose behalf he or she has executed this document. 

, which does not predate the date of this notice. Pool Manager is required to obtain Customah 

REQUESTED BY: ACKNOWLEDGED BY: APPROVED BY: 

Pool Manager Signature Customer Signature Company Signature 

Title Title Tiile 

Issued by: J. T. English, President & CEO Effective: 
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POOL MANAGER AGREEMENT 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTlLlTiES COMPANY 
POOL MANAGER AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT exacuted by and between FLORIDA PUBLIC UTlLlTiES COMPANY ("Company") and the undersigned 
pmspectiie Pool Manager ('Undersigned"). 

WITNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, the Undersigned desires to operate as a Pool Manager on Company's distribution system as such terms are defined in 
the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff; and 

WHEREAS, the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff requires, among other things, that the Undersigned execute this agreement to the 
Company; 

NOW THEREFORE, in order to induce the Company to permit the Undersigned to operate as a Pool Manager on its distribution 
system and for other good and valuable consideration. the undersigned hereby agrees with the Company as follows: 

1. 

2. 

Pool Manager agrees to comply with and be subject to all of the provisions of the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas 
Tariff relating to Pool Manager. 
Notices or communications to the Undersigned may be given to: 
Mailing Address: 

Telephone: 
Facsimile: 
E-mail address: 

~ _ _ _ _  

Attention 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Undersigned has executed this Agreement as Of the __ day Of , in the year of 

Full Name of Prospective Pool Manager 

By: 

Title: 

ACCEPTED by Florida Public Utilities Company on - Of *- 

By: 

Title: 

Pool Manager Account Number assigned by Florida Public Utilities Company 

Issued by: J. T. English, President & CEO Effective: 
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICE CONTRACT 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE CONTRACT 

, 20 -between Florida Public Utilities Company, THIS agreement entered into this __ day of 

Customer agrees to buy gas from Company and Company agrees to sell gas to Customer at: 
hereinafler called 'Company" and hereinafter called 'Customer'. 

under Company's Rate 
(Street) (City and State) 

Schedule No. __ a copy of which is attached hereto and b e w m s  a part hereof and under the terms and wnditions of this 
contract for the term of _. year@) afler the commencement of service by Company to Customer and thereafter from year to 
year until written notica of cancellation shall be given by either party to the other at least 90 days prior to the annual renewal date. 
Service under this agreement shall commence on or about ,20- or within __ days of the date that 
Company has installed the necessary mains, meters, and other essential equipment to serve the Customer. whichever is later. 

The Customer's monthly requirements under the terms and conditions of this contract shall be less I more than 5.000 
therms per month 

Customer agrees to pay Company for all service rendered hereunder at the above designated rate as it is now or may 
subsequently be lawfully amended or superseded. 

This agreement includes Company's Rules and Regulations except in such terms wherein a contrary intent is here 
expressed. 

No agent M employee of Company has any power to amend or waive any of the provisions of this contract or to make 
any promise or representation contrary to, or inconsistent with, the provisions hereof. This instrument constitutes the entire 
contract between the parties. 

wvered. which are now or may hereafter be filed with, issued and promulgated by the Florida Railroad and Public Utilities 
Commission or other Governmental bodies having jurisdiction thereof. 

facilities owned or operated by each and each shall indemnify and save harmless the other from any and all loss or damage 
sustained, and from any and all liability including injury to persons and property incurred, arising from any act or accident in 
wnnection with the installation. presence. maintenance and operatiin of faciliiiis operated by the indemnifying party unless the 
same shall be due to the sole negligence of the other party, its agents, employees, contractors, guests or invitees. 

This agreement shall not be binding upon Company until approved and accepted on its behalf by one of its 
representatives in the space provided below. and thereafter shall bind and benefit the parties hereto. their sucmssors and assigns. 

All correspondence and notices required under this contract are to be addressed to Customer at: 

Customer agrees to acmpt and be bound by all ~ l e s  and regulations of Company in connection with the service hereby 

Company and Customer do respectively assum full responsibility and liability for the maintenance and operation of the 

, and to Company at: 
(Street) (City and State) 

(Street) (City and State) 

(Customer) 

by 
(Designated THe) 

Witness 

Issued by: J. T. English, President & CEO 

APPROVED AND ACCEPTED BY 
FLORIDA PUBLIC UTlLTlES COMPANY 

Wfiness 

Effective: 
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.~ EXTENSION OF FACILITIES AGREEMENT 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
EXTENSION OF FACILITIES AGREEMENT 

day of ,20-, by and This Agreement executed in duplicate as of the - 
between Florida Public Utilities Company, a Florida Corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "Utility", 
party of the First part and 
"Consumer", party of the second part, witnesseth: 

, hereinafter referred to as the 

Whereas, the Consumer is desirous of securing an extension or increase of the facilities of the 
Utility as hereinafter described; and whereas, the Utility is willing to make such extension or increase; 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the respective and mutual covenants and agreements 
contained herein and hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto agree with each other as follows: 

1. The Utility will extend or increase its facilities as follows: 

The Utility will commence the extension or increase of its facilities forthwith after the execution of 
the Agreement and use its best efforts to complete the extension or increase of its facilities as soon as 
reasonably possible provided, however, that the parties expressly agree that the Utility shall not be liable 
or responsible for any delay caused by or resulting from shortages or unavailability of material or labor, or 
for any other hindrance or delay beyond the control of the utility. 

of its facilities in accordance with the Utility's Rules and Regulations for extensions, the Consumer 
simultaneously with the execution of the Agreement has paid to the Utility the sum of $ , the 
receipt of which hereby is acknowledged by the Utility. The parties agree that said sum was paid by the 
Consumer to and received by the Utility in accordance with the Utility's Rules and Regulations for service 
requiring extension of facilities within the service area of the Utility in County, Florida. The 
Utility's Rules and Regulations as filed with and approved by the Florida Public Service Commission are 
made a part of this Agreement. 

The parties agree that the refund provision as set forth in the Utility's approved Rules and 
Regulatiins; 7 part 6, paragraph 2, shall be exercised according to option (a) at the end of the initial year 
of service or (b) at the end of the initial four years of service. The estimated annual gas revenue less cost 
of gas used to determine the amount paid in item (2) above is $ 
option - is to be used. 

2. To compensate the Utility for the cost and expense of the aforesaid extension or increase 

3. 

. Consumer agrees that 

(Continued to Sheet No. 43) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 42) 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
EXTENSION OF FACILITIES AGREEMENT 

(Continued) 

4. The parties agree that the Utility shall at all times have title to and keep ownership and 
control in and over the aforesaid extended or increased facilities, including but not limited to all new 
materials and equipment installed therein, and the parties agree further that the Utility shall have the sole 
and exclusive right to use the extended or increased facilities for the purpose of serving other Consumers 
of the Utility. 

5. After the extension or increase of the facilities described above, the Utility agrees that 
subject to all applicable terms, provisions, rights, duties and penalties, the Consumer will in the usual 
manner and at the usual times pay for the utilities and services delivered to the Consumer by means of 
the extended or increased facilities in accordance with the Utility's tariffs filed with and approved by the 
Florida Public Service Commission. 

6. The parties agree that no representation, warranty, condition, or agreement of any kind or 
nature whatsoever shall be binding upon either of the parties hereto unless incorporated in the Agreement; 
and the parties agree further that this Agreement covers and includes the entire agreement between the 
parties. The parties agree that all covenants and agreements contained herein shall extend to, be 
obligatory upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, legal 
representatives, successors and assigns; provided however, that the Consumer may not transfer or 
assign all or any part of the Agreement or any right which he may obtain hereunder, without first obtaining 
the written consent of the Utility. 

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day and year 
hereinbefore first written. 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 

Consumer 

BY 
Title 

Issued by: J. T. English, President 8. CEO 

BY 
Its Agent 

Effective: 
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IMPROVEMENT OR RELOCATION OF EXISTING FACILITIES AGREEMENT 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
IMPROVEMENT OR RELOCATION OF EXISTING 

FACILITIES AGREEMENT 

This agreement, executed in duplicate as of the -, day of A.D. 20-, by and 
between Florida Public Utilities Company, a Florida Corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "utility", 
party of the first part, and 
the second part, witnesseth: 

, hereinafter referred to as the "consumer", party of 

Whereas, the consumer is desirous of securing an improvement or relocation of existing facilities 
of the utility as hereinafter described; and whereas, the utility is willing to make such an improvement or 
relocation; 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the respective and mutual covenants and agreements 
contained herein and hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto agree with each other as follows: 

1. The utility will improve or relocate existing facilities as follows: 

The utility will commence the improvement or relocation of its existing facilities forthwith after the 
execution of this agreement and use its best efforts to complete the improvement or relocation of its 
facilities as soon as reasonably possible; provided, however, that the parties expressly agree that the 
utility shall not be liable or responsible for any delay caused by or resulting from shortages or unavailability 
of material or labor, or for any other hindrance or delay beyond the control of the utility. 

2. To compensate the utility for the cost and expense of the aforesaid improvement or 
relocation of its facilities, the consumer simultaneously with the execution of this agreement has paid to 
the utility the sum of $ 
agree that said sum paid by the consumer to and received by the utility without the right of any rebate, 
credit, reduction or adjustment in favor of either party. 

The parties agree that the utility shall at all times have title to and keep ownership and 

, the receipt of which hereby is acknowledged by the utility. The parties 

3. 
control in and over the aforesaid improved or relocated facilities, including but not limited to all new 
materials and equipment installed therein; and the parties agree further that the utility shall have the sole 
and exclusive right to use the improved or relocated facilities for the purpose of serving other customers of 
the utility. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 45) 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
IMPROVEMENT OR RELOCATION OF EXISTING 

FACILITIES AGREEMENT 
(Continued) 

After the improvement or relocation of the facilities described above, the consumer agrees 
that subject to all applicable terms, provisions, rights, duties and penalties, the consumer will in the usual 
manner and at the usual times pay for the utilities and services delivered to the consumer by means of the 
improved or relocated facilities in accordance with the Company's tariffs filed with and approved by the 
Florida Public Service Commission. 

4. 

5. The parties agree that no representation, warranty, condition, or agreement of any kind or 
nature whatsoever shall be binding upon either of the parties hereto unless incorporated in this 
agreement; and the parties agree further that this agreement covers and includes the entire agreement 
behveen the parties. The parties agree that all covenants and agreements contained herein shall extend 
to, be obligatory upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, legal 
representatives, successors and assigns; provided, however, that the consumer may not transfer or 
assign all or any part of this agreement or any right which he may obtain hereunder without first obtaining 
the written consent of the utility. 

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the day and year 
hereinbefore first written. 

"Utility" 
FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 

BY 
Its Agent 

Consumer 

Issued by: J. T. English, President 8 CEO Effective: 
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TERRITORY SERVED 

As indicated on the System Maps, the Company operates three noncontiguous natural gas distribution 
systems. 

In Palm Beach County, the Company's natural gas operations are located in the eastern portion of the 
County. Franchised service areas include the municipalities of Lake Park, Riviera Beach, Palm Beach 
Shores, Mangonia Park, West Palm Beach, Palm Beach, South Palm Beach. Lake Worth, Lake Clarke 
Shores, Lantana, Greenacres City, Boynton Beach, Highland Beach, Delray Beach, Hypoluxo, North Palm 
Beach, Palm Springs, Atlantis, Manalapan, and Boca Raton. The Company also operates in area 
adjacent to these franchised incorporated areas. Gas service is supplied to all of the Palm Beach County 
Service area through an interconnected distribution system. 

The Company's Mid-Florida Division is comprised of the Sanford and DeLand Districts. The Sanford 
District serves the City of Sanford, Longwood, Winter Springs, Lake Mary and adjacent territory in 
Seminole County, Florida. The DeLand District serves the City of DeLand, Orange City, DeBary. Deltona 
and adjacent territory in Volusia County, Florida. 

Issued by: &GQsmad. . .  T. Enqlish, President Effective: ApuU+WU 
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TECHNICAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

When used in the rules and regulations or the rate schedules contained in this volume, the following terms 
shall have the meanings defined below: 

A. Company - Florida Public Utilities Company acting through its duly authorized officers or 
employees within the scope of their respective duties. 

. .  . .  B. Applicant - any p p e r s o n e  
applying for gas service from'the Company at one location. 

. .  . .  
C. Customer - any pperson, 

pwcksng r f R u l e s  and 
Regulations of the Company. 

D. Service Classification - 

(3) 

Issued by: 

Residential Service - service to Customer supplied for (a) residential purposes in a single 
family dwelling or building, or in an individual flat or apartment in a multiple family dwelling 
or building or portion thereof occupied as the home, residence, or sleeping place of one 
(1) or more persons; (b) rooming houses of less than seven (7) rooms for rent; ( c ) for 
commercial and residential use on the same premises where the commercial use is less 
than twenty-five percent (25%) of total; (d) multiple billed master-metered multi-family 
dwellings. 

Residential sewice shall also include service in commonly owned facilities in residential 
condominium, cooperative apartment, and homeowner association buildings subject to 
the following criteria: 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

100% of the service is used exclusively for owner's or co-owner's benefit. 
None of the service is used in any endeavor which sells or rents a commodity or 
provides a service for a fee. 
Each point of delivery will be separately metered and billed. 
A responsible legal entity is established as the customer to whom the Company 
can render its bills and said services. 

Commercial Service - service to Customers engaged in selling, warehousing, or 
distributing a commodity, in some business activity or in a profession, or in some form of 
economic or social activity (offices, stores, clubs, hotels, etc.) and for purposes that do 
not come directly under another classification of service. 

Industrial Service - service to Customers engaged in a process which creates or changes 
raw or unfinished materials into another form or product. (Factories, mills, machine 
shops, mines, oil wells, refineries, pumping plants, creameries, canning and packing 
plants, shipyards, etc., Le., extractive, fabricating or processing activities.) 

[Continued to Sheet No. 9) 
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F. 

G, 

H. 

I. 

J. 

K. 

TECHNICAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS &mWdedj 
@Continued from Sheet No. 8) 

Service Line - all piping between the main tap up to and including the first valve or fining of the 
meter or regulator setting. 

Meter andlor Reaulator Setting - all piping and fittings between the Service Line and the h & v a b e  
-outlet side of Companv’s meter. 

House Piping - all piping and fittings 

. .  

. .  . .  
past or downstream of Companv‘s meter. 

Standard Delivew Pressure - as measured at the outlet of meter on Customer‘s premises shall not 
be less than three inches (3”) nor more than twelve inches (12”) water column. 

Flowina Temperature -the arithmetical average of the temperature of the gas flowing through the 
meters as recorded by a recording thermometer installed at the point of measurement. Where 
such installations is not provided, the flowing temperature of the gas shall be assumed to m- sixty 
degrees Fahrenheit (60°) F.f; 

Atmospheric Pressure - fourteen and w4y4v.e seventv-three hundredths (14.65a pounds to the 
square inch, irrespective of actual elevation or location of the point of measurement above sea 
level or variations in atmospheric pressure from time to time. 

Cubic Foot - for the purposes of measurement herein shall have the following meaning: 

(1) When gas is metered at the Standard Delivery Pressure, a cubic foot of gas shall be 
defined as the volume of gas which, at the temperature and pressure existing in the 
meter, occupies one (1) cubic foot. 

When gas is metered at other than the Standard Delivery Pressure, a cubic foot shall be 
defined as the volume of gas which, at a flowing temperature of sixty degrees Fahrenheit 
(60° F.) and at an absolute pressure of fourteen and seventy-three hundredths (14.73) 
pounds per square inch, occupies one (1) cubic foot and meter readings will be adjusted 
to such temperature and pressure base. 

When measurement is by means of orifice meters, volumes shall be computed in 
accordance with the joint Bureau of Standards, A.G.A., A.S.M.E. specifications published 
April 1955 as Gas Measurement Committee Report No. 3 of the American Gas 
Association, and any modifications and amendments thereof. 

(2) 

(3) 

IContinued to Sheet No. I O )  
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L. 
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Q. 

R. 

S. 

TECHNICAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS CGentiRbleSy 
(Continued from Sheet No. 91 

CCF - one hundred (100) cubic feet of gas. 

E - one thousand (1,000) cubic feet of gas. 

BTU or British Thermal Unit - the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one (1) 
pound of water one degree Fahrenheit (1' F.) at sixty degrees Fahrenheit (60° F.). 

Therm - one hundred thousand (100,000) British Thermal Units. 

m - p  . a period of twenty-four (24) consecutive hours beginning and 
ending at 4N:OO PA.M. Eastern BaykqRt Saviqs Q& Time P 

. .  

a. 

Month - the period between and two (2) regular readings of Company's meters at approximately 
thirty (30) day intervals. 

Year - a period of three hundred sixty-five (365) consecutive days except that in a year having a 
date of February twenty-nine (29) such year shall consist of three hundred sixty-six (366) 
consecutive days. 

Total Heating Value - the number of British Thermal Units produced by combustion in a recording 
calorimeter at a constant pressure of the amount of gas which would occupy a volume of one (1) 
cubic foot at a temperature of sixty degrees Fahrenheit (60' F.) if saturated with water vapor, and 
under a pressure equal to that of thirty inches (30") of mercury at thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit 
(32' F.) and under standard gravitational force (acceleration 980.665 centimeters per second per 
second) with air of the same temperature and pressure as the gas, when the products of 
combustion are cooled to the initial temperature of the gas and air, and when the water formed by 
combustion is condensed to the liquid state. 

(Continued ento Sheet No. 10.1) 
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. .  7 Company will determine a 
monthly average heating value of natural gas to be effective as of the first day of each month. 
Said monthly average heating value will be in effect on a calendar month basis. It will reflect the 
average monthly heating value of the natural gas delivered to Company by its pipeline supplier 
during the next immediately preceding calendar month. 

T. 

Pool Manaqer - any Person who has been engaaed by one or more Customer(s) to be 
responsible for the deliverv of natural gas to the Company's Citvaate(s1 for such Customer(s). 

U. 

Person - any corporation. whether public or private; company: individual; firm; DartnerShiD: or 
association. 

Daily Deliven, Quantitv -daily amount of natural aas. in Therms, elected by Customer to be 
delivered for their account. 

Billinq Period Deliven, Quantitv -sum of Customer's Dailv Delivery Quantities between meter 
readina dates, less Company Shrinkaae. 

FGT - Florida Gas Transmission Company 

v. 

W. 

x. 
v. Citygate - Physical connection of facilities between Company and Florida Gas Transmission 

ComDanv. 

z. Workina Day - the days Monday through Friday. exclusive of Company Holidays, unless notified 
otherwise. 

& 

Issued by: E L X x s m d  . T. English, President 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS (Continued) 

4. The individual metering requirement is waived for any time-sharing facility for 
which construction was commenced before January 1, 1987 in which separate 
occupancy units were not metered in accordance with subsection (2) (a). 

Where individual metering is not required under Subsection (2)(a)3 and master metering (3) 
is used in lieu thereof, sub-metering may be used by customer of recordlowner of such facility 
solely for the purpose of allocating the cost of the gas billed by Company. The term "cost" as 
used herein represents only those charges specifically authorized by Company's tariff including 
but not limited to the customer, energy, purchased gas adjustment, and conservation charges 
made by Company plus applicable taxes and fees to customer of record responsible for the 
master meter payments. The term cannot be construed to include late payment charges, returned 
check charges, the cost of the distribution system behind the master meter, the cost for billing, 
and other such costs. 

- 20. Settlement of Disputes 

A- The following applies to Customers executina the Standard Commercial Natural Gas 
Service Aareement (the "Aqreement"): 

Except for any 1) dispute which is subiect to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Florida Public 
Service Commission, 2) action seekina a restrainina order or an iniunction related to the 
pumoses of the Agreement. and 3) suit to compel compliance with this dispute resolution 
process, the parties agree to use the followina dispute resolution procedure as their sole 
remedy with respect to anv controversy or claim arisina out of or relatina to the 
Aqreement or its breach. 

At the written request of a paw. each paw will appoint a knowledgeable, reswnsible 
representative to meet and negotiate in good faith to resolve any dispute arising under the 
Agreement. The patties intend that these neaotiations be conducted by non-lawyer, 

~~~ ~ 

business representatives The location. format, freauencv. duration. and conclusion of 
these discussions shall be left to the discretion of the representatives. Upon aareement. 
the representatives may utilize other alternative dispute resolution procedures such as 
mediation to assist in the neqotiations. Discussions and COrreSDOndenCe amona the 
representatives for pumoses of these neaotiations shall be treated as confidential 
information developed for the purposes of settlement, exempt from discovew and 
production. which shall not be admissible in the arbitration descn'bed below or in any 
lawsuit without the concurrence of all Darties. Documents identified in or provided with 
such communications. which are not prepared for purposes of the neaotiations, are not so 
exempted and may, if otherwise admissible, be admitted in evidence in the arbitration or 
lawsuit. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS Continued) 

If the neqotiations do not resolve the dispute within six& (60) days of the initial written 
request. the dispute shall be submitted to bindinq arbitration by a sinqle arbitrator 
pursuant to the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association. A 
party may demand such arbitration in accordance with the procedures set out in those 
rules. Discovew shall be controlled by the arbitrator and shall be permitted to the extend 
set out in this section. Each party may submit in writina to a party, and that party shall so 
respond to, a maximum of thirty-five (35) (none of which may have subparts) of the 
followina: interroqatories. demands to produce documents, or requests for admission. 
Each parlv is also entitled to take the oral deposition of one individual of another party. 
Additional discovew may be permitted upon mutual aqreement of the parties. The 
arbitration hearina shall be commenced within sixtv (60) days of the demand for 
arbitration. The arbitration shall be held in West Palm Beach, Florida for West Palm 
Beach Division Customers and in Sanford, Florida for Mid-Florida Division Customers. 
The arbitrator shall control the schedulina so as to process the matter expeditiously. The 
parties may submit written briefs. The arbitrator shall rule on the dispute by issuinq a 
written opinion within thirty (30) days afler the close of hearinqs. The times swcified in 
this section may be extended upon mutual aqreement of the parties or by the arbitrator 
upon a showinq of qood cause. Judqment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may 
be entered in any court havina jurisdiction. 

Each party shall bear its own costs of these procedures. A party seekinq discovew shall 
reimburse the respondinq party the costs of production of documents (includina search 
time and reproduction costs). The parties shall equally split the fees of the arbitration and 
the arbitrator. 

The foreaoina provisions reaardina alternative dispute resolution procedures may apply to 
all other customers, but only by mutual consent between the Customer and the Company. 

- B. 
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RATE SCHEDULE'PM 
POOL MANAGER SERVICE 

Applicability 

supplier lcollectiveh "Pool Manaaer? of natural qas that wishes to act as agents for the DurDose of 
purchasinq and schedulinq natural qas for Customers electina transportation services. Pool Manaaers 
desirinq to provide service to Customers will be required to siqn a Pool Manager Agreement in which thev 
will aqree to be bound bv the terms and conditions of the Companv's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff. 

Term of Contract 

thereafter unless terminated upon si* (60) davs written notice. 

The provisions of this Rate Schedule shall apply to each broker, marketer or other third Dam 

The term of the Pool Manager Aareement shall be at least one [I) year and from month to month 

Creditworthiness 
Pool Manaaer shall provide documentation of Pool Manager's ability to hold FTS-1 and FTS-2 

capacity on FGT. Documentation may include a letter from FGT stating Pool Manaaer's ability to hold 
FTS-1 and FTS-2 capacitv on FGT or a CODY of Pool Manaqer's FTS-1 Service Agreement and FTS-2 
Service Aareement with FGT. Upon meetinq Companv's standards for creditworthiness. Companv will 
include Pool Manaqer on Companv's List of Approved Pool Manaaers. ComDanv shall not be reauired to 
permit anv Pool Manaqer who fails to provide the above referenced documentation to sell natural gas on 
Company's distribution system. 

CaDacitv Relinquishment 

Relinquishment and Recall section of the transportation service rate schedules (Rate GSTS. LVTS, and 
ITS). Failure to accept Capacity Relinquishment by Pool Manager may result in curtailment of service to 
Customers beina served bv Pool Manaqer. 

Supplvina Gas for Delivety 

served by the Pool Manaaer and for causina the same to be delivered to the Companv's Citvqate(s). Pool 
Manaqer shall diliaentlv and in a timely manner take all actions required under the General Terms and 
Conditions of FGrs  FERC Gas Tariff to effectuate such delivew of natural Oas. 

Pool Manaqer will be reauired to accept a Capacity Relinquishment as defined in Capacity 

Pool Manaaer shall be responsible for Durchasina the natural qas to be delivered for Customers 

IContinued to Sheet No. 33.1) 
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Force Maieure 

damaqe to the other for any act, omission or circumstances occasioned by or in consequence Of anv acts 
of God, strikes, lockouts, acts of the public enemv, wars, blockades, insurrections, riots. epidemics. 
landslides, liqhtninq. earthquakes. fires, storms, floods, unforeseeable or unusual weather conditions, 
washouts, arrests and restraint of rulers and peoples. civil disturbances, explosions, breakaqe or accident 
to machinew or lines of pipe. line freezeups, temporaw failure of gas SUPP~V. the bindinq order of any 
court or qovernmental authoritv which has been resisted in qood faith by all reasonable leqal means, and 
anv other cause, whether of the kind herein enumerated, or otherwise. and whether caused or occasioned 
by or happenha on account of the act or omission of Company or Customer or anv other person or 
concern not reasonablv within the control of the partv claiminq suspension and which bv the exercise of 
due diliqence such partv is unable to prevent or overcome. A failure to settle or present any strike or other 
controversv with employees or with anvone purportinq or seeking to represent emplovees shall not be 
considered to be a matter within the control of the Dartv claiminq suspension. 

Except for makinq payments due, neither the Companv nor the Pool Manaqer shall be liable in 

Neither patty will be entitled to the benefit of the force maieure provision hereof under either or 
both of the followinq circumstances: (A) to the extent that the failure was caused bv the par& claimina 
suspension havina failed to remedv the condition by takina all reasonable acts, short of litiqation. if such 
remedv requires litigation, and havina failed to resume performance of such commitments or obligations 
with reasonable dispatch; or (6) if the failure was caused bv lack of funds, or with respect to the payment 
of any amount or amounts then due hereunder. 

Daily Deliverv Requirement 
Company will calculate the Pool Manaqer's Dailv Deliverv Reauirement by summina the Daily 

Deliverv Quantitv. plus applicable Shrinkaqe. by Citvaate for each Customer being sewed bv Pool 
Manaaer and roundina the total to the next greatest dekatherm. BY 5:OO D.m. Eastern Clock Time each 
Workinq Day. the Company will inform Pool Manaaer via e-mail of Pool Manaaer's Dailv Delivery 
Requirement bv Citvaate for at least the next two Days. 

The Company shall assess the Pool Manaqer a $15.00 per MMBtu charae for each dav when 
deliverv to Companv bv Pool Manaaer differs from Pool Manaaer's Dailv Deliverv Requirement. This 
Charqe will serve as the final resolution between Company and Customer for such variances. 

Pool Manaaer Warranty 

natural aas into the ComDanv's distribution system qood title or good riqht to deliver the Gas. Each Pool 
Manaqer warrants that the natural qas it delivers or causes to be delivered shall be free and clear of all 
liens, encumbrances, and claims whatsoever; that it will indemnify the Company and hold it harmless from 
all suits, actions, debts, losses and expenses arisinq from any adverse claims of any person to the natural 
gas; and that it will indemnify the Company and hold it harmless from all taxes or assessments which may 
be levied and assessed upon such delivew and which are by law Davable bv the partv makina deliverv. 

Each Pool Manaaer warrants that it will have at the time it delivers or causes the deliverv of 

(Continued to Sheet No. 33.21 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 33.1) 

Original Sheet No. 33.2 

Responsibilitv for Natural Gas 

is in the Companv's distribution svstem between Company's Citvaate(s) and the point of delivery to the 
Customer. The Pool Manaqer shall be solely liable for the natural qas until it is delivered to Companv's 
Citvaate(s). The partv or parties thus responsible for the natural qas shall bear liabilitv for all iniury or 
damage caused therebv. Notwithstandinq anvthina to the contrary stated herein, a Pool Manager shall 
indemnifv the Companv for all iniury, damaae. loss or liabilitv of the Companv caused bv Pool Manager's 
delivery of natural gas not complvina with the Natural Gas Qualitv section below. 

Natural Gas Quality 
All natural aas delivered, or caused to be delivered, into Companv's distribution system by or on 

behalf of a Pool Manager will be merchantable and shall conform to the natural qas qualitv specifications 
set forth in FGT's FERC Gas Tariff. 

The Companv and the Pool Manaaer shall be iointlv and severelv liable for the natural qas while it 

Monthlv Rate 

Customer Charge 

Billino 

$100.00 per month per Pool Manaaer 

- 
The Company shall render to a Pool naqer on or before the 20" Calendar Day c tach Month a 

bill for Pool Manaqer's monthly Customer Charqe and for all imbalance charaes as defined in Billing 
Adjustments during the Drecedinq Month 

Pavment 
Pool Manaqer shall pav the Companv the amount due under any bill from the Companv within ten 

( I O )  Days after receipt by the Pool Manaqer of the bill from the Company. The Companv may at its option 
require the Pool Manager to make payment of any bill by electronic transfer within such ten ( I O )  Dav 
period. Anv bill not paid within such ten ( I O )  Day period shall bear interest at the rate of one and one-half 
percent (1.5%) per Month. 

Billinq Disputes 
Pool Manaqer may dispute the amount of any bill bv notifvinq the Companv within sixtv (60) davs 

of receipt by the Pool Manaqer of the bill from the Companv. If a Pool Manaaer in qood faith disputes the 
amount of any bill, the Pool Manaer shall nevertheless pay to the Companv the amount of such bill. 
Company shall have thirtv (30) davs to resolve such disp 
Manaaer any amount resolved in favor of Pool Manager I 

Utes with Pool Manager and will refund to F 
Nithin ten ( I O )  davs of such resolution. 

'001 - 

Termination of Service - 
Pool Manqer will be responsible for providing Company with a dulv executed Pool Manaqer 

Termination of Service Form (See Tariff Sheet No. 36.013) not less than thirlv (30) Working Davs prior to 
the Pool Manaqer's desired date for termination of service to Customer. Pool Manaqer will be required to 
obtain the siqnature of a dulv authorized representative of Customer acknowledaina Pool Manager's 
termination of service to Customer. 
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RATE SCHEDULE GSTS 
GENERAL SERVICE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

Availability 
Available within the area served with qas by the Company. 

Applicability 

schedule GS. 
Applicable to any new or existing Customer that qualifies for service under the Companv's rate 

Character of Service 
Transportation of Customer-purchased natural gas from Companv's Citvaateb) to Customer's 

service address. 

Gas Supply Obligation 
Companv will be obliqated to provide natural aas balancing services to Customers under this rate 

schedule. Companv will purchase natural gas from or sell natural aas to Customer in auantities eaual to 
the Customer's monthlv imbalance pursuant to the Companv's Imbalance Adiustments-Pool Manaaer 
section of this tariff. 

Election of Dailv Deliverv Quantity 

nearest one-hundredth (0.00) therm. Company will require Customer to make the initial election on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement bv and between Company and Customer. Companv will review Customer's 
Election of Dailv Delivery Quantitv and reserves the riaht to disapprove any election that cannot be 
substantiated by Customer's historical consumption. additions of eauipment or, in the case of a new 
Customer, proiected natural gas usage or historical consumption of a similarlv situated Customer. 
Customer must elect a Daily Delivery Quantitv of sufficient quantitv to satisfv the Customer's monthlv 
natural gas requirements. Company will provide Customer a twelve-month consumption history to assist 
in making its initial election. Customer will be charged a $15.00 fee for any additional requests for 
historical consumption information. 

Companv will reauire Customer to elect a Dailv Delivery Quantitv in therms per dav rounded to the 

Customer shall have the right to chanae their elected Dailv Delivery Quantitv at anv time. 
Company will require Customer to provide Company with a DDQ Change Reauest Form no less than ten 
[ I O )  Working Davs prior to the effective date of the reauested chanqe. 

Designation of Pool Manager 

Managers posted bv Company. Company will reauire Customer to make the initial desianation on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement bv and between Companv and Customer. Customer will not be charaed to 
desianate its initial Pool Manaqer. Customer will be charged a $50.00 fee if a Pool Manager is changed 
during an annual period. Companv will reauire Customer to provide ComDanv with a Pool Manaaer 
Chanqe Request Form no less than ten ( I O )  Workina Davs prior to the effective date of the reauested 
chanae. Customer is required to obtain Pool Manager's sianature on Pool Manaaer Chanae Reauest 
Form prior to transmission to Companv. 

Companv will require Customer to desianate a Pool Manaqer from a List of Approved Pool 

(Continued to Sheet No. 34.021 
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RATE SCHEDULE GSTS 
GENERAL SERVICE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.011 

Upon receipt of a Pool Manaqer Termination of Service Form, Customer shall have until ten ( I O )  
Workinq Days prior to the termination date listed on the form to submit a Pool Manaaer Chanqe Request 
Form. If Customer fails to submit Pool Manaaer Chanqe Request Form in a timely manner, Customer will 
revert to the correspondins sales service and will be required to remain on sales service for the term of the 
Aqreement. 

Point of Receipt 

natural qas into Companv's distribution svstem. 
Companv will desiqnate a Citygate as the Point of Receipt for each Customer to make deliverv of 

Companv will desiqnate the Customers' service address as the Point of Deliverv for Companv to 
make delivew of natural qas to Customer. 

Monthly Rate 
Customer Charqe: 

Energy Charqe: 
Non-Fuel 

Shrinkage: 

Equal to Rate GS Customer Charqe - See 
Sheet No. 24 

Equal to Rate GS Energv Charqe - See 
Sheet No. 24 

1 .O% of deliveries tendered at Companv's 
Citvqate. Companv reserves the riaht to adiust 
the rate one time per vear. 

Minimum Bill 
The minimum monthlv bill shall consist of the above Customer Charqe. 

Terms of Pavment 

deliverv by the Companv. 
Bills are rendered net and are due and payable within lwentv (20) days from date of mailing or 

Billing Adiustments 
Purchased Gas Adjustment: 

All other Billinq Adiustments: 

Not applicable to this rate schedule. 

See sheets beqinninq with Sheet No. 35 

Requests for Service 
Companv will require Customer to provide Companv with a duly executed Standard Commercial 

Natural Gas Service Aqreement no less than ten ( I O )  Working Davs prior to the requested effective date 
of the service. 

Term of Service 
Contract for service hereunder shall be for a period of not less than one (1) vear. 

Continued to Sheet No. 34.03) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 34.02) 

Capacity Relinquishment and Recall 

quantity eaual to the maximum Daily Delivew Quantity elected by Customer in each of FGT's capacity 
seasons, PIUS applicable Shrinkaae. Company will sum auantities. bv each FGT season, for each 
Customer beina serviced by a Pool Manaaer and relinauish firm capacitv auantities in aaareaate to Pool 
Manaaer rounded to the next areatest dekatherm. Company and Customer's Pool Manaaer will enter into 
a prearranged pipeline Capacity Relinquishment for a term corresponding to the term of the Aareement 
with Customer. Release of any capacity under this section may not exceed the FERC-approved 
maximum rate applicable to the released capacitv. 

Company will reauire Customers to obtain seasonal firm capacity on FGT from the Company in a 

Company will assian capacitv by FGT service type to Customers in proportion to Company's total 
capacity Dorlfolio by FGT operatina division Upon assianment by FGT service type. Company will assian 
Primarv Receipt Point Capacity in proportion to the Company's total capacity portfolio and Companv will 
assian Primary Delivery Point Capacity based upon Customer's service address. The applicable FERC- 
approved maximum rate will be applied to each portion of the released capacity. 

ComDanv shall provide notice of firm capacity relinauishment to FGT as reauired under the 
General Terms and Conditions of FGTs FERC Gas Tariff. Company shall also diliaently and in a timely 
manner take all other actions required under the General Terms and Conditions of FGTs FERC Gas Tariff 
governina such capacity relinauishments. 

Customer's Pool Manaaer shall accept the firm capacity relinauishment from Company subiect to 
the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff and subiect to the General Terms and Conditions of FGTs FERC Gas 
Tariff. Customer's Pool Manaaer shall also diligently and in a timely manner take all other actions required 
under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff aoverning such capacity 
relinauishments. 

Company will relinauish firm capacity to Customer's Pool Manager subiect to recall. Firm capacity 
would be subiect to recall only under the followinq conditions: (1) to maintain the intearih, of Company's 
distribution system. (2) in the event the Customer leaves ComDanv's distribution svstem or returns to 
Company's sales service. or (3) in the event Customer changes Pool Manaaers. 

Terms and Conditions 

gas service. 
Service under this rate schedule is subiect to the Company's Rules and Reputations aDDlicable to 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVTS 
LARGE VOLUME TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

Availabilily 
Available within the area served with gas by the Company. 

Applicability 

schedule LVS 
Applicable to any new or existing Customer that qualifies for service under the Company's rate 

Character of Service 
Transportation of Customer-purchased natural aas from Company's Citvaateb) to Customer's 

service address. 

Gas Supply Obligation 

schedule. Company will purchase na 
Company will be obliaated to provide natural gas balancing services to Customers under this rate 

the Customer's monthly imbalance DU 
section of this tariff. 

tural qas from or sell natural aas to Customer in quantities eaual to 
irsuant to the Company's Imbalance Adiustments-Pool Manaaer 

Election of Daily Delivew Quantity 

nearest one-hundredth (0.00) therm. Company will reauire Customer to make the initial election on the 
Exhibit A to the Aweement by and between Companv and Customer. Company will review Customer's 
Election of Daily Delivew Quantitv and reserves the riqht to disapprove any election that cannot be 
substantiated by Customer's historical consumption. additions of eauipment or, in the case of a new 
Customer, proiected natural qas usage or historical consumption of a similarly situated Customer. 
Customer must elect a Daily Delivew Quantih, of sufficient auantitv to satisfv the Customer's monthly 
natural gas reauirements. Company will provide Customer a twelve-month consumption histow to assist 
in makina its initial election. Customer will be charqed a $15.00 fee for any additional requests for 
historical consumption information. 

Company will reauire Customer to elect a Daily Delivew Quantitv in therms per day rounded to the 

tested change. 
mer to provide Company wil 
he effective date of the reau 

Customer shall have the riaht to chanae their elected Daily Delivew Quantitv at any time 
Companv will reauire Custo 
( I O )  Workinq Davs prior tot - th a DDQ Chanae Reauest Form no less than ten 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVTS 
LARGE VOLUME TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.101 

Desianation of Pool Manaqer 

Managers posted by Company. Company will require Customer to make the initial desiqnation on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement by and between Company and Customer. Customer will not be chamed to 
designate its initial Pool Manaqer. Customer will be charged a $50.00 fee if a Pool Manaoer is chanqed 

Company will require Customer to desiqnate a Pool Manager from a List of Approved Pool 

durinq an annual period Company will require Customer to provide Companv with a Pool Manaqer 
Chanqe Request Form no less than ten (10) Working Days prior to the date of the requested chanae 
Customer is required to obtain Pool Manaqer's siqnature on Pool Manager Change Request Form prior to 
transmission to Company. 

Upon receipt of a Pool Manaqer Termination of Service Form. Customer shall have until ten ( I O )  
Workina Days prior to the termination date listed on the form to submit a Pool Manaqer Chanqe Request 
Form. If Customer fails to submit Pool Manaqer Chanqe Request Form in a timely manner, Customer will 
revert to the corresponding sales service and will be required to remain on sales service for the term of the 
Aqreement. 

Limitations of Service 
Service must be of a non-seasonal nature. Use must exceed 500 therms in each and every 

month of the year. 

Point of Receipt 
Company will desianate a Citvqate as the Point of Receipt for each Customer to make deliverv of 

natural gas into Company's distribution system. 

Point of Delivery 
Company will desiqnate the Customers' service address as the Point of Deliverv for Company to 

make delivery of natural qas to Customer. 

Electronic Measurement Equipment 
Tbe A Customer whose consumption is or will be greater than or equal to 50.000 therms per year 

is required tohave Company provided electronic measurement equipment installed by Company. 
Customer is responsible for all costs associated with the purchase, installation and maintenance of 



. .  electronic measurement P 
2 eaubment. 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVTS 
LARGE VOLUME TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

[Continued from Sheet No. 34.1 1) 

Monthlv Rate 
Customer Charge: 

Energy Charge: 

Transportation 
Administration Charge: 

No n - F u e I 

Shrinkage: 

Equal to Rate LVS Customer Charge See Sheet No. 28 
plus $82.50 per meter per month for Customers required 
to have electronic measurement equipment. 

Equal to Rate LVS Energy Charge See Sheet No. 28 

$ 54.00 per meter per month for Customers required to 
have electronic measurement equipment. 

1 .O% of deliveries tendered at Company's &a&abus 
Citvqate. Company reserves the right to adiust 
the rate one time per year. 

Minimum Bill 
The minimum bill for each month shall be the Customer Charge and the Transportation 

Administration Charge plus the billing at the above Energy Charge a!A for a quantity of gas &me+&& 
equal to the fwa&&&h MonthlV mMinimum - Bill auantity specified in the SeRkaSt 

Aqreement. In the event Company is unable to transport 
the quantity of gas designated as the Monthly Minimum 

' rorated Bill Quantity, for such Customer's time Service minimum transportation obligation P 
was unavailable -. 

' 

If, in any month, the quantity of gas transported hereunder by the Customer should be less than 
the applicable minimum transportation obligation specified in the contract and as a consequence the 
Customer is required to pay for transportation services not utilized, then and in that event the Customer 
shall be entitled to receive transportation service from the Company for like quantities without further 
transportation charges at any time within the remaining months of the contract year by transporting gas in 
such months in excess of the minimum transportation obligation; but there shall be no carryover from one 
contract year to another contract year. 

Terms of Payment 

deliverv bv the Companv. 
Bills are rendered net and are due and pavable within twentv (20) davs from date of mailinq or 

Billing Adiustment 
Purchased Gas Adjustment: 

All other billina Adiustments: 

Not applicable to this rate schedule. 

See sheets beainninq with Sheet No. 35 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVTS 
LARGE VOLUME TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.12) 

Requests for Service 
Company will require Customer to provide Company with a duly executed Standard Commercial 

Natural Gas Service Agreement no less than ten ( I O )  Working Days prior to the requested effective date 
of the service. 

Term of Service 
Contract for service hereunder shall be for a period of not less than one (1) year. 

Capacity Relinquishment and Recall 
Company will require Customers to obtain seasonal firm capacity on FGT from the Company in a 

~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ 

quantity equal to the maximum Daily Delivery Quantity elected by Customer in each of FGTs capacik 
seasons, PIUS applicable Shrinkage. Company will sum quantities, by each FGT season. for each 
Customer beina SeNiced by a Pool Manaaer and relinauish firm capacity quantities in aggregate to Pool 
Manager rounded to the next greatest dekatherm. Company and Customer's Pool Manager will enter into 
a prearranaed pipeline Capacity Relinauishment for a term corresponding to the term of the Agreement 
with Customer. Release of any capacity under this section may not exceed the FERC-approved 
maximum rate applicable to the released capacity. 

Company will assign capacity by FGT service type to Customers in proportion to Company's total 
capacity portfolio by FGT operating division. Upon assianment by FGT service type, Companv will assian 
Primary Receipt Point Capacity in proportion to the Company's total capacity portfolio and Company will 

i 

assign Primary Delivery Point Capacity based upon Customer's service a 
approved maximum rate will be applied to each portion of the released ca 

ddress. The applicable FERC- 
pacitV 

Companv shall provide notice of firm capacity relinquishment to FGT as required under the 
General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff. Company shall also diligently and in a timely 
manner take all other actions required under the General Terms and Conditions of FGTs FERC Gas Tariff 
governing such capacity relinauishments. 

Customer's Pool Manager shall accept the firm capacity relinquishment from Company subiect to 
the Company's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff and subiect to the General Terms and Conditions of FGTs FERC Gas 
Tariff. Customer's Pool Manager shall also diligently and in a timely manner take all other actions required 
under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff governing such capacity 
relinquishments. 



Company will relinquish firm capacih, to Custome<s Pool Manager subiect to recall. Firm capacity 
would be subiect to recall only under the followinq conditions: (1) to maintain the inteqrih, of Company's 
distribution system. (2) in the event the Customer leaves Companv's distribution system or returns to 
Company's sales service, or (3) in the event Customer chanqes Pool Managers. 

Terms and Conditions 
Service under this rate schedule is subiect to the Company's Rules and Regulations applicable to . .  

gas service. 

Issued by: . T. Enqlish, President &CEO Effective: 
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RATE SCHEDULE ITS 
INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

Availability 
Available within the area served with gas by the Company. 

Applicabilitv 
Applicable to any existing Customer that qualifies for service under the Company's rate schedule , . .  . IS 3 

systems. As of June 30, 1998, this rate schedule is applicable only to customers SeNed under this rate 
schedule and those served under Rate Schedule IS. This rate schedule is closed to all other existing and 
new customers after June 30,1998. 

Character of Service 

service address. 
Transportation of Customer purchased natural qas from Companv's Citvgate(s) to Customer's 

Gas SUDD~V Obliqation 
Companv will be obliqated to provide natural gas balancinq services to Customers under this rate 

schedule. Company will purchase natural gas from or sell natural gas to Customer in quantities equal to 
the Customer's monthly imbalance pursuant to the Companv's Imbalance Adiustments-Pool Manager 
section of this tariff. 

Election of Dailv Delivew Quantiv 

nearest one-hundredth (0.00) therm. Companv will require Customer to make the initial election on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement bv and between Company and Customer. Companv will review Customer's 
Election of Daily Delivew Quantitv and reserves the right to disapprove any election that cannot be 
substantiated by Customer's historical consumption, additions of equipment or, in the case of a new 
Customer, Droiected natural qas usaae or historical consumption of a similarly situated Customer. 
Customer must elect a Dailv Deliverv Quantitv of sufficient quantitv to satisfy the Customer's monthlv 
natural qas requirements. Companv will provide Customer a twelve-month consumption histow to assist 
in makinq its initial election. Customer will be charqed a $15.00 fee for anv additional requests for 
historical consumption information. 

Companv will require Customer to elect a Daily Delivew Quantitv in therms per day rounded to the 

Customer shall have the riqht to chanqe their elected Dailv Delivew Quantitv at any time. 
Companv will require Customer to provide Company with a DDQ Chanqe Reauest Form no less than ten 
(10) Workinq Days prior to the effective date of the requested change. 

Designation of Pool Manager 

Manaqers posted by Companv. Companv will require Customer to make the initial desiqnation on the 
Exhibit A to the Agreement bv and between Companv and Customer. Customer will not be charqed to 
designate its initial Pool Manager. Customer will be charqed a $50.00 fee if a Pool Manaqer is chanqed 
durinq an annual period. Companv will require Customer to provide Companv with a Pool Manaqer 

Companv will require Customer to designate a Pool Manaqer from a List of Approved Pool 

Change Request Form no less than ten (10) Workinq Days prior to the date of the requested chanqe. 
Customer is required to obtain Pool Manaaecs siqnature on Pool Manaqer Change Request Form prior to 
transmission to Company. 



6eFw68; 
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RATE SCHEDULE ITS 
INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.20) 

Upon receipt of a Pool Manaaer Termination of Service Form, Customer shall have until ten ( I O )  
Working Days prior to the termination date listed on the form to submit a Pool Manager Chanqe Request 
Form If Customer fails to submit Pool Manaaer Chanqe Request Form in a timely manner, Customer will 
revert to the corresponding sales service and will be reauired to remain on sales service for the term of the 
Aqreement 

Limitations of Service 

than 120 therms of aas per day. 
Customer must contract for service under this schedule for minimum requirements of not less 

Sbafasb Interruption of Service 
All aas transported shall be subiect to interruption in whole or in Dart at the sole discretion of the 

Company upon two hours' notice by telephone or otherwise except in fake majeure conditions, in which 
case, less notice may be given. 

The Company, at its sole discretion, may use the Customer's gas supply during a period of 
transportation interruption. The Company will replace such natural gas quantities used by the Company 
with equal quantities of natural gas as soon as its is operationally practicable after the interruption ceases. 

Point of Receipt 

natural gas into Companv's distribution system. 
Company will desianate a Citygate as the Point of Receipt for each Customer to make delivery of 

Point of Deliveq 

make delivew of natural aas to Customer. 
Company will desianate the Customers' service address as the Point of Delivew for Companv to 

Electronic Measurement EauiDment 

by Company. Customer is responsible for all costs associated with the purchase, installation and 
maintenance of electronic measurement 
+ eauipment. 

Tke Customer is reauired to have Company provided electronic measurement eauipment installed 

. .  

(Continued BR @ Sheet No. 34.22) 
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RATE SCHEDULE ITS 
INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.211 

Monthlv Rate 
Customer Charge: 

Energy Charge: 
No n - F u e I 

Transportation 
Administration Charge: 

Shrinkage: 

Equal to Rate IS Customer Charge 
See Sheet No. 29 

Equal to Rate IS Energy Charge 
See Sheet No. 29 

$ 54.00 per meter per month 

1 .O% of deliveries tendered at Company's @e&akms 
Citvoate. Companv reserves the riaht to adiust 
the rate one time Der year. 

Minimum Bill 
The minimum bill for each month shall be the Customer Charge and the Transportation 

Administration Charge plus the billing at the above Energy Charge a d  for a quantity of gas hnspwtd 
equal to the pwdu&&h Monthly mMinimum 

Agreement. In the event Company is unable 

' Bill gQuantity specified in the se&a& 

to transport 
the quantity of gas designated as the Monthlv Minimum 

' rorated Bill Quantity, for such Customer's time Service minimum transportation obligation D 
was unavailable 6. 

If, in any month, the quantity of gas transported hereunder by the Customer should be less than 
the applicable minimum transportation obligation specified in the contract and as a consequence the 
Customer is required to pay for transportation services not utilized, then and in that event the Customer 
shall be entitled to receive transportation service from the Company for like quantities without further 
transportation charges at any time within the remaining months of the contract year by transporting gas in 
such months in excess of the minimum transportation obligation; but there shall be no carryover from one 
contract year to another contract year. 

Terms of Pavment 
Bills are rendered net and are due and payable within twentv (20) davs from date of mailinq or 

delivew bv the Companv. 

Billing Adjustment 
Purchased Gas Adiustment: 

All other billino Adiustments: 

Not aDDlicable to this rate schedule 

See sheets beginning with Sheet No. 35 

(Continued an Sheet No 34.23) 
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RATE SCHEDULE ITS 
INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.221 

Requests for Service 
Companv will require Customer to provide Companv with a dulv executed Standard Commercial 

Natural Gas Service Aqreement no less than ten (10) Workinq Davs prior to the requested effective date 
of the service. 

Term of Service 
Contract for service hereunder shall be for a period of not less than one (1) year. 

Capacity Relinquishment and Recall 

quantitv equal to the maximum Dailv Delivery Quantitv elected bv Customer in each of FGT's capacitv 
seasons, plus applicable Shrinkaqe. Companv will sum quantities. bv each FGT season, for each 
Customer being serviced bv a Pool Manager and relinquish firm capacitv quantities in aqqreqate to Pool 
Manaqer rounded to the next qreatest dekatherm. Companv and Customer's Pool Manaqer will enter into 
a Drearranqed pipeline Capacitv Relinquishment for a term CorresDondinq to the term of the Aqreement 
with Customer. Release of any capacity under this section may not exceed the FERC-approved 
maximum rate applicable to the released capacitv. 

Companv will require Customers to obtain seasonal firm capacitv on FGT from the ComDanv in a 

Companv will assign capacitv by FGT service tvpe to Customers in proportion to Company's total 
capacib portfolio bv FGT oEratinq division. Upon assiqnmentbvFGT s e z  tvpe, Companv will assiqn 
Primarv Receipt Point Capacitv in DroDortion to the Companv's total capacity portfolio and Companv will 
assiqn Primaw Deliverv Point Capacitv based upon Customer's service address. The applicable FERC- 
approved maximum rate will be applied to each portion of the released capacitv. 

Company shall provide notice of firm capacity relinquishment to FGT as required under the 
General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff. Companv shall also diliqentlv and in a timelv 
manner take all other actions required under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff 
governinq such capacitv relinquishments. 

Customer's Pool Manaqer shall accept the firm capacitv relinquishment from Companv subiect to 
the Companv's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff and subiect to the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas 
Tariff. Customer's Pool Manaqer shall also diliqentlv and in a timelv manner take all other actions required 
under the General Terms and Conditions of FGT's FERC Gas Tariff qoverning such capacitv 
relinquishments. 



Company will relinauish firm capacity to Customer‘s Pool Manaaer subiect to recall. Firm capacity 
would be subiect to recall onlv under the followina conditions: (1) to maintain the intearity of Companv’s 
distribution system, (2) in the event the Customer leaves Company’s distribution svstem or returns to 
Company’s sales service, or (3) in the event Customer chanaes Pool Manaaers. 

Terms and Conditions 

gas service. 
Service under this rate schedule is subject to the Company’s Rules and Regulations applicable to 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVITS 
LARGE VOLUME INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

Availability 
Available within the area served with gas by the Company. 

Applicability 
Applicable to any existing Customer that qualifies for service under the Company’s rate schedule 

LVIS 
F. As of June 30, 1998. this rate schedule is applicable only to customers served under 
this rate schedule and those SeNed under Rate Schedule LVIS. This rate schedule is closed to all other 
existing and new customers after June 30, 1998. 

Character of Service 

service address. Customer‘s aas supplier is not required to provide sewice to Customer under Rate 
Schedule PM. 

. .  . 

Transportation of Customer purchased natural qas from Company’s Citvqate(s) to Customer‘s 

(Continued BR Sheet No. 34.31) 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVITS 
LARGE VOLUME INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.30) 

Cbafaehlnterruption of Service 

Company upon hvo hours' notice by telephone or otherwise except in force majeure conditions. 
All gas transported shall be subject to interruption in whole or in part at the sole discretion of the 

The Company, at its sole discretion, may use the Customer's gas supply during a period of 
transportation interruption. The Company will replace such natural gas quantities used by the Company 
with equal quantities of natural gas as soon as its is operationally practicable after the interruption ceases. 

Nominations 
The Customer is required to furnish to the Company prior to commencement of, or changes to, 

deliveries to the Company's gate stations, a nomination detailing natural gas volumes to be transported 
through the Company's facilities. The Company will determine the amount of lead time it requires for such 
nominations. 

Point of Receipt 
Company will desiqnate a Citygate as the Point of Receipt for each Customer to make delivew of 

natural gas into Company's distribution system. 

Point of Delivew 

make delivew of natural gas to Customer. 

Electronic Measurement Equipment 

by Company. Customer is responsible for all costs associated with the purchase, installation and 
. eauipment required by the maintenance of electronic measurement P 

Company necessary to monitor the daily quantity of gas transported by the Company to that Customer. 
The Customer must grant access to a voice grade telephone line to the Company 24 hours per day as 
well as 110 volt A.C. power. The costs associated with maintenance of the telephone equipment between 
network interface and Company's electronic measurement equipment if distance is greater than fifly (50) 
feet and electrical power will be the sole responsibility of the Customer. 

(Continued BR Sheet No. 34.32) 

Company will designate the Customers' service address as the Point of Delivew for Company to 

The Customer is required to have Company provided electronic measurement equipment installed 

. .  
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RATE SCHEDULE LVITS 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 34.31) 

Monthlv Rate 
Customer Charge: 

Energy Charge: 
Non-Fuel 

Transportation 
Administration Charge: 

Shrinkage: 

Equal to Rate LVlS Customer Charge 
See Sheet No. 31 

Equal to Rate LVlS Energy Charge 
See Sheet No. 31 

$54.00 per meter per month 

1 .O% of deliveries tendered at Company's gab-&Mw 
Cityqate. Companv reserves the riqht to adiust 
the rate one time per year. 

Minimum Bill 
The minimum bill for each month shall be the Customer Charge and the Transportation 

Administration Charge plus the billing at the above Energy Charge and for a quantity of gas transported 
equal to the product of the minimum daily transportation quantity specified in the contract for such month 
multiplied by the number of days in such month that this transportation service was available from the 
Company. In the event Company is unable on any day or days to transport the quantity of gas designated 
as the Minimum Daily Transportation Quantity, Customer's minimum transportation obligation with respect 
to such day or days shall be the actual quantity of gas transported by the Company on such day or days. 

If, in any month, the quantity of gas transported hereunder by the Customer should be less than 
the applicable minimum transportation obligation specified in the contract and as a consequence the 
Customer is required to pay for transportation services not utilized, then and in that event the Customer 
shall be entitled to receive transportation service from the Company for like quantities without further 
transportation charges at any time within the remaining months of the contract year by transporting gas in 
such months in excess of the minimum transportation obligation: but there shall be no carryover from one 
contract year to another contract year. 

(Continued BR Sheet No 34.33) 
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RATE SCHEDULE LVITS 
LARGE VOLUME INTERRUPTIBLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 

(Continued from Sheet No. 34.321 

Terms of Payment 
Bills are rendered net and are due and payable within lwenty (20) days from date of mailing or 

delivery by the Company. 

Billina Adiustment 
Purchased Gas Adjustment: 

Not applicable to this rate except for quantities of LVlS 
gas supplied by the Company to the Customer (see 
Sheet No. 35). 

See sheets beqinnina with Sheet No. 354 All other billing Adjustments: 

Term of Service 
Contract for service hereunder shall be for a period of not less than one (1) year. 

T e n s  and Conditions 
Service under this rate schedule is subject to the Company’s Rules and Regulations applicable to 

gas service 

Issued by: W&CMSW~ . T. Enqlish, President Effective: 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 

Applicabilih, 

accordance with the provisions of the "Billing Adjustments" Rider. 

Purchased Gas Cost Recovery Factor - Traditional Customers Only 
The energy charge of the Monthly Rate for gas supplied in any billing period shall be adjusted by 

the Company's expected weighted average costs of gas (WACOGs). The WACOGs may not exceed the 
Commission approved purchased gas cost recovery factor based on estimated gas purchases for the 12- 
month periods of January through December, in accordance with the methodology adopted by the 
Commission on May 2-, 1991, in Order No. PSC-98-069I-FOF-PU, or as 
such methodology may be amended from time to time by further order of the Commission. The factors 
determined as set forth above were grossed up by 1.00503 for regulatory fees (1.00000 for customers 
using the gas supply solely for the generation of electricity), and rounded to the nearest $.00001 per 
therm, to be applied to the total number of therms consumed by the customer during the billing period. 

The purchased gas cost recovery factor approved by the Commission for the billing months of 

Gas service under all rate schedules which specify that the rates are subject to adjustment in 

January 2000 through December 2000 is 50.050 cents per therm. 

The purchased gas cost recovery factor shall serve as a cap or maximum recovery factor. If re- 
projected expenses for the remaining period exceed projected recoveries by at least 10% for the Welve- 
month period, a midcourse correction may formally be requested by the Company. For changes in 
market conditions and costs. the Company, upon one day's notice to the Commission, shall have the 
option of flexing downward (reducing the WACOGs) or upward (increasing the WACOGs) to the extent 
that the increase does not exceed the authorized cap. The current month's WACOGs may be adjusted for 
prior months' differences between projected and actual costs of gas purchased, but may not exceed the 
approved cap for the period. 

Any over recovery or under recovery of purchased qas costs bv the Company shall be " t r u e d 4  
[refunded to Customer or collected by Company). with interest, durinq the next Welve month period. in 
accordance with the methodology adopted by the Florida Public Service Commission on May 19, 1998 in 
Order No. PSC-98-0691-FOF-PU, or as such methodology may be amended from time to time by further 
order to the Florida Public Service Commission. 

Taxes and Other Adiustments 

sales taxes presently assessed by any duly authorized qovernmental authorities, as well as anv future 
- CI 
- d; 

There will be added to all bills rendered, all applicable local utilih, and franchise taxes and state 

y authorized governmental authorities subsequent to the effective ianges or new assessments by and dul 
ate of any rate schedule. 

(Continued en@ Sheet No. 35.1) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35) 

Imbalance Adiustments - Pool Manaqer 
The followinq billinq adiustments apply only to Rate Schedule PM. 

Pool Manaqer Imbalances 

Manaqer for Customer, less shrinkaqe, shall equal to the actual monthlv delivery bv Companv to 
Customer. This monthly delivery of natural qas to Company by Pool Manaqer for Customer, less 
shrinkaqe, shall be referred to as Billinq Period Delivery Quantity. If the Billina Period Delivery Quantitv 
does not equal the actual monthly delivery bv Company to Customer, a lonq or short imbalance is created. 

It is the intent of the Companv that the monthly delivery of natural qas to Companv by Pool 

Whenever the Billinq Period Delivery Quantitv is qreater than the actual monthly delivery by 
Company to Customer a lonq imbalance is created. Conversely, whenever the Billinq Period Delivery 
Quantity is less than the actual monthly delivery bv Companv to Customer a short imbalance in created. 

Companv will aqareqate the short imbalances and lonq imbalances of Customers bv Pool 
Manaqer This net quantity shall be referred to as the Pool Manaqer Imbalance 

Whenever the Pool Manaqer Imbalance is a short position a Pool Manaqer Short Imbalance IS 
created Conversely. whenever the Pool Manaqer Imbalance is a lonq position a Pool Manaqer Lonq 
Imbalance is created 

A- 

- B. 

Pool Manaqer Short Imbalance 
Company shall sell to Pool Manaqer the necessary gas supplies to meet the Pool 
Manaqer Short Imbalance in accordance with the Imbalance Billinq Adiustments 
- Pool Manaqer section of this tariff. 

Pool Manaqer Lonq Imbalance 
Company shall retain all gas supplies resultinq from a Pool Manaqer Long 
Imbalance and credit Pool Manaqer in accordance with the Imbalance Billing 
Adiustments - Pool Manaqer section of this tariff. 

(Continued BO Sheet No. 35.2) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.1) 

Delivew Requirement and the sum of the Daily Delivew Quantity for each Customer beina served by Pool 
Manaqer. This variance will be referred to as Pool Manaqer Monthly Delivew Variance. Company shall 
retain all qas sucmlies resultina from a Pool Manaqer Monthly Delivew Variance and credit Pool Manaaer 
in accordance with the Imbalance Billina Adjustments - Pool Manaaer section of this tariff. 

Imbalance Adiustments - Rate Schedule LVITS 

Rate Schedule LVITS. 

Daily Imbalances 
It is the intent of the Company that the actual daily receipts of natural gas by Company for 

-Customers, less Company shrinkage, shall be equal to the actual daily delivery by 
Company to Customer. If Customer causes the actual receipts, less Company Shrinkage, to not equal the 
actual daily delivery by Company to Customer a long or short imbalance will be created. 

delivery by Company to Customer a long imbalance is created. Conversely, whenever the actual daily 
receipts, less Company shrinkage, is less than the actual daily delivery by Company to Customer a short 
imbalance is created. 

In addition. Company will credit Pool Manaaer for the variance between Pool Manaqer's Daily 

The following billing adjustments apply only to A 

Whenever the actual daily receipts, less Company shrinkage, is greater than the actual daily 

Company, from time to time, at is sole option may permit each . Customer 
to net its daily short andlor long imbalances. Each day's quantity available for netting will not exceed 25% 
of the actual daily receipts, less Company shrinkage. These quantities shall be referred to as Allowed 
Netted Imbalances. 

Whenever the monthly sum of all Allowed Netted Imbalances is a short position a Monthly Allowed 
Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance is created. Conversely, whenever the monthly sum of all Allowed 
Netted Imbalances is a long position a Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Long Imbalance is created. 

' Customer(s) to adjust their actual daily receipts, 
less Company shrinkage, andlor actual daily delively to assist in balancing the Company's total daily gas 
supply portfolio. Company shall permit Customer(s) to net up to 100% of such long and/or short 
imbalance caused by the Company's requirement over a period not to exceed thirty (30) days or any other 
period of time mutually agreed to by and between Company and Custorner(s) at no additional charge(s) to 
Customer(s). 

Company may request 

A. Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance 
Company shall sell to Customer the necessary gas supplies to meet Customer's Monthly 
Allowed Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance in accordance with the Imbalance Billing 
Adjustments - Rate Schedule LVITS section of this tariff. 

P 
(Continued ai Sheet 35 3) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.2) 

- B. Monthlv Allowed Netted Imbalance - Lona Imbalance 
Company shall retain all gas supplies resultinq from a Monthly Allowed netted Imbalance 
- Long Imbalance and credit Customer in accordance with the Imbalance Billina 
Adiustments - Rate Schedule LVlTS section of this tariff. 

C. Dailv Authorized Short Imbalance 
A daily authorized short imbalance will occur whenever Customer causes a short 
imbalance, in excess of the quantities available for netting, to be created and the 
Company has not notified Customer of a restriction on gas consumption. 

Company shall sell to Customer the necessary gas supplies to meet Customers daily 
authorized short imbalance in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments - Rate 
Schedule LVlTS section of this tariff. 

D. Daily Authorized Lonq Imbalance 
An daily authorized long imbalance will occur whenever Customer causes a long 
imbalance, in excess of the quantities available for netting, to be created and the 
Company has not notified Customer of a restriction on gas consumption. 

Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from a authorized long imbalance and 
credit Customer in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments - Rate Schedule 
E section of this tariff. 

E. Dailv Unauthorized Short Imbalances 
An unauthorized short imbalance will occur whenever Customer causes a short 
imbalance to be created and the Company has notified Customer of a restriction on gas 
consumption. Unauthorized Short Imbalance charge shall apply whenever Customer 
receives notification of a restriction on gas consumption and Customer's actual daily 
deliveries exceed their actual daily receipts, less Company shrinkage, by 2%. 

Company shall sell to Customer the necessary gas supply to meet Customer's 
unauthorized short imbalance in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustment? 
Rate Schedule LVlTS section of this tariff. 

F. Dailv Unauthorized Long Imbalances 
An unauthorized long imbalance will occur whenever Customer causes a long imbalance 
to be created and the Company has notified Customer of a restriction on gas 
consumption. Unauthorized Long Imbalance credits shall apply whenever Customer 
receives notification of a restriction on gas consumption and Customer's actual daily 
deliveries is less than their actual daily receipts, less Company shrinkage, by 2%. 

(Continued BR Sheet No. 35.4) 
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Level 
0% up to 5% 

Greater than 5% 

Secmd Revised Sheet No. 35.4 
Cancels Fitst Second Revised Sheet No. 35.4 

. 
Factor Factor 
1 .oo 1.00 
1.10 0.90 

BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.3) 

Companv shall retain all gas supplies resultinq from Customer's unauthorized lona 
imbalance and credit Customer in accordance with the Imbalance Billinq Adiustments - 
Rate Schedule LVlTS section of this tariff. 

Imbalance Billing Adiustments - Rate Schedule LVITS 

transportation imbalances. All prices will be adjusted to reflect dollars per therm and will be rounded to 
five decimal places ($0.00000). 

The following language details the methodology of calculating billing adjustments for daily 

A. Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance and Monthlv Allowed 
Netted Imbalance - Lonq Imbalance 
Invoices to Customers for Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalances will 
be computed using the following methodology. Invoices will be based on either the 
Company's purchased gas cost recovery factor ("PGCRF") in effect during the month the 
imbalance was created or the Posted Prices, as determined by Florida Gas Transmission 
Company, for the month multiplied by the applicable factor as follows: 

I Totallmbalance i Short Imbalance I Long Imbalance I 

up to 20% 
Greater then 20% I 1.20 I 0.80 

The Total Imbalance Level shall be calculated by dividing the absolute value of the sum of 
all short andlor long imbalances by the monthly actual receipts, less Company shrinkage. 

The price for a Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Short Imbalance shall equal the greater 
of the Company's PGCRF or the highest of the monthly average spot prices for gas delivered 
to Florida Gas Transmission at Mustang Island (Tivoli), Vermilion Parish, or St. Helena 
Parish, as reported in Natural Gas Week plus the sum of the maximum reservation rate, 
including all applicable surcharges, and the maximum usage rate, including all applicable 
surcharges, of Florida Gas Transmissions Company's Rate Schedule FTS-1. In the event 
that the monthly average spot prices are no longer available or the basis upon which 
the prices are reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will file to change 
its tariff and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the interim period, 
subject to PSC approval. 

(Continued BR @ Sheet No. 35.5) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.4) 

The price for a Monthly Allowed Netted Imbalance - Long Imbalance shall equal the 
lesser of the Company's PGCRF or the lowest of the monthly average spot prices 
for gas delivered to Florida Gas Transmission at Mustang Island (Tivoli), Vermilion 
Parish, or St. Helena Parish, as reported in Natural Gas Week. In the event that the 
monthly average spot prices are no longer available or the basis upon which the prices 
are reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will file to change its tariff 
and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the interim period, subject to 
PSC approval. 

Since these Posted Prices will not be available until after the month imbalances were 
created, Company will invoice Customer using a Posted Price estimated by Company. 
Upon receiving notification of the actual Posted Prices, Company will adjust, on 
Customer's next scheduled invoice, the original Posted Price estimated by Company to 
reflect the results of using the actual posted price reported by Florida Gas Transmission 
Company. 

B. Daily Authorized Short Imbalance and Daily Authorized Lonq Imbalance 
Invoices to ' Customers for Daily Authorized Imbalances will be 
computed using the following methodology. Invoices will be based on either Company's 
purchased gas cost recovery factor ("PGCRF" in effect during the month the imbalance 
was created or the Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT - 
Absolute for the date of occurrence. 

The price for a Daily Authorized Short Imbalance shall equal the greater of the Company's 
PGCRF or the highest of Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT 
-Absolute -Zone 1, 2, or 3 High Side multiplied by a short imbalance factor of 1.1 plus the 
sum of the maximum reservation rate, including all applicable surcharges, and the 
maximum usage rate, including all applicable surcharges, of Florida Gas Transmission 
Company's Rate Schedule FTS-1. In the event this price is no longer available or the 
basis upon which price is reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will file 
to change its tariff and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the interim 
period, subject to PSC approval. 

The price for a Daily Authorized Long Imbalance shall equal the lesser of the Company's 
PGCRF or the lowest of Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT 
-Absolute - Zone 1, 2, or 3 Low Side multiplied by a long imbalance factor of 0.9. In the 
event this price is no longer available or the basis upon which price is reported or 
calculated changes substantially, Company will file to change its tariff and may, at its 
discretion, select a representative price in the interim period, subject to PSC approval. 

(Continued ento Sheet No. 35.6) 
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Pool Manager Imbalance Level 

&r Uppar 
- 0% 20% 
20% 40% 
40% 60% 
60% 80% 

Greater than 80% 

%si Second Revised Sheet No. 35.6 
Cancels €N@d First Revised Sheet No. 35.6 

Lone Factor Factor 

1.00 1.00 
1.10 0.90 
1.20 0.80 
1.30 0.70 
- 1.40 0.60 

BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 35.5) 

Dailv Unauthorized Short Imbalance and Dailv Unauthorized Lona Imbalance 
Invoices to 
computed using the following methodology. Invoices will be based on the Gas Daily - 
Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT -Absolute for the date of 
occurrence. 

The price for a Daily Unauthorized Short Imbalance shall be the greater of $1.50 per 
therm or the highest of Gas Daily - Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT - 
Absolute - Zone 1, 2, or 3 High Side multiplied by a short imbalance factor of 1.25 plus the 
sum of the maximum reservation rate, including all applicable surcharges, and the 
maximum usage rate, including all applicable surcharges, of Florida Gas Transmission 
Company’s Rate Schedule FTS-1. In the event this price is no longer available or the 
basis upon which price is reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will file 
to change its tariff and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the interim 
period, subject to PSC approval. 

The price for a Daily Unauthorized Long Imbalance shall equal the lowest of Gas Daily - 
Daily Price Survey - Louisiana Onshore South - FGT -Absolute - Zone 1, 2, or 3 Low Side 
multiplied by a long imbalance factor of 0.8. In the event this price is no longer available or 
the basis upon which price is reported or calculated changes substantially, Company will 
file to change its tariff and may, at its discretion, select a representative price in the 
interim period, subject to PSC approval. 

. Customers for Daily Unauthorized Imbalances will be 
C. 

Imbalance Billing Adiustments - Rate Schedule PM 

Manager Imbalances. All prices will be adiusted to reflect dollars per therm and will be rounded to five 
decimal places ($0.00000). 

The followinq lanauaae details the methodoloqv of calculating billino adiustments for Pool 

A- Pool Manaaer Short Imbalance and Pool Manaqer Long Imbalance 
Invoices to Pool Manaaer for Pool Manager Short Imbalances and Pool Manaser Lona 
Imbalances will be computed usinq the followinq methodoloqv. Invoices will be based on 
the Companv’s Purchased Gas Cost Recovew Factor (“PGCRF) in effect durinq the 
month the imbalance was created multiplied by the applicable factor as follows: 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.7) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
Kontinued from Sheet No. 35.61 

The Pool Manaaer Imbalance Level shall be calculated bv dividina the absolute value of 
the Pool Manaaer Imbalance by the aggregate Billing Period Delivew Quantitv for all 
Customers beina served bv Pool Manaaer. 

Pool Manaqer Monthlv Delivew Variance 
Invoices to Pool Manaaer for Pool Manaaer Monthlv Delivew Variance will be computed 
using the following methodology. Invoices will be based on the Companv's PGCRF in 
effect durinq the month the delivew variance was created. 

- B. 

Transportation Cost Recovew Clause 

of transportation services to all non-residential customers. Such expenses shall be recovered by 
Companv through a TransDortation Cost Recovew Clause ("TCR") applicable to all non-residential 
customers excludina Larae Volume Interruptible Transportation Service customers and any other 
customer(s) under special contracts. 

Companv shall accrue expenses, includinq implementation expenses, associated with the offering 

Non-monitored Transportation Administration Charqe 

A Non-monitored Transportation Administration Charae ("NTAC") shall applv to all non-residential 
customers not subject to a Transportation Administration Charge ("TAC"). Such customers will not be 
required by the Companv to have electronic measurement eauipment for the monitoring of their qas 
usaae. The NTAC shall be billed on a per therm basis applied to the customel's natural gas consumption. 
The NTAC rate shall be filed with staff on an annual basis. The NTAC is instituted to compensate the 
Companv for its incremental expense. beyond those expenses covered throuah the TCR, associated with 
makina transportation service available to all non-residential customers. 
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STANDARD FORMS 
APPLICATION FOR SERVICE 

NATURAL GAS 

FLoRID&PUELLC UTILITIES COMPANY 
APPLICATION FOR SERVICE 

NATURAL GAS 

L (Applicantl as Of  DmDeltV located at 
Name Ownerfl'enant 

Street Address 3 GWEty 
Florida herebv reuuest Florida Public Utiliies Company Companv) to install a uas service line and faciliies to provide natural uas 
service at the aforementioned address. 

Applicant aarees to acceDt and be bound bv all rules and reaulations of ComDanv in connection with the provision and use of the 
service herebv reuuested which am now filed whh. or may hereafter be filed with. issued or DromUlOated bv the Florida Public 
Service Commission or other aovemmental bodies havinu iurisdiction thereof. 

Applicant and owner auree to Dermit the ComDanv to install b facilities on the proopelty and to provide Companv with earess and 
inbress to install. maintain or 6move its aas line and eguipment and to periodicaliv read its meter: and further aaree that all 
facilities installed bv the ComDonv. UD to and includina the outlet of the pa6 meter. shall forever remain the Dropertv of the 
Company. 

ComDanv and applicant aaree to resDectivelv assume full resDonsibilitv and liabilitv for the installation. maintenance and ODeration 
of the facilities owned and owrated bv each: each shall indemnifv and save harmless the other from anv or a11 loss or damage 
sustained and from any or all loss or damage. includina iniurv to persons or propertv incurred. arising from anv act or accident in 
connection with the installation. presences. maintenances and omration of facilities omrated bv the indemnifvina Dartv unless the 
same shall be due to the sole nealiaence of the other Dartv. its auents. emdovees, wntmctors. uuests or invitees. 

Applicant. if other than owner of propem on which installation is to be made. shall provide Company with either written 
documentation of DroDertv ownefs wnsent forthe installation of a natural gas service on the DroDertv or have DrODertv Owner 
wmplete owneh wnsent pottion of this aareement. 

All wnespondence and notices reuuired under this application are to be addressed as follows: 

AS to Applicant: - 
Street Citv and State 

As to PmDertv Owner 
If other than Applicant 

As to ComDanv: 
Street Citv and State 

Street Citv and State 

Application Submitted Bv: 
Aoolicant's Signature 

Print or T v ~ e  Name 

(Continued to Sheet No. 36.002) 
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ADDlication A ~ ~ t e d  For Companv BY: 
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STANDARD FORMS 
APPLICATION FOR SERVICE 

NATURAL GAS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 36.001) 

Print or T V D ~  Name 

PROPERTY OWNERS CONSENT 

as the ownerfs) of the Drowrtv located at 
Ownermenant 

Street Address Citv or Town State 
, herebv grant to Florida Public Utilities ComDanv the right to 

Countv 
install on said pmoetv the natural gas facilties mauired_to Provide gas SEN~WJO the orooetv and thejlahtof ingress and egress 
lo  maintain. reoair and opsrqtesaid.i&stalled gas facilties provided. however. that Florida Public Utilities Comoanv shall, upon 
comDletion of construdion. be reSDOnsible for restoflng that portion of thqpmpetv used to facilitate the.instaJal!on to a safe and 
usable condition similar or wual to that which existed Drior lo  construdion. Further, Ilwe agree that the installed gas service 
facilities shall remain forever the ~ m w t v  and resDonsibilitv of Florida Public Utilities. aS JUCCOSSOR or assianws 

Consent Granted: 

Attested bv: 

Name and Title 

Print or Tvw 

20 
oate 

Name and Title 

Print or T v w  
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STANDARD FORMS 
EXCESS FLOW VALVE NOTICE 

Excess Flow Valve Notice 

As required bv the code of Federe/ Regulations. 7% 49. Pad f92. Florida Public Utilities Companv (FPUCI herebv provides 
notification that YOU have the option to have FPUC install an Excess Flow Valve ( E M  in vour new or replaced gas sewice line, if 
your line is installed or replaced after February 3. 1999. 

The EFV is a safetv device designed to shutoff the flow of natural oas in the event the flow of aas exceeds the manufacturer 
design caDacitv which mav occur when a line is accidentallv ruotured. This device will be activated when the design flow is 
exceeded. The EFV will meet all reauirements of Part 192.381 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The EFV will be installed 
underaround at the wnnection with the aas main. 

The installation wst of this device is $ 
chames mav amlv if customer reauests the EFV afler the service line installation or replacement. 

The above chame wvers onlv the installation of the EFV. Addiiional chames mav be incurred for maintenance and reDlacement of meay. 
Installation of the EFV will be done onlv at your reauest and upon ameptance of the chames herein stated. 

FPUC does not warrant the device other than the EFV manufacturer warrantv. 

If YOU have anv auestions recrarding this NOTICE or this Rub. pbase call Your local Florida Public Utiliiies Company ofice. 

. . If a reauest is made prior to service line installation or replacement. Additional 

***......**** 
I have received. reviewed and understood the option of installina an Excess Flow Device on mv gas service. 

- 
- 

I herebv a m D t  the installation of an EFV. 

I herebv decllne the installation of an EFV. 

Sianature 

Name (please print) 

Issued by: J. T. Enqlish. President & CEO Effective: 
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STANDARD FORMS 
CUSTOMER RECEIPT OF DEPOSIT 
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STANDARD FORMS 
STANDARD COMMERCIAL NATURAL GAS SERVICE AGREEMENT 

F L O B  PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
STANDARD COMMERCIAL NATURAL GAS SERVICE AGREEMENT 

This Aareement entered into this day of 
Flonda Cornoratlon. hereinafter referred to as Tomoanv' and 

,20  , by and between Flonda Public Utilities Comoanv, a 

Comoanv Name: 
Contact Person &Title: 
Service Address: 

Mailing Address: 

Telephone Number: 
Facsimile Number: 
E-mail Address: 

Herein referred to as 'Customer." 

WITNESSETH 
Subiect to the terms and condifions contained herein Comoanv agrees to sell or deliver and Customer agrees to ourchase or Dav 
for services required bv Customer under Companv's Rate Schedule selected below: 

Rate Schedules 

- General Service - General Service Transportation Service 

._ Lame Volume Service - Lame Volume Transoortation Service 

__ InterNptible Service - InterNptible Transportation Service 

Term of Agreement 
-. Service under this Agreement sh_all commence on the dav of 
date the Comoanv co.mpletes the installation of.necessarv mains. mete-m. and omer essiitial eauioment to service the Customer. 
whichever is later. This Aareement w!II rem-ain in effed for anmtial term of 
serv?m bv the Comoanv. and.thereafter from Year to year. At anv time after the initial term. either Party mav terminate this contract 
bv giving written notice of termination lsDecltVin9 a termination date at the end of such contract year or any wntract vearlv Deriod 
thereafter) uoon.at least sixlv (60) davs p r i o w  

Duly Constituted Authorities 
The rates. terms. and endifions of this Agreement are sub;ect to change.ar_.may.& lawfullv required or permitted bv the Florida 
Public Service Commission CF P:S= 

Tariff for Gas Serve  
AI! terms and conditions set forth in ComoanVxF.P.S.C. Gas Tariff are incornorated herein bv referenm. All services are subject 
to the Rules and Rpaulations of Companv's F.P.S.C. Gas.-Tariff and more soecihcallv bv the condfiions contained in.the Rate 
Scheduleecled herein. Cooies of Companv's F P S.C. GasTariff are available for public reference.durin9 normal business hours 
a t h  oftheCompanv's natural gas division offices. 

TVW of Service 
Thesevice wntemolated hereunder is of an industrial or commercial character and Coqpany.does not guarantee it to be hee from 
intenudion or that the chemicaI._composnion or s ~ c i t l c  aravlv of the aaa delivered mav not vary from time to time. me Customer 
sees to Provide and ma!ntain suitable safelv and mntml eauioment on Customets facaties and eaubment and to use onlv 
equipment of a charader.to ensure sate utiluation o! aas sold or delivered hereunder.. !n_.case the SUDDIV of aasishterruoted bv 
any cagse, Comoanv sha!I not be held liable tor d.amaaes on account of such intem1ion.x anv conswuences reyultino therefrom 

20 , or on the first dayJollowina the 

veads) beainnina with the commencement of 

or from the restoration of service thereafler. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 36.006) 
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&o.nsibilitv and L x  
The ComDanv and Customer do resDectiveiv assume full l iabi l i  for the maatename and o p e s f  facilities omrated bv ea@ 
ea*. Each Dam shailjndemnlfv and save harmless Ihe other from anv and all loss or damage sustained. and from anv and all 
W n c l u d i n a  lniuw lo  Persons and o r n o e m r e d .  arisinu from any a d  or accident in conneal-he installation, 
presence. maintenance and owration olfacilltiaaoperated bv the IndemnlfVinppartV unless the same shall be due to t h e . s s  
mligence ofthe other Darn. ils agents. emplovees. contractors. ouests.or invitees. 

Notices -. 
All wrresoondence and.notices reuuiw under this Agreement. dxcept notice of aas supplv intermotion or restorallon of s e e ,  
!o bp addressed althe above listed address. fa8 machine ore-mail address and to Comoanv at Florida Public Utilities Comoanv. 
G P I p l y  Deoartment. Post M c e  Boj.3395. West Palm Beach. Flor@a334402-3395 or to Comoanv's fax machine at 1561) 838: 
1713. Utiliuatlon of fax machines. in lieu of orjn addition to ufllizinu Dostal serv~ces. for notices shall be instiuted onlv wit- 
express wrilten Ddrmission of the Companv. Notices wilh respect lo  intemption or restoration of deliveries of uas shall be suffcient 
I! gven bv Comoanv. 81 the Comoanv's ootlon. in writmo or bv telephonic facsimile or orakin wrson or byLelephone lo the.pmon- 
0rOne.of the Ddrsons desiunated from time lo  time bv Customer as autho!.ged.to rewive such notice. If Customer shall not have 
madesu_ch desionation or. If made. ComDanv is unsuccessful in ilo effort DmmD!~.I.o establish commu.nication wilh the person or 
W o f p r s o n s  so deslanated then in any such event. said notice shall be sufficient d aiven bv ComDanv to.a_nv Person or 
persons who am on said premises or who answer Customer's teleohone. 
~~ ~~~ ~~ 

Customer Designation of Pool Manager (Rate Schedules GSTS. LVTS 8 ITS onlv) 
Rate Schedule GSTS. LVTS. and ITS customers shall desiunate a Pool Manauer from Comoanv' List of Aporoved Pool Managers 
in Exhibit A. Customer shall cause Pool Manager to affix a dulv authorized signature acknowledainu such election. 

Point of Receiot and Point of Delivew (Rate Schedules GSTS, LVTS 8 ITS only) 
Rate Schedule GSTS. LVTS. and ITS customers will wuse Customer's natural uas to be delivered to Comoanv's Point of Receipt 
as specified in ExhibRA. Customer has reouested and Comoanv aurees to receive and transoort Customeh natural gas from the 
Companv's Point of Receiot to the Customer's Point of Delivery as specified in Exhibit A. 

Election of Service Level (Rate Schedules GSTS. LVTS 8 ITS onlv) 
Rate Schedule GSTS. LVTS and ITS customers will elect a Dailv Delivery Quant i  ('DDQ? bv month in exhibit A. Customer's 
Pool Manauer will be required to acceot a caoacilv relinauishment in a uuantii eaual to the maximum Dailv Delivery Quan t i  
elected bv Customer in each of Florida Gas Transmission Comoanv's caoacitv seasons. 

Monthlv Minimum Bill Quanti& (Rate Schedules LVTS. IS 8 ITS onk) 
Rate Schedu!ELVTS. IS and ITS customers agme lo  ourchase or recelve from Comoanv and ComDa.ny axmes lo  sell or deliver to 
Customer the monthlv minimum-bj!l auantitv of natural uas atthe Point of Delivery as.!isted.in Exhibit A. 

(4) No_agent or emolovea of Comoanv has any power to amend or waive anv of the Drovisions of this Aurwment or lo  make anv 
PrOmlSe or reDresenlation wntre.ry.10, or inconsistent with. 1hIpmyiNonshereof. IB) This Aam.ment with Dortlons Included bv 
!eferer~@ wnstiules the entire contract between the parties. (C) This Aureement shall not be bindinu uoon Companv until 
approved and acceoted on its behalf bv one of its executive officers in the space provided below. and thereafler shall bind and 
benefit the oarlies hereto, their successors and assians. 

Deliverv Pressure 

Bills for Service 
The Comoanv shall endeavor to deliver aas to Customer at the Point of Delivew a1 a pressure of not less than 

Bills and Davments shall be rendered in accordance with the Rules and Reaulations section of the Company's currentlv effective 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff. 

PSIG. 

Assignment 
Customer shall not assign this Aareement or anv oorlion hereof. or anv of aS rights and obliaations under this Aureement without 
the exoress written Ddrmission ofthe other Darn. 

Headinas and Caotions 
The headinns and caotions in this Aureement are for wnvenience and shall not constitute a Dart of the Aareement or be considered 
interpretive of the Aureement. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 36.0071 
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STANDARD FORMS 
STANDARD COMMERCIAL NATURAL GAS SERVICE AGREEMENT 

{Continued from Sheet No. 36.006) 

Performance 
The failure of either Pam to insist uDon strict oerformanceof.anv provision Or this Agreement shall not wnstltute a waiverofor 
e-wl against asserting the rkaht to reayire such Performance in the future. nor shall a waiver or esto~pel in antone instance 
constautea waiver or estoopel with ws~ect  to a later breach of a similar natura or othemise. 

Governmental Agencies 
Governmental aaencie? that are Customers under this Agreement may attach a Rider detailina matters that are reauired to be 
included bv such agencies Dursuant to Florida. Law. The Rider is to be oreoared a_?Cuptomer's exwnse and submitted i~~duplicate 
as an attachment to this Agreement. 

lntemretation 
This Agreement shall be intemretsd. construed and governed bv thelawvthe State of Florida. without regard to Drinciples of 

Settlement of Disoutes 
The parties desire to resolve dispytes arising out of this Agreement wlhout litiation. Amrdinaly.except for anv 1) disoute which 
m e . @  to the exclusivelurisdiction of the Florida Public Service Commission, 21 action seeking a restraininqgder or an 
iniundion related to the Dumoses.of.the Agreement. and 31 su l  to w m w l  wmel.ia.nce wlh this disoute msolution Drocess. the- 
parties agree to use the followina disoute resolution Dmadure as their sole remedv wlh resped to any controversy or claim arisinq 
out of or relating to th& Agreement or its breach 

Wnnlcl f  jaw_ 

Atthewnitten raauest of a Darty-each Pam will aDDoint a knowledaeable. resoonsible reD@>entatwe to meat and n_egotiate in aood 
fadh to resolve anv disoute ansin9 under this Agreement Theparhs intend that these neaotiations be wncucted bv non-lawer. 
business reDreSentativeS- The location. format. frequency. duration. and wnclusion of these dis_cussions shall be left to the  
dlrcretion-of the reDresentatives. .&on aareement. the repm.sentatN.es mav utilize other aiiemative disoute-resolution Drocedures 
such as mediation to assist in the nwotiatlons. Discussions and wrmsoondence among the reoresentatives for D U ~ O S O S  ofthese 
mdial ions shall be treated as wnfide.nl!al information develooed for the P U ~ Q S ~ S  of settlement, exemot from diswvew and 
production. which shall not be admissible in the arbitration described below or in any lawsuit without the wncurrence of all Dartis. 
Documents identified in or Dmvided wkh-such wmmunications. wh!ch are not oreoared for puwoses of the nwotiations. am not so 
exempted and mav , d oLhemise admisstble. be admitted in evidence in the arbitration or lawsuit 

Ifthe_nmotmtions do not resolve the disoute wdhin sixtv (60) davs of the inaal wnilen reauest. the disgute shall be submitted to 
bindina arbitration bv a single arbitrator Dunuant to the Commerual Arbdration Rules of the American Arbdration Association-& 
patty mav demand such arbitration in awrdance wdh the Dmcedures set out in those rules Discovery>hall be wntmlled bv the 
arbitrator and shall be wrmitted to thepxtend set out in this section Each oartv may submit in wntina to a pa*, and that oartv 
shall so resoond to. a maximum of thirtv-?ive (35) (none of which may have subpartmthe followma intenwatories. demands to 
~od-um documents. or mauests for admission Eam-pam is also entdled to take the oral deoosdion of one individual of anotheL 
partv. Additional diswvew mav be wrmit td won mutual aareement of the Darties. The arbitration hearing shall be commenced ~ 

within sutv 160) davs of the demand for arbdration The arbdration shall be held in West Palm Beach. Flonda for West Palm Beach 
Division Customers and in Sanford. Flonda for Mid-Florda Division Customers The arbitrator shall wntrol the schedulina so as to 
pmcess the matter expeddiouslv The oarnos may submn wntten briefs The arbitrator shall rule on the disoute bv issuing a wnttln_ 
ooinion within thirtv ( 3 0 1 . d ~ ~  after the close of hearings. T?e times specifiedJthis section mav.be extended u w n  mutual 
aareement of the Darties or bv the arbdrator uoon a_shoymg of good cause. Judgmnt upon the award rendered bv the arbitrator 
mav be entered in anv wurt having lurisdiction. 

Each Dartv shall bear its own wsls of the.* procedures. A Dam seekina diswvew shall reimbursa the msgqndina Dam the wsls 
of oroduction of documents linclydlng rearch time and reomductbn costs) The Dartiea shall wually.?Dlit the fees of the arbdration 
andlhe arbitrator 

(Continued to Sheet No. 36.008) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 36.007) 

The venue for anv action. at law or in eauitv. commenced bv elher Dam against the other and arisina out of or in connection with 
this Aareement. shall be in Palm Beach County. Florida. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the parlies hereto have caused this Aareement to be dulv executed the dav and vear first written above. 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 

Aneot: BJ 

CUSTOMER NAME 

BJ 

[Continued to Sheet No. 36.009) 

Issued by: J. T. Enalish. President & CEO Effective: 



EXHlBlTA 
TO THE STANDARD COMMERCIAL NATURAL GAS SERVICE AGREEMENT 

BY AN0 BETWEEN 
FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 

AND 

DAILY DELIVERY QUANTITY IDDQ) ELECTION 

DAILY DELIVERY QUANTITY (OOQ) -THERMS PER DAY 

JAN FEB MAR Ap> MAY JUN JUC &!& SEp QQ NOV DEc 

------------ 
COMPANY'S POINT OF RECEIPT DESIGNATION 
Customer shall deliver natural gas to Company at: 

ORN Number 

Point Name 
COMPANY'S POINT OF DELIVERY DESIGNATION 
ComDanv shall deliver natural oas to Customer at ComDanv owned meter located at: 

Customer's Service Address 

Citv. Slate. ZiD Code 

MONTHLY MINIMUM BILL QUANTITY (Themsl 

HOTICE OF CUSTOMER DESIGNATION OF POOL MANAGER 

WHEREAS, CustomeLdesires to designate a third-Dam Pool Manager to COord_?nLe !he DurChaSin9 and rchedulino of thssupply 
of natural gasfortransportation on ComDanv's natural qas transportation s v s t e m m  ComDanv, 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foreQoing. the Parties agree as follows: 
Customer desknates: 

Pool Manager Name: 
as Customer's Pool Manaaer to coordinate with ComDanv the schedulina of the SUDD~V of natural oas for transDortation on 
ComDanv's natural aas transportation system Dunuant to Customefs currently effective contract(s) with ComDanv for natural gas 
transportation service. Customer is reauired to obtain Pool Manager's signature on this Notice Drior to transmission to ComDanv. 
Customer can Provide this Notice via facsimile at (5611 8381713. or other number as designaid by Comanv. Dmvided Companv 
receives the original. hardcow wnhin Seven (7) business davs of receiDt of the facsimile CODY. 

This desimation of Pool Manager. uoon apomval bv ComDanv. shall omrate to cancal all Dreviouslv desianated Pool Manaaen for 
Cuotomer. 

Check aDDroDriate provision: 
u Upon the effective date of this Notice, Customer authorizes ComDanv to release all necessaw information 

certainin9 to Custme?s historical consummion to Ls desianated Pool Manager. . .- 
0 Upon the elfective date of.this Notice. Customer authorizes ComDanv to release.alln_ecessarv information 

u p ! n g  to.Cusiomer's historical wnsgmption to ds deslQn.at~d.Pool MansaerexceDt. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 36.0101 
Issued bv: J. T. Enqlish, President 8 CEO Effective: 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 36.009) 

Customer aarees that Pool Manager is acfina on its behaffandthai no omvision of this N o t i c e M d  to relieve n o r b e  
interpreted as r e K e W s t o m e r  of anv obligation to ComPanv. includina but not limited to Cusiomefs obliqptions to oev Companr 
for the lransoorlaiion service provided bv ComoanK 

The terms Of service and the acwmoanvina obliaationp of the oarties will wntinue to be aovemed by the Rules a.nd Reoulationsof 
1 h e d . a  Public Service Commission, the Comoanv's F.P.S C. Gas Tariff. Service Aareement(s) and contradls) be- 
Comoanv and Customer: 

ACOPY OF THIS F O R W E E  FORWARDEDTOSTOMER AND POOL MANAGER UPON APPROVAL BY COMPANY. 

Th& Notice shall b_e iniemreted. constNed and aoverned bv the laws of the Slate of Florida. without reqard to onncioles o m  
QUw 

EACH PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPWRS BELOW, represents and warrants that he or she has authonty to bind the oartv 
on whose behalf he or she has executed this doc- 

ACKNOWLEDGED BY: APPROVED B Y  REQUESTED B Y  

Customer Sianature Pool Manaoer Sianature Comoanv Sianature 

Issued by: J. T. English. President & CEO Effective: 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY CC0mpanv.J 
COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER CHOICE PROGRAM 

DDQ CHANGE REQUEST FORM 

Customer Name: Telephone Number: 

Account Number 

Date of Reauested Change: 

CUSTOMER HEREBY REQUESTS TO CHANGE THE DAILY DELIVERY QUANTITY FOR THE ACCOUNT LISTED ABOVE 

Facsimile Number: 

DAILY DELIVERY QUANTITY IDDQ) - THERMS PER DAY 

J n N F E B M A R A P R M A Y J V N J U L A U G S E P O C T N O V D E C  

------------ 
Customer must submfi this form ten (10) workina davs prior to the date of reuuested chanae. Customer may submit this form via 
facsimile at (561) 838-1713 or other number as desianated bv ComDanv. provided ComDanv remives the oriainal. hard-wpv within 
Seven (7) business daw of receipt of the facsimile WDV. Failure to submit this form is a timely manner mav lead to a delav in 
implementina the reauested ChanDe. Customer is responsible for obtainina the sianature of their Pool Manager acknowledaina the 
requested change in Daily Delive~ Quantii. Comoanv will review Customeh reuuested chanae in Dailv Deliierv Quantii and 
reserves the riaht to di8aDDrove anv chanae reauest that cannot be substantiated by Customeh historical consumption. additions 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ 

of equipment or in the case of a new Customer Droiected attached load or historical consumption of a similarlv s~uatedCurtomer. 
ACOPY_OF THIS FORM WILL BE FORWARDED TO CUSTOMERANJPQOL W M G E R  UPON APPROVAL BY CO- 

EACH PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS BELOW. represents and warrants that hap! she has authonh, to bind the oartV 
onwhose behalf he or she has execy!ed.this dowment 

REQUESTED B Y  ACKNOWLEDGED BY: 

Customer Sianature Pool Manager Signature 

APPROVED BY. 

Comoanv Sianature 

Issued bv: J. T. Enqlish, President & CEO Effective: 
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STANDARD FORMS 
POOL MANAGER CHANGE REQUEST FORM 

- FLORIDA P U B L l C m T l E S  COMPANY rComoanV1 
mMMERCIAL CUSTOMER CHOICE PROGRAM 

POOL MANAGER CHANGE REQUEST FORM 

Customer Name: Teleohone Number: 
Account Number: Facsimile Number: 
Date: 

NOTICE OF CUSTOMER DESIGNATION OF POOL MANAGER 

WHEREAS. Customer desires to d0SiQnate a thirdoarhl Pool Manager to wordinate the purchasing and SChedUlinQ of the suooh, 
of natural gas for transportation on Comoanv's natural gas transportation svstem with Companv. 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing. the oarties agree as follows: 
Customer desianates: 

~ 

as.Customer's Pool Manaaer tp coordinate with Comoanv the.schedulin0 of the SUDDIV ot.natural gas for.t[ansoortation on 
Comoanv's natural gas transportation system Ounuant to Customets~currenllv effective contrad(s1 with Comoanyfor natural gas 
transoortation service. The desianation of Customer Pool Manager will be ehctive on 
endate the date of this Notice Customer is required lo  obtain Pool Managa!'s signature OMr to IranmWinQ this N o l i  lo 
Comoanv. Customer can omvide this Notice via facsimile at.1561) 838-1713, or other number as desbnated by.Co- 
&ed.Companv recel$!es the original. har+xpv within seven (71 business davs of rSW.ipt of the facsimile copy_ 

, which d o e m  

This desicmation of Pool Manager. umn approval bv Companv. shall operate to cancel all orevioush, desianated Pool Managers for 
Customer. 

Check appropriate or- 
~~ u Upon the ellective dale of this Notice. Customer authorizes Companv to release all necessaw information 

&raining to Customer's historical consumotion.!o.~design~ted Pool Manam 

L. Upon the effactive date of this Nptice. Customer authorkes Comoanv tp.release all necessarrhfo- 
Enainina to Customer's historical consumotion to its design_aJ& Pool Manager exceot: 

Customer agrees that Poo1.Manaoer is acting on its behail and that no orovision of lhis Notic8 Is intended lo relieve nor shall be 
interoreled as relieving Customer of anv obligation to Comoanv. indudhbit.not limited to Customer's obliaations to oav Company 
for the transportation servim Provided bv ComDanv, 

Cgstomer aorees that a servlm chame mav aDDlv to this designation as defined In Comoanv's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 

The terms of sewice and the acwmpanvina obliaations of the parties will continue to be aovern@bv the Rules and Reaulations of 
the Florida Public Sewice_Commission. the Company's F P S C Gas TarK Service Aorwmentfsland contract(s) between 
Comoanv and Customer. 

A COPY OF THIS FORM WILL BE FORWARDED TO CUSTOMER AND POOL MANAGER UPON APPROVAL BY COMPANY. 

This Notice shall be interoreled. construed and governed bv the laws of the State of Florida. without w a r d  to DrinCiDIES of conflict 

EACH PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS BELOW. reoresents and warrants that he or she has aulhoritV I O  bind the OartY 
on whose behalf he or she has executed this document. 

REQUESTED BY: ACKNOWLEDGED BY: APPROVED BY: 

Customer Signature Pool Manager Sianature Comoanv Signalure 

E T i t l e  rn 
Issued by: J. T. Enslish. President & CEO Effective: 
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STANDARD FORMS 
POOL MANAGER TERMINATION OF SERVICE NOTICE FORM 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY KomDanfJ 
COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERCHOICE P R O W  

POOL MANAGER TERMINATION OF SERVICE NOTICE 

Date: 
Pool Manaaer Name: 

NOTICE TO: 

Customer Name: Telephone Number: 
Account Number: Facsimile Number: 

This will service as notice to the above listed Customer that the above Pool Manaaer will terminate service effective on 

signature on this Notice Drior to transmission to ComDanv. Pool Manaaer can Provide this Notice via facsimile at (561) 838-1713, 
or other number as desionated bv ComDanv. DrOVided ComDanv receives the oriQinal. hard-cQDv within seven (7) business daw of 
receiot of the facsimile CODY. 

, which does not Dredate the date of this notice. Pool Manaaer is required to obtain Customeh 

A COPY OF THIS NOTICE WlLL BE FORWARDED TO CUSTOMER AND POOL MANAGER UPON APPROVAL BY COMPANY. 

EACH PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS BELOW. reDresents and warrants that he or she has authoritv to bind the Dam 
on whose behalf he or she has executed this document. 

REQUESTED BY: ACKNOWLEDGED BY APPROVED BY: 

Pool Manager Signature Customer Sianature ComDanv Signature 

Issued by: J. T. Enqlish. President B CEO Effective: 
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POOL MANAGER AGREEMENT 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
POOL MANAGER AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT executed bv and between FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY Komoanv") and the undersianed 
prospective Pool Manaaer I'Undersi9ned"l. 

WITNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, the Undersigned desires to omrate as a Pool Manager on Comoanv's distribution svstem as such terms are defined in 
the ComDanv's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff: and 

WHEREAS, the Comoanv's F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff reauires. amona other things, ihat the Undersigned execute this aareement to the 
Cornpanu; 

NOW THEREFORE, in order to induce the Companv io permit the Undeniwed to operate as a Pool Manaaer on its disirib- 
wsiem and..fg other good and valuable consideration. the Undersigned herebv agrees with the Comoanv as follows 

1. 

2. 

Pool Manaaer agrees to complv with and be subiect to all of the Drovisions of the Companv's F.P.S.C. Gas 
Tariff relating to Pool Manager. 
Notices or communications to the Undersigned mav be aiven to: 
Mailing Address: 

Telephone: 
Facsimile: 
E-mail address: 

Attention 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Undersigned has executed this Aareement as of the dav of , in the Year of 

Full Name of Prosmctiie Pool Manager 

& 

Tifie: 

ACCEPTED by Florida Public Utilities Companv on Of  

& 

Title: 

Pool Manager Account Number assianed bv Florida Public Utiriies Company 

Issued bv: J. T. Enqlish, President 8 CEO Effective: 
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICE CONTRACT 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE CONTRACT 

THIS agreement entered into this - day of 

Customer agrees to buy gas from Company and Company agrees to sell gas to Customer at: 

, W!2- between Florida Public Utilities Company, 
hereinafter called 'Customer. hereinaner called "Company" and 

~~ 

under Company's Rate 
(Street) (Cty and State) 

Schedule No. _. a copy of which is attached hereto and becomes a part hereof and under the terms and conditions of this 
contract for the term of - year(@ aRer the commencement of service by Company to Customer and thereafter from year to 
year until written notice of cancellation shall be given by enher party to the other at least 90 days prior to the annual renewal date. 
Service under this agreement shall commence on or about , W L  or within - days of the date that 
Company has installed the necessary mains, meters, and other essential equipment to serve the Customer, whichever is later. 

The Customeh monthly requirements under the terms and condfiions of this contract shall be less / more than 5.000 
therms par month. 

Customer agrees to pay Company for all service rendered hereunder at the above designated rate as it is now or may 
subsequently be lawfully amended or superseded. 

This agreement includes Company's Rules and Regulations except in such terms wherein a contrary intent is here 
expressed. 

No agent or employee of Company has any pwer  to amend or waive any of the provisions of this contract or to make 
any promise or representation contrary to, or inconsistent with. the Drovisions hereof. This instrument constitutes the entire 
contract between the parties 

Customer agrees to accept and be bound by all rules and regulations of Company in connection with the service hereby 
covered. which are now or may hereafter be filed with, issued and promulgated by the Florida Railroad and Public UtilRies 
Commission or other Governmental bodies having jurisdiction thereof. 

Company and Customer do respeciively assume full responsibility and liability for the maintenance and operation of the 
fadlRies W operated by each and each shall indemnify and save harmless the other from any and all loss or damage 
sustained, and from any and all liability including injury to parsons and property incurred. arising from any act or accident in 
connection with the installation, presence, maintenance and operation of facilities operated by the indemnifying party unless the 
same shall be due to the sole negligence of the other party. its agents. employees, contractors. guests or invitees. 

This agreement shall not be binding upon Company until approved and accepted on its behalf by one of its 
representatives in the space provided below. and thereah shall bind and beneffi the parties hereto. their successors and assigns. 

All correspondence and notices required under this contract are to be addressed to Customer at: 

~ and to Company at: 
(Street) (city and State) 

(Street) (City and State) 

(Customer) 

by 
(Designated Title) 

Wtness 

APPROVEDANDACCEPTEDBY 
FLORIDA PUBLIC UTlLTlES COMPANY 

Issued by: L L k t b m N .  . .  T. Enqlish. President &CEO 

Witness 

Effective: Ma&+lOu 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
EXTENSION OF FACILITIES AGREEMENT 

This Agreement executed in duplicate as of the - day of 
I N L ,  by 

and between Florida Public Utilities Company, a Florida Corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "Utility", 
party of the First part and 
"Consumer", party of the second part, witnesseth: 

, hereinafter referred to as the 

Whereas, the Consumer is desirous of securing an extension or increase of the facilities of the 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the respective and mutual covenants and agreements 

Utility as hereinafter described; and whereas, the Utility is willing to make such extension or increase; 

contained herein and hereinafter set forth, the patties hereto agree with each other as follows: 

1. The Utility will extend or increase its facilities as follows: 

The Utility will commence the extension or increase of its facilities forthwith after the execution of 
the Agreement and use its best efforts to complete the extension or increase of its facilities as soon as 
reasonably possible provided, however, that the parties expressly agree that the Utility shall not be liable 
or responsible for any delay caused by or resulting from shortages or unavailability of material or labor, or 
for any other hindrance or delay beyond the control of the utility. 

To compensate the Utility for the cost and expense of the aforesaid extension or increase 2. 
of its facilities in accordance with the Utility's Rules and Regulations for extensions, the Consumer 
simultaneously with the execution of the Agreement has paid to the Utility the sum of $ , the 
receipt of which hereby is acknowledged by the Utility. The parties agree that said sum was paid by the 
Consumer to and received by the Utility in accordance with the Utility's Rules and Regulations for service 
requiring extension of facilities within the service area of the Utility in County, Florida. The 
Utility's Rules and Regulations as filed with and approved by the Florida Public Service Commission are 
made a part of this Agreement. 

3. The parties agree that the refund provision as set forth in the Utility's approved Rules and 
Regulations; 7 part B, paragraph 2, shall be exercised according to option (a) at the end of the initial year 
of service or (b) at the end of the initial four years of service. The estimated annual gas revenue less cost 
of gas used to determine the amount paid in item (2) above is $ 
option - is to be used. 

. Consumer agrees that 

(Continued to Sheet No. 431 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 421 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
EXTENSION OF FACILITIES AGREEMENT 

(Continued) 

4. The parties agree that the Utility shall at all times have title to and keep ownership and 
control in and over the aforesaid extended or increased facilities, including but not limited to all new 
materials and equipment installed therein, and the parties agree further that the Utility shall have the sole 
and exclusive right to use the extended or increased facilities for the purpose of serving other Consumers 
of the Utility. 

5. After the extension or increase of the facilities described above, the Utility agrees that 
subject to all applicable terms, provisions, rights, duties and penalties, the Consumer will in the usual 
manner and at the usual times pay for the utilities and services delivered to the Consumer by means of 
the extended or increased facilities in accordance with the Utility’s tariffs filed with and approved by the 
Florida Public Service Commission. 

6. The parties agree that no representation, warranty, condition, or agreement of any kind or 
nature whatsoever shall be binding upon either of the parties hereto unless incorporated in the Agreement; 
and the parties agree further that this Agreement covers and includes the entire agreement between the 
parties. The parties agree that all covenants and agreements contained herein shall extend to, be 
obligatory upon and inure to the benefit of the patties hereto and their respective heirs, legal 
representatives, successors and assigns; provided however, that the Consumer may not transfer or 
assign all or any part of the Agreement or any right which he may obtain hereunder, without first obtaining 
the written consent of the Utility. 

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day and year 
hereinbefore first written. 

FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 

Consumer BY 
Its Agent 

BY 
Title 

Issued by: w. . .  T. Enalish. President Effective: 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 
IMPROVEMENT OR RELOCATION OF EXISTING 

FACILITIES AGREEMENT 

This agreement, executed in duplicate as of the -, day of A.D. 4 Q k ,  by and 
between Florida Public Utilities Company, a Florida Corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "utility", 
party of the first part, and 
the second part, witnesseth: 

, hereinafter referred to as the "consumer", party of 

Whereas. the consumer is desirous of securing an improvement or relocation of existing facilities 
of the utility as hereinafter described; and whereas, the utility is willing to make such an improvement or 
relocation; 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the respective and mutual covenants and agreements 
contained herein and hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto agree with each other as follows: 

The utility will improve or relocate existing facilities as follows: 1. 

The utility will commence the improvement or relocation of its existing facilities forthwith after the 
execution of this agreement and use its best efforts to complete the improvement or relocation of its 
facilities as soon as reasonably possible: provided, however, that the parties expressly agree that the 
utility shall not be liable or responsible for any delay caused by or resulting from shortages or unavailability 
of material or labor, or for any other hindrance or delay beyond the control of the utility. 

relocation of its facilities, the consumer simultaneously with the execution of this agreement has paid to 
the utility the sum of $ 
agree that said sum paid by the consumer to and received by the utility without the right of any rebate, 
credit, reduction or adjustment in favor of either party. 

The parties agree that the utility shall at all times have title to and keep ownership and 

2. To compensate the utility for the cost and expense of the aforesaid improvement or 

, the receipt of which hereby is acknowledged by the u t i l i .  The parties 

3. 
control in and over the aforesaid improved or relocated facilities, including but not limited to all new 
materials and equipment installed therein; and the parties agree further that the utility shall have the sole 
and exclusive right to use the improved or relocated facilities for the purpose of serving other customers Of 
the utility. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 45) 
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After the improvement or relocation of the facilities described above, the consumer agrees 
that subject to all applicable terms, provisions, rights, duties and penalties, the consumer will in the usual 
manner and at the usual times pay for the utilities and services delivered to the consumer by means of the 
improved or relocated facilities in accordance with the Company's tariffs filed with and approved by the 
Florida Public Service Commission. 

4. 

5. The parties agree that no representation, warranty, condition, or agreement of any kind or 
nature whatsoever shall be binding upon either of the parties hereto unless incorporated in this 
agreement; and the parties agree further that this agreement covers and includes the entire agreement 
between the parties. The parties agree that all covenants and agreements contained herein shall extend 
to, be obligatoly upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, legal 
representatives, successors and assigns; provided, however, that the consumer may not transfer or 
assign all or any part of this agreement or any right which he may obtain hereunder without first obtaining 
the written consent of the utility. 

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the day and year 
hereinbefore first written. 

"Utilitf 
FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY 

BY 
Its Agent 

Consumer 
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